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P AUBoard Favors Beer On Campus
By JEAN ANN DARNALL

The PAU Board of Regents have voted in favor
of allowing the sale and
consumption of alcoholic
beverages on the PAU
campus with the restriction
of a six month trial basis.
Regent members handed-down a vote of sevento-two in favor of the beer
issue. Ricardo H . Hinojosa
and Mrs. Billie Pickard
made up the opposing
votes.
Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez,
vice president for student
and university affairs,
presented the guidelines
for the sale of alcoholic
beverages to the board.
The guidelines were drawn
up at a meeting of representatives of the school
administration and student
government.
A proposal for the sale
of alcoholic beverages on
the PAU campus was first
brought before the board
during their Jan. 8 meeting
by Cande Ontiveros, Student Government president. At that time, t~e
board voted four-to-three
In favor of allowing the administration to draw up a
policy stating the specific
place and the hours that
the alcoholic beverages
would be sold. The guidelines were accepted by the
board during their Feb. 5
meeting.
Board members requested that Nevarez supervise
the plan on a six month
trial basis, and submit
monthly reports on the
progress or problems encountered.
Only alcoholic bever·
ages containing 15 percent
alcoholic content or less
will be sold within the
physical boundaries of the
University Center complex, and only in conjunction with special events.
The UC complex includes
the ballroom, banquet
rooms, PAU cafeteria,
atrium, snack bar and
faculty lounge.
The specific hours
agreed upon for the sale of
the beverages was after 5
p.m ., and no later than 12
midnight Monday through
Friday, and 2 p.m . till 12
midnight Saturday and
Sunday.
The sale of alcoholic
beverages will be limited to
PAU students, employees,
their accompanying guests
and guests of the university. Proper identification
and proof of age will be re•
quired, and PAU students
and employees will be
responsible for the actions
of their guests.
Other stipulations stated
in the guidelines include:
Alcoholic beverages
may not leave the site
where they were purchas•
ed except in bulk form to

be dispensed at another
location within the complex.
Under no circumstances
will the consumption of
alcoholic beverages at an
activity sponsored by a student organization be permitted, unless it is in keep•
ing with established univer•
sity activities, and is approved by the vice president for university and student affairs at his
designate.
The adviser or his designate, who must be a full
time PAU employee, of a
student organization must
assume responsibility for
the event and consumption of alcoholic beverages,
and must be present at all
times during the event.
AlcoholTcoeverages
may be purchased by university students an~
employees for dispensing
within the UC complex
from the responsible
university agent only.
Alcoholic beverages not
purchased from the responsible agent will not be
premitted within the UC
complex.
Under no circumstances
may an organization publicly advertise an event using alcoholic beverages as
an inducement for attendance.
When deemed necessary by the vice president
for student and university
affairs or his designate,
security services, at the expense of the sponsoring
organizations, will be required at events where
alcoholic beverages are
served.
Dispensing and consumption of alcoholic
beverages will be allowed
in the UC circle, in keeping
with the regulations stated
above.
The consumption and
possession of alcoholic
beverages in the university
residence halls was also
approved by the board.
Nevarez reported that
about 50 percent of the
colleges and universities
surveyed, during the planning stages of the beverage
sales, allow alcoholic beverages in their dormitories.
The guidelines for the
dorm residents are as
follows:
The consumption and
possession of alcoholic
beverages is limited to individual student residence
hall rooms, and is prohibited in all other areas.
Possession of alcoholic·
beverages in public areas
of the residence hall is permitted only in the process
of transporting the beverages to the resident's
room.
Alcoholic beverages
shall be transported to the
resident's room concealed
in a plain paper sack or
wrapper.

Nevarez said that the
food services company
that serves PAU has tentatively agreed to be the
univ·erslty agent, and will

apply for the proper licensing necessary to handle the
sale of alcoholic beverages.
The specific details will be
worked out with the com•

pany later this week.
When asked about the
board's decision. Cande
Ontiveros said, "It is a vote
of confidence and rightly

so, because orgnaizations
have been on campus for
over 25 years, and the
university has had no problems with them."

-

REGENTS MEET • Moises Vela calls for a vote on the alcoholic beverages on campus
issue. The board handed down a seven-to-two vote in favor of beer on campus.

Regents Rehire Faculty And Administrators
The PAU board of regents approved hiring approximately 300 administrators and faculty
members for the 1980-81
academic year.
The personnel for the
Edinburg and Brownsville
campuses had their ex·
isling contracts extended
effective Sept. 1 by regents
at their meeting Tuesday.
Dr. Ralph Schilling, who
has guided PAU as president since 1960, will continue in that office, and Dr.
Arnulfo Oliveira will again
be president at PAUBrownsville.
Other top administrative
offices re-employed were
the four vice-presidents:
Dr . J . C. Nichols,
academic affairs, Dr.
Miguel A. Nevarez, student
and
university affairs; Dr. Arnulfo
Martinez, inter-American
affairs, and Dr. Homer
Pena, business affairs.
Deans re-hired were:
Dr. Bob Dowell, school of
humanities; Dr. David
Alvirez, school of social
sciences; Dr. Ernest J.
Baca, Jr . school of
science and mathematics;
Dr. Robert N. McMichael,

school of business administration; Dr. Bill E.
Reeves, school of education, and John W. Hook,
admissions and instructional services.
Julian Castillo will continue to be director of the
division ·of health related
professions, a11d Leslie
Gower will head the library
in the Learning Resource
Center. Dan Alvirez will be
director of the media services center, and Dr. L. 0.
Sorensen will remain as
director of the marine
biology laboratory at r.-dre
Island.
The board approved Dr.
Schilling's recommendation to extend the contract
of Bill White as athletic
director and basketball
coach it includes the 198283 academic year. Al
Ogletree's contract as PAU
baseball coach was extended to include the 1981-82
academic year.
Department heads in the
school of humanities will
be Dr Marian Manta , commu1cations ; Dr. James
Maloney, foreign langu·
ages, and Dean Canty.
music.
Department heads for

the school of social
sciences are: Dr. Harold A.
Nelson, behavioral science; Dr. Randel Davidson, history and Dr. Jerry
L. Polinard, political
science.
In the school of science
and mathematics, department heads are Dr. Sammie L. Sides, biology; Dr.
Jose P. Castrillon, chemistry; Dr. Edwin LeMaster, physical science,
and Dr. John Spellmann,
mathematics.
Dr. Willard Platzer will
direct academic programs
in the school of business
administration, and Dr.
Edward Baldwin will head
the school's division of ad·
ministration.
Also holding high posts
in the school of business
are Dr. Carl H. Rush, Jr.,
director of the bureau oi
business and economic re·
search; Dr. Lorenzo Ortega, acting director of division of community programs; Dr. Vern C. Vincent, acting director of division of graduate studies,
and Dr. Lester M. Rydl,
acting diector of the divi·
sion of student services. Dr
Rush will also be acting
director the the human
resource center.

In the school of education, Dr. John L. Moore
will be the acting head of
curriculum and instruction,
elementary; Dr. Alvin R.
Cannady, acting head of
department of curriculum
and instruction, secondary; Dr. Jerry Pulley, acting head, department of
school management; Dr.
Ana Maria Rodriguez, acting head for school ser•
vices; Dr. Nolan Wood,
acting head of schools and
commmnity functions, and
Dr. Darrel Black, head of
physical education and
health er!ucation. Gerald
C. Stamper will head the
dep~rtment of nursing
education .
Department heads at the
Bronwsville campus of
PAU will be Dr. Mimosa S
Schraer, arts and sciences;
Dr. Louie W. Walter,
business administration,
and Dr. Robert J. Garza,
education.
Hired for temporary appointments for the Spring
semester were Lloyd
Bietsch as an instructor in
the physical sicence department, and Mazhar U.
Kazi, instructor in the
medical technology department. division of
health related professions.
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University Menu
Wednesday
BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
HAM
HASH BROWNS
ASST. DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES
LUNCH

LUNCH

Letter To The Editor:
Open Letter to Dr. Ralph
Schilling:

At this point in my life, I
have a major investment
tied up in my car. It's not
much to look at, but I keep
it running arid it gets me to
work and school.

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
BACON
PAN CAKES
TOAST
ASST. DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES
LUNCH
MINNESTRONE SOUP
BIG HAMBURGERS
RAVIOLI
FRENCH FRIES
GREEN BEANS
SLICED BEETS
ASST. BREADS
ASST.SALADS
ASST.DESSERTS
DINNER
CHINESE BEEF & PEPPERS
LASAGNA
MASHED POTATOES
ITALIAN GREEN BEANS
YELLOW SQUASH
ASST.BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST.DESSERTS
Friday

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
SAUSAGE PATTIES
WAFFLES
TOAST
ASST. DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES
LUNCH
CREOLE SOUP
FRIED FISH w/TARTER SAUCE
SPAGHETTI w/MEAT SAUCE
TRI TATERS
CAULIFLOWER
BUTTERED PEAS
ASST. BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS
DINNER
SWEDISH MEAT BALLS
BURRITOS w/CHILI
BUTTERED NOODLES
MIXED VEG ETABLES
PINTO BEANS
ASST. BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS
Saturday

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SRAMBLE EGGS
LUNCHEON MEAT
FRENCH TOAST
TOAST
ASST. DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
LUNCHEON MEAT
FRENCH TOAST
TOAST
ASST. DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES
LUNCH
LANTIL SOUP
BEEF STEW w/VEGETABLES
TUNA SALAD
MASHED POTATOES
BAKED BEANS
MUSTARD GREENS
CORN BREAD
ASST. BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS
DINNER

LUNCH
STEAK PARMESAN
CORN DOGS
MASHED POTATOES
PEAS & CARROTS
SUCCOTASH
ASST. BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS
Tuesday

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
SAUSAGE PATTIES
POTATOES w/EGGS
TOAST
ASST. DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES

LUNCH
LIMA BEAN w/BACON SOUP
GRILLED PORT CHOPS
LIVER w/ONIONS
FRITO PIE
OVEN BROWN POTATOES
BLACKEYE PEAS
OKRA
ASST. BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS

DINNER
CHOPPED STEAK w/BACON
TAMALES w/CHILE
BAKED POTATOES
FRENCH CUT GREEN BEANS
CAULIFLOWER
ASST.BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST.DESSERTS

Won't you please do
what you can to fix the
road behind the science
building? Day after day,
year after year, even at
slow speeds ... it's eating
up my shock absorbers and
my kidneys.

ROD SANTA ANA
PAU SENIOR

Nominations For Piper
Professors From PAU

ASST FRUIT ,ll ll1F.S
LUNCH
SPLIT PEA SOUP
BAKED HAM
BEEF NOODLE CASSEROLE
SWEET YAMS
IXED VEGETABLES
SPINACH
ASST. BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASSL DESSERTS
DINN.ER
Monday

,~oP._m
_~-o-ws -1
Please Fix The Road

DUCHESS SOUP
FRIED STEAK FINGERS
w/COUNTRY GRAVY
GRILLED CHEESE w/BACON
MASHED POTATOES
LIMA BEANS
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS
DINNER

FRENCH ONION SOUP
BAR-B-Q ON BUN
Sunday
HAM & MACARONI CASSEROLE
CREAMED POTA TOES
BREAKFAST
CHOPPED BROCCOLI
FRIED EGGS
AESTA HOMINY
SCRAMBLE EGGS
ASST. BREADS
CHORIZO w/EGGS
ASST. SALADS
PAN CAKES
ASST. DESSERTS
TOAST
DINNER
ASST DRY C':REALS
SMOTHERED CHOPPED STEAKFRANKS & BEANS
MACARONI & CHEESE
TURNIP GREENS
STEW OKRA & TOMATOES
ASST. BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS
Thur.day
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CONCERT • James Stover. tenor, (seated)
and Harold Worman, flutist, look over
musical scores in preparation for their program to be presented in the Fine Arts
Auditorium on February 8 at 8 p.m. The
recital is open to the public and free of
charge.

School Offers
Seminar
A management seminar
intitled
"First
Line
Supervisors--Part II" will be
presented by the Pan
American
University
school of business administration in cooperation
with
the
Edinburg
Chamber of Commerce
beginning Feb. 20.
The six-part program,
designed for manufacturing and service organizations' supervisory personnel, will meet Wednesdays
from 7 to 9 p.m. through
April 2 in room 211 in the
business administration
building.·
Topics to be discussed in
the seminar include:
creative leadership and
performance standards,
productivity and good
working
conditions,
managing change, performance standards and personnel appraisal, constructive employee counseling
and decision making.
The class will be taught
by two PAU faculty
members, Dr. Leslie E.
Munneke , professor of
management, and Douglas
Bartley , associate professor of management.
Dr. Munneke received
his B.S from Coe College

in economics, his M.A. in
finance and his Ph.D. in
management and industrial relations, both
from the State University
of Iowa. Bartley received
his B.S. in education from
the University of Illinois
and his M.A. from the
University of Pittsburgh in
personnel management.
Both instructors have
extensive teaching and
work-related experience in
the area of management.

A fee of $60 per person
will be charged . Certificates of achievement
with continuing education
units will be awarded to
participants who successfully c0mplete the
seminar.
For further information
or for registration, interested persons may call
Robert Lopez, coordinator
of community programs,
or Miss Norma Ramirez,
secretary, at the division of
community programs ,
PAU school of business administration in room 122.
The office telephone
number is 381-3366. The
deadline for registration is
one week prior to class
meeting.

Faculty Senate Elects Officers
The Faculty Senate of Pan American University has
new officers, announced Ms. Clara Bultenbos,
secretary. These officers will serve two years and could
be re-elected one time. After serving four years,
senators cannot run for one year. Candidates must be
on campus one year to be eligible, said Bultenbos.
New officers are Dr. Charles Ellard from the School
of Business Administration, chairman; Dr. Patricio de
la Fuente from the &hoo/ of Humanities, vice chairman; Ms. Clara Bultenbos from the School of Business Administration, secretary; and Ms. Janice
Willeford from the School of Education, parliamentarian.
"We don't elect a treasurer because we have no
money," quipped Bultenbos. The faculty senate was
organized to represent the faculty's efforts in promoting the general welfare of the university, said
Bultenbos. "Its representation is proporlional and
comes from oil the schools on campus, the LRC and
the Brownsville campus, " she said, adding that each
school Is guaranteed one senator.
Bultenbos said retiring chairman, Dr. Carl Grantz,
English profeuor, had done an "excellent job."

Three faculty members
at Pan American University have been nominated by
the faculty senate for the
Piper Professors for 1980.
They are Dr. Amilda
Thomas, professor in the
department of physical
education; Dr. Elizabeth
Gratz, assistant professor
in the department of curriculum and instruction,
secondary, and Dr. James
Stover, associate professor
in the department of

music.
The program of Piper
Professor awards was
established by the Minnie
Steven Piper Foundation
of San Antonio in 1958 in
order to bring recognition
to outstanding achievement in the teaching profession in colleges and
universities in the State of
Texas. Ten winners from
throughout the state will be
announced April 1.

Activities Calendar
Thursday
10:30-11:30 PLSP 307 &
307A.
10:25-11:35
Campus
Mlnlsby Chapel.
5:30-8:30 p.m. PAUVNG
DEMO'S.
11:35-1:00 p .m. PAUSA
University Center 306 &
306A.
10:25-11:30 Club Cultur~ de
Espanol LA 240.
10:25-11:35 University
Center Program Council 306
& 306A.
2:20-3:30 HEP 307 & 307A.
Friday
7:00-8:30 p.m . IUCF 305.
Saturday
6:30-10:00 p.m . PLSP Field
House Entrance.
Sunday
5:30-8:30 APO 305.
7:00-8:00 p.m. TKE 305A.
Monday
5:30-8:30 p.m. Delta Zeta

305 & 305A.
5:30-9:30 p.m. Kappa Sigma
306.
Tuesday
10:25-11:30 TKE 306.
5:30-9:00 Kappa Delta 307 &
307A.
Wednesday
11:00-1:00 BSU at BSC.
Wednesday
5:00-10:00 p.m. IKS 305 &
305A.
6:00 -8:00 p.m. Kappa Delta
307 & 307A.

Thursday
10:25-11 : 35
Campus
Mlnlsby Chapel.
11:25-1:00 PAUSA 306 &
306A.
10:25-11:35 Blos League SB
ll8.
10:30-11:30 IF 307A.
10:35-11:35 USPC 306 ,&
306A.
2:20-3:30 HEP 307 & 307A.

PAU's Classified Ads
RESUMES PROFESSIONAL--Conflden•
llal Valley WNbng Service 686•2828
Hypnotic S.,K.Help Tapes Penonal, ,ocial,
health problem, FREE Cbtalog Potennak
unbmlted dimibutor, 3200 South 2nd,
McAllen

a...i-.20.- ......

_.,,1 . . .- -........

1o 11,....
AMn-. Enoao FW1100. o-ai.1tF11-

.,_ ..._,. 8nna ad ""I'll

- ro .......
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THE PAN AMERICAN STAFF
Editor ........... Jean Ann Darnall
Reporters .... ....... Barbara King
Eliseo Rodriguez
Roxanne Zamora
Sports Editor ........ Victor Garcia
Advertising . ....... Joseph Mangin
Photographers
Ruben Guzman
Lety Perez
Circulation ... ......... Mike Saenz
Intern .................. Tina Paez
Adviser ............... Harry Quin
ConlrlbuHng Re-ters
SonUI Saeoi Manuel Luho_ Eduardo Cantu , Ben Trevmo. Noel Duran Gua.dolupt'
TreJO. Ehda Coborrub1a< and Juan Monte,

The Pan Ame.ncan is a pubhcauon of Pan Amencan UnlvetS,1ly Pubbct11honi, Em1l14
Hall 100. Edinburg. Texas 78539 Is '5 publ~hed each Thursday ucep1 dunng ••
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president. and Harry Quin advls-ir Views presented l)re thaw of,~
and do
not necesSAnl_y tt'fletl thos,e of lhe Untversny adm1nistrnnon Sub-.eriphon pnce by mail
IS $3 a year of S 1.50 e1 s~mest~r Contribu11ons and ~tten ro th• ed,to, 1hukl bl!' 1ub
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Looking For A
0□9e Summer Job?
DD
DC.,.

More people than ever are looking for summer
jobs, according to Lynne Lapin, editor of the 1980
Summer Employment Directory of the United

OCJ
.

States.

..I

Lapin warns, "If you really want a good summer
job--something you can put on your resume after
graduation--you'd better apply before the end of
April. The best summer jobs go fast."
Getting a summer job often depends on learning
the special things summer employers look for in a
job candidate, Lapin says.
"You're in a better competitive position for a
summer job If you know in advance what your interviewer wants to hear, or what an employer
would like to read in a letter of application," she
says. Here is a list of eight important "do's and
don'ts" for summer job seekers that Lapin compiled
while interviewing the 30,000 employers who seek
summer help through the 1980 Summer Employ-

ment Director of the United States.
STATE OFFICERS - Cande Ontiveros, student government presi-

dent, and Ralph Magana, attorney general, were recently elected
president and secretary, respectively, of the Texas Student
Association.

ERIC Available To P AU Students
Students seeking information in every aspect of
education can obtain it be
going to the University
librarv, and observing the

collection of microfiche entitled ERIC.
ERIC, 1:.ducatlon Resource Information Center,
is designed for the collec-

tlon of information pertaining to Education and then
storing it In microfiche.
Although it's priority function is to provide information based on education
rfi!lated reports; ERIC also
provides information on
subjects such as, psychology, sociology and
criminal justice .. The pros
and cons of such controversial matters as, busing, and bilingual education are also listed. The
collection covers many
subjects.

..-..-----~~~----***
••
UseaJitde
.

........~~..,,,_...~._.......................___~

ift

~

when~ order yom
next Kai's ptzza.

CeJltS
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--------------
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I
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•

With this coupon buy one pizza and get the next smaller

I size for only 99c; (with
I equal number of toppings

I

:o!::th other promotions.

,

EXPIRES FEBRUARY 21, 1900

Pizza

ai

I
1
1

I1

l

1. Most summer employers want people with
leadership personalities. Be attentive in a personal
interview, show energy and enthusiasm. Asking
questions shows you're interested. In a written application, mention experiences that show your
leadership qualities--offices held in clubs or
organizations, for example.
2. Employers hire people who look and act
healthy. Be careful about your appearance in a personal interview. Stand up straight, sit up straight
and don't slouch.
3. When you apply for a summer job by mail,
watch your presentation, not only appearance, but
also content. Don't say, "I want to spend the summer in Maine." The employer will think you care
more about the scenery than about his summer
theater.
4. When you get an application blank in the
mail from an employer, respond immediately, and
fill out the form completely. Employers are looking
for people who get the job done fast and
thoroughly.
5. Don't apply for a job if you can't stay for the
whole season. Employers expect you to keep your
contract committments. Many employers will pay
you a bonus on your base pay throughout the summer only if you stay past Labor Day. If your school
starts before Labor Day, maybe you should talk to
the administration about the problems that creates
for you and for everybody else who wants a summer job. Or you could investigate late registration.
6. If you have good speech and communication skills and an outgoing personality, you'll have a
better chance in a summer job Interview. An articulate person has a definite edge over someone
who's more reserved and shy .
7. If you want a high-paying position in an ex•
pensive resort, you must bring some professionalism to the job. That means experience in a
similar job and it also means a professional attitude.
Professionals don't just work from 9 a.m.-5 p.m. ,
and they don't have to be told what to do; they
show initiative and imagination on their own.
8. Think of yourself as a product. What can
you do? Who could use your skills, your experience, babysitting, newspaper routes, work on
school papers, school plays, church work, and your
enthusiasm. Package yourself appropriately, with a
well-written resume, and market yourself
systematically.
Lapin thinks that her own position as editor of
the 1980 Summer Employment Directory of the
United Statu is possibly one of the most interesting year-round jobs there Is. "Every year we
contact 30,000 employers across the country to update the Summer Employment Directory. You
talk to some really wonderful people that way, and
mostly you hear about good relationships that
develop between employers and summer workers.
Some employers return to the same summer job all
through high school and college. Some eventually
go into their summer line of work as a career after
they finish school ," Lapin said.

1
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PAUForms
Coalition

During the Christmas
break, Pan American
University participated
with Texas A&M and
Sam Housto Colleges
to from a coalition from
the STIFA schools of
Texas to participate in
the Sun Bowl Swing at
El Paso.
In the championship
varsity debate, Larry,
Bear, Watts of Pan
American and Mike
Shelby of Texas A&M
won second place at
the Sun Bowl and third
place at UTEP.
In the novice divi•
sion, Roland Ray and
pat O'Connel won second place in the tournament at UTEP.
Watts and Shelby
were recognized as the
best overall team at
both tournaments.
. There were 12 colleges partlc i pati ng,
representing seven different states.

. I

IO's
deserve
flowers.
Especially for
Valentine's Day. So
if you've got a 10 on
your mind, now is the
time to send him or
her a very special
Valentine: The
FTD Valentine Bud
Vase. It'll work, because l0's know they
deserve the best.
The FTD Valentine Bud
vase Is usually available for
less than $10.00. As an independent businessman,
each FTD Florist sets his
own prices. Service charges
and delivery may be
additional. Most FTO
Florists accept American
Express and other major
credit cards. c19ao Florists'
Transworld Delivery. We
send flowers worldwide .

•

Helping you
say it right.

l
t
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Director Celebrates
25 YearsAtPAU
Louis S . deVries, physical plant director for Pan
American University, was presented with two anniversary cakes--one representing 25 years' service
and the other showing one year plus.
That's because no one remembers exactly when
he took charge of the university's maintenance on a
full-time basis, deVries explained. "Originally I
taught algebra and trigonometry, and maintenance
was part time," he said .
DeVries remembers being asked by the Board of
Regents to estimate coast of maintenance of a proposed University Center, the Physical Science
building and the first section of the old library (the
tower being added later). He said it was found they
didn't have enough income to maintain them properly. "One of the regents said we ought to go
ahead and trust in God ," said deVries. "I don't
know if God had anything to do with it, but our
prayers were answered when Dr. Schilling took
over in 1960 because he has been able to raise
money."
Dr. Ralph F. Schilling, president of PAU said,
"We are most appreciative of Mr. deVries' dedication. He is directly responsible for the beautification
of the grounds and the entire Valley is proud of the
campus' appearance."
The plant has six departments: administrative,
general service, building maintenance, custodial,
grounds and utility distribution. deVries said their
varied duties include moving donated palm trees,
vehicle upkeep, plumbing, painting, electrical work
and setting up bleachers for special events. "Every
custodial employee cleans 20,000 sqauare feet per
day," he added.
His department has a lower turnover in employees than do other university sities, deVries
said, attributing this to the fact that many
employees have · close family-oriented
backgrounds. Several other employees have been
with the department 25 years or more also, said
deVries.

DIRECTOR CELEBRATES 25 YEARS · Louis DeVries, physical plant director, was awarded

a plaque by Dr. Ralph Schilling, university president, tor 25 years of service at PAU.
early 1970's. He· said his appropriations request,
He said, deVries is a hard worker. "I've heard of
him giving employees a lunch break while he
unlike most, was based on expectation of the
stayed on the job. And when a problem comes up,
higher fuel costs. DeVries said it is not unusual to
he's on top of it."
find men talking shop at APPA meetings, even with
a pro football game being televized. APPA is a naDeVries said his membership and involvement
with the Association of Physical Plant Adtional organization, but recently a state organization
mininstrators of universities and colleges has
called TAPPA was formed.
What has he enjoyed most about his job? "Wat"helped him more than any other one thing" in
ching the school grow and feeling a part of that
solving problems. DeVries cited an incident in
which he learned of an upcoming fuel shortage
development," was the quick answer. "Also workfrom another engineer at an APPA meeting in the
ing with the people in this department," he added.

ISHIRTS+
Build your own, T-shirt

Dleco.at for group ord11TS
dtfferent styles of T-shirts
and
lOO's transfer ·to choose from

687-8071
La l'lma Mall McAllen, To:

Dixie Ward, Owner

5019 North 10th • McAllen, Texas

~ - H.
MPIAN
E411e11ioiul Ct~ltr

Call 0111 htflliA&I I WttUtft

NOW OPEN
El«tronfa

Special discounts for PAU students
"Our goo/ i. your aa~actlon"

Bob's Sewlnp Machine Center
So/Q and &rvlce

Sewing Machine■ -V acuum Cleaner■

IN
CORPUS CHRISTI
4441 Gollihar
FOR INFORMATION
CALL or VISIT

Our Center
512-851-1460

11617 N. Central
Dallas Tx 75243
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Honor Roll

Roberto Carlos Arena, Virginia Ellen
Tinker, Karla Ann Sudbrink,
Christopher Fleming King, Linda
Buchan, Desidora Guzman, Mary
Madalena Martinez, Sylvia Ann
Salinas, Alma Ruth Balley, Mario
Alberto Bartera, Cesar Eloy Behran,
Meri Jane Beyer, Alicia Billescas,
Emeraldo Canales, Veronica Canales,
Aurora Carma!, Enedina Chavei,
Rebecca Lee Cuellar, Janis Ilene
Dreyer, Guillermina Mendoza Farley.
Paula Christine Foxworthy, Janice
Arline Freeman , Esmeralda Garcia,
Gloria C. Garcia, Ludivina G"rcia,
Nancy Garcia, Oscar Ruben Garza,
Rose Mane Guerr,., William L
Hawkins, Mary Ellen Herbst, Olga
Herr, Servando Hinojosa, William
Douglas Johns, Irene Luna, Elida Mar•
dnez, Mary Eleanor Meacham, Mary
Helen Mary Mery, Donna Gayle Mit·
chell, Deborah Sue Moore, Arturo Y.
Monoz, Santiago Muzquiz, Linda Ann
Noble, Esperanza Judith Ortegon,
Darcy Jo Paque, lrela Yvetta Ramirez.
Joni Lynn Rathert, Ana Maria Rojas,
Leonor Garza Ruiz, Andres Sanchez,
Gabriela Sanchez, Theresa Ann Sclrlo,
Douglas L. Stevens, Lloyd Michael
Stubbs, Janice Sue Taylor, Bradley
Joe Vangsnes, Stephanie Vargas,
Elizabeth Venecia, Donna Florence
Vereker, Charles Douglas Walper,
Margaret Lynn Weller, Rob! Ted Willis,
Tracy Lynn Newman Young, Abel
Hector Zavala, Nana Ruth Zurovetz,
Julia AlanlS, Elsa Maria Arrambide,
>eter C . Iannelli. Normalinda Rivera,
lobert De Jesus Andulza Jr .. Santa
\rrlaga, Xavier Alfredo Adame, Roy
-· BIDman, Pedro Cedillo, Jr., Luann
)!llon, Becky Jo Fitzgerald, Norma
rene Gomez, Lydia Handy, Pedro
;alinas. Kyle W. Selcer, Anita Galvan.
;anttago Jimmy Perez, Jr., David
;a11nas, Angelica Almanza, Mary
~lzabeth Alvirez, BIiiy Scott Brlti, Adel
)scar Casas, Jose Arturo Castillo, Sr.,
tosa Marla Castillo, David N. Cham•
~on, Carmen Migdalia C051a, Jean
\nn Darnall, Kristtn Gay Davenport,
Jlzabeth Diaz, Elia Esther Domian.
Douis, Eutigulo Manuel Eltzonlo, Jr. , Celia Espinoza, Mark Louis
:.sposlto, Ramon David Esquivel,
/ldal Flores, Arnoldo Garcia, Jr..
-ferllnda G. Gomez, David Joel
:iom illlon, Sonia Granado, Helen
:.limbeth H elen Hall, Elisa Herrera,
'\minta Stella Hinojosa, Donald Roy
Hinson. Johnnie Bell Je tt, Eduardo
Lizcano, Debra Louise Lodico, Sylvia
Bertha Lopez, Christopher Thomas
Martin, Anna Marttnei, Abraham G.
Miranda, Francisca Moralez, Rhona
Denise Myers, Teri Lynne Nunn, Esau
Rubio Pena, Angel Perez, Kenneth
Wayne Peters, John William Picken,
Marina Lynn Ramirez, Ad a Reyna,
George Rivas, Mark Donald Melville
Roberts, Azelia Rodriguez, Irma Garcia
Ro d riguez, Ma rgarita Rodriguez,
Thelma Dora Rodnguez, Miguel Oscar
~ la Rosa, Rogelio Saenz, Betty Jean
Keller Sanflllippo, Leticia Santos,
Stewn Wesley Vanmatre, Alberto
Vlmuerte, J r .. Anilla VU!arteal, Maria
Magdalena Rosa, Delfina Ybarra, Della
Diaz, Edelmiro Venecia, Jr., Diana
Moss Adair, Robert Mason Bensinger,
Magdana Camargo, Alma Diana
Canales, Deborah Lynne Craig, Maria
CrisUna Cruz, Mary Underwood Davis,
Ma rla Magdalena Flores, Corina
Gerusa, Anthony Benjamin James,
Kathryn Gary Kirkland, Laura Jane
Le!mon, Rhonda Dale Usauckis, Sally
Ann Magee, Margaret Page Maxey,
Step hen Blake Nelson. Alexandra
William Senofsky, Rhonda Jean Kent,
Judith Esther Reyna, Rebecca Aguirre,
Hilda F. Marttnez, Mario Alonzo
Sanchez f.nmcisca Trevlilo, Susan
~ I f . Leo James Leo, Graciela
Moron, Diana Soils, Marla Susana Me•
Jla, Benjamin Alfredo Tagle, Juan
Francisco Arellano, Nicolas Morado,
Diana Marla Cavazos, Rosemary
Cuellar, Juan Esparza, Marvin Ennis
Franklin, GIOria Gonzalez, Garza, Rojelio Ramirez, Thelma Ruth AlejOs,
Alma Graciela Barrera, Russell
Canady, Norma Ann Canales, Diana
Dolores Casas, ~Ila Esqueda, JOS<?

,eorge

Angel Gandaria. Hamon Garcia, Roel
Garcia. Marla Nelle Garza, Arturo R.
Gonzalez. Patricia Elva G~zalez.
Dolores Yvonne Guerrero. Susan Gail
Halstead, Albert Bulkley Legge, Janet
Margaret Miller. Diana Minerva
Montes, Miriam Moroles, Carol Sue
Kissinger Purkop. Catherine June
Quintanilla, Cheri Lynn Rains. Patricia
Isabel Ramirez, David Reyna, Norma
Linda Guzman Reyna. Sony11 Reyna,
Nicolas de los Angeles Rios, Jr . Nelda
Rivera, Anna Maria Sandoval. Brian
Richard Hubbena, Norma I. Garza,
Esperanza Victoria Barron, Veronica
Carranza. Mary Elizabeth Closner, Emma Guadalupe Figueroa. Juanita
Lucia Garcia. Mari Carman Garcia,
Jenny Lee Garza, Diana Gonuiles,

-Shelly Marie Sudrink, Michael
Doran Tomllnson, Sandra Ann Bannister. Paul Rickie Barnett. Jose Ar·
mando Cavazos, Corette Darice
Aedler, ldolina Garza, Michael Ray
Gomez, Marla C. Gonzalez, Patricia
Ann Gonzalez, David William
Gouckenour, Stephen Alford Grim,
Becky Lee Hams, Nancy Elaine
Hayes. David Alan Johnson, Fernando Lamas, Mauri2lo Gulgl Maccato,
Madelyn Park Magee, Jose Antonio
Moli Jr., Luis Javier Mora, Rosemary
Murphree, Nora Laura Navarro. Bar
bara Ellen Northcutt, Marla De Jesus
Ordaz, Michael Anthony Paluska,
Leavonne Pulley, Isabel Just! Schuy,
Marta Alicia Somohano, Georgeanne
Mar Swartzendruber, Martha Maria Del
R. Martinez Yvonne L. Cantu, Joe
Casullo Jr , Rosa G. Cavazos, Lyn
Michele Cramer, Carolina Desiga,
Frances Ann Dube, David Edward
Hallock, Scotty A.lien Hofer, Ruby
Longoria, LeUcia Mercado, Joanne
Evins Reddell, Francisca Rios.
Enedelia Rodnguez, Penny Myers
Simpson. Osvaldo Esteban Trevino,
Jr., Joel Kent Wilsher, Shanon Lee
Worthen, Juan Jose Guajardo, Valerie
Ruth Carlisle, Barbara Elazine OiPhl,
Noe Garcia, Nora J~n Garcia, Lynn
Marie Thompson Hass, Ofella Olsson,
Arnulfo Suarez, Cheryl Ann Swann,
Carol Mae Whitley , Veronika
Marianne Willard, Garry David Bauer,
Carol Ann, Wolf, Dorothy Belle
Bauer, Gloria Avila Gonzalez, Carolyn
Sue Brandt, Gwenn Rachel Carlson,
Norma Dovalina, Belinda Ramirez,
Daniel Anselmo Rivas, Candace
Elizabeth F . Wubbena, Armando
Brlones, Jr.. Oralia Escareno, Ruben
Ricardo Flores, Jose Luis Maldonado,
Ofelia Garza de los Santos, Jina Faye
Segoiva, Angel Villa, Jr., Robyn Ann
Bailey, Jeffrey Welbourne Mid·
dlebrook, Diana Gonzalez, Christine
Renee Howland, Mary Jane Anderson, Emilia G. de los Santos, David
Frank Munoz, Darla Maye Aowers,
Noel Carlc>s Gonzalez, Alicia Pina,
Jose Luis_!!angel.
Kaufman, Barba.r a Lael King, Maria
Magdalena Macias, Sylvia McDonald,
Joseph Ray Mitchell, Belinda Perez,
Cynthia Gloria Perez, Jose Raul
Ramos, Imelda Qulntandla Serda,
Alfredo Zuniga, Jr., Lorenza Larraga,
Manuel Roberto Larraga, Diamantina
Castaneda, Maria Theresa Cavazos,
Enrique Ledesma, Jewel Lynn Call
Ross, Miguel Angel Salazar, Hilda
Isabel Trevino, Bacellza Valendn,
Gladys Omedl Garcia, Rogerio
Olivarez Jr., Mary Jane Ashley,
Reynaldo Buendia, Angel Castro, Norma Cavazos, Norma Alicia Lopez,
Delia Rocha, Cristobal Rojas, Diana
Satterlield, Jorge Abeladro Arcaute,
Janet Lou Bailey, Joe Edward Balley,
Gust,svo Garcia, Silvestre Garza,
George Christopher Mason, Trecla A.
Parrish, Nelva Camarillo Viramontes,
Ramiro Guerra, Betty Lou Garza
Rodrlguei, Rodrigo Becerra, Estela
Flores, Juanita E. Garza, William
Herbert Harris, Rodolfo Juarez, Martha Anne Meadow. Oralla Mendoza,
Mary Goldberg Moad, Cynthia Ann
Rendon, Enrique Reynoso. Nohemi
Mindy Robles, Maria Ramona Sliva,
Lucila Graciela Huerta Soils, Imelda
Tamez, Noe Valenzuela, Dianna Lynn
Zuniga, Eva Casanova.

Senate Positions Open
There are two vacancies
for senators that need to be
filled , according to Cande
Ontiveros, Pan American
University student government president.
Vaca ncies occurred
when David Krueger moved to California a nd Letty
Lopez dropped out of the
University Center Program
Council, said Larry Garcia,
student government vice
president.
"These two vacancies
must be filled by the Greek
Council and UCPC," said
Ontiveros. "I appoint the
other vacancies." When a
vacancy occurs, Ontiveros
submits his appointment to
the senate for ratification
by two - thirds of its
me mbers.

Students tile for office
with their departments in
March, said Ontiveros.
Elect.ion of senators is held
on the first Tuesday and
Wednesday in April, with
the representatives being
elected by persons in the
candidates' schools, he added.

I WANT TO SUCK YOUR BLOOD· PAU-8 held
a blood drive rn the TSC Student Center on
Jan. 24. A total o f 54 persons donated blood
to the Rio Grande Valley Blood Services of
McAllen. Pictured left to right are Charles
Patton, instructor at PAU-B; Anthony Black,
Instructor at TSC; and Monica Hinojosa,
director of student services at PAU-B.

(

-

Thurs.-Frl.-Sat.

Brownsville News

The Professional Business Association PAB, at
Pan American University-Brownsville has been ac•
cepted for Kappa Rho Chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi,
a professional business fraternity.
Approximately 44 members are in the club. Their
president is Robert R. Barrientes, vice president;
Jose M . Flores, secretary-Janet Santa Ana,
treasurer; Larry Metzeler, parliamentarian-Joyce
Lowe and historian William J enkins Jr. These officers will serve till January of 1981.

Have You
Lost Anything?
Have you ever lost
anything on campus and
thought it was gone for
good? If so, the Lost a nd
Found Department in the
Traffic a nd Sec urity
Building may have a surprise for you.
Lost and Found has collected keys, clothes; ID
cards and hubcaps among
other items too numerous
to mention.
Any student who loses
something should go by
the Lost and Found
Department to check and
see if the item he lost was
found by somebody else
on campus.
To claim an item, go by
the Traffic and Security
building located west of the
dorms, and identify the
item properly.
The university reminds
students that all items
found on campus should
be turned in to the Lost
and Found Department.
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A Collection Of
Poems In Spanish
And English
by

~

Juan Colenero.
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Coples of his poems
can be obtained
from: Juan Colmenero
P. 0. Box 943
Pharr, Tx. 78577
787-0848
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Steak Sandwich 99c
Buy 1 Small Sundae get 1 free.
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,-1 partldpaUng 0..lry Queens only. No
substi1uta Not 10 be UM!(": in comblnation with an other
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Baseball
Tilts Begin
THE CATCHING CORPS · Pete Hamm, Kenny
Peters, Lamont Manor, Tommy Donigan and Tony
Gasaway are the catchers that will carry the load
for Pan American during the 65 game schedule
that begins Friday and continues through Saturday. The Texas Wesleyan - Pan Am games begin at
1 p.m. on both days.

Hoop Team
Faces Denver
Alonzo Weatherly is the
one to watch Saturday
night when the Pan Am
Broncs battle the University of Denver Pioneers beginning at 8 p.m., in the
University Field House.
"He's about a 6'6" and
6'7" and 6'8" and their
front line is their best part
of the game. But I remember last year they had a guy
named Tom Joregenson
who is a good lead guard, I
mean he makes things
happen .
He's
not
necessarily the scorer but
the thing,~e can do is make
'em run.
Weatherly leads in scoring thus far this season with
a 23.4 average . He also
tops the Pioneers with a
9.4 average. As of Jan.
30, Weatherly claimed 12
games as the top scorer
and shared two other tilts.
His highest lone buckets
have totaled to 31 points
against Midland Lutheran
in the Ski Country Classic
at mesa College and his

lowest score was 16
against Rockmont College.
Three other Pioneer
p 1a y ers are listed as scoring in
double figures. They are
junior forward Mel Coffman at 13.3, sophomore
guard Brian Correll at 13.2
and senior guard Tom
Jorgenson at 12.3.
Coffman shared 30
points with Weatherly and
Correll has executed only
22 and 26, tying with
Weatherly in the latter
score.
Whereas the Broncs had
problems getting into the
flow with Illinois State by
laying back lose, according
to White , getting into a
press in the second half
helped them out of the
slump.
"Now we turn around,
we get Denver coming and
they apparently get up to a
forward a little more frequently." said White ad-

Continued on 7

·Thanks
For • • •

Five Catchers
On Bronc List
Without a senior catcher, the Pan American
University Broncs face
a rebuilding 1980 baseball season behind the
plate.
Gone are two firstclass senior catchers
from the 1980 Brons,
Danny Firova and Jim
Christensen.
Tommy
Donigan
learned a great deal as
a promising freshman
from Edinburg last
season. He picked up
valuable experience
after his outstanding
career at Edinburg
High. Donigan, as a
sophomore, can help
the club the next three
years with his strona
arm and backstop
know-how.
Three juniors, transfers from strong junior•
college programs, fi.
gure to be bulwarks of
the catching corps during the Ing (65 games)
campaign.
Kenny Peters hit .313

with eight homers and
17 RBI for Seminole JC
in Oklahoma, which
was ranked No. 3 nationally in 1979.
Anthony Gasaway hit

.305 with six homers at
Jefferson JC in Mis•
souri. Like Peters,
Gasaway earned JC AllCon fe re n c e honors
twice.
Pete Hamm earned
JC All-Conference as a
sophomore at _San _Jacinto, and his high
school team (Houston
Cypress-Fairbanks)
handed All-Every .hing
David Clyde of state
champion Westchester
one of Clyde's rare
defeats, 1-0.

Texas _Wesleyan provides thespark to launch
the 1980 competitives
baseball season for the Pan
American Universfty
Broncs beginning at 1
p.m., Friday and again
Saturday at Jody Ramsey
Stadium.
Texas Wesleyan is a
team that throws hard and
had a good ball club last
year with four outstanding
pitchers, according to head
Bronc coach Al Ogletree .
"I was impressed,"
Ogletree recalled, "They
were one of the better ball
clubs that we played all
year.
"They're always in the
play-otts-NAIA . They'll
have a good ball club no
doubt about that."
In preparation for the
coming season the Broncs
have been playing intersquad games mainly to get
the ptichers in shape.
Everytime the players pitch
in an inter-squad game,
they are increasing the
number of innings they
pitch.

" By the time we play,"
said Ogletree. " They
should be up to about six
innings--it dpends on how
many pitches we throw.
We're to get the number of_
pitches not to--we figure
two innings; they ought to
throw 30-35 pitches; three
innings 45-50; four innings
60-65; five innings 75-80
and then six innings usually run 90-95. When you
get up to that number
that's going to be pretty
close to a ball game ."
The team is beginning to
work together pretty well
and to know each other.
New players had to get
aquainted with returning
members.
Referring to a nine inning inter-squad game,
Ogletree said the team accomplished four to five
double plays.
"We also made some
good plays defensively and
we hit the ball pretty good.
It's a matter of getting them
all in shape where they can
see and hit the curve ball."

Lamont Manor, a
freshman from Los Angeles High in California, is a strong and promising catcher who hit
.380 ln a tough baseball
city.

EnjoyOur
Full Meal
Special
Deal.
* :l Pieeee ol dellc:i<lus chicken

* Creamy, bet potaa- A p-awy
* Juicy corn - the cob
* 'hatyrall
•s-cheftyple
A nlU, 5 COl/ll!lle
Mr.Al.f'o.OM..Y

$1.98

We llltdle~ 40 c11pl11 last ...t

Will YOU BE NEXn
Let the computer match you
to your ideal partner!
tr1 FUNI It's SClllfflflCI
al It WOIISI
At least 18 years old, please.

s..1,---AM...tt

COMPU-MATCH

612 N. Main, SUlte 150, McAllen
or call 8'-215' afftr 1t A.M. Moft.-Slt.
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Illin.ois State, Air Force
Bombs~ Pan Am Wins
By OSCAR GARZA

All aboard, cause the
Bronc machine is rolling
along and eating up everything in its path; just ask
the surprised Indiana St.
and usually tough Air
Forces. They both feel
under the wheels of PAU
losing 62-58 and respectively.
The game against Indiana St., boasting a super
15-4 Mark, was a classic
example of never-say-die
because the broncs found
themselves down early in
the first half by nine points,
but reserve Paul George
came into the contest hotter than a red poker an he
literally shot the Broncs
back into the contest as
BRONC BASKET • Paul George executes two

points In the Illinois State University game Jan. 31.
The Broncs, labled underdogs by the press bucked
the Redbirds 62-58. The next home game Is Feb. 9
against University of Colorado, another strong
team.

they were down by a mere
five points at intermission.
The crowd, the third
largest in Fieldhouse
History, was standing
room only and they were
really in the game, and the
second half they became
the sixth man on the court.
Second half action remained fast and furious
with each Pan · Am basket
and occasional miss leaving the crowd on the edge
on their seats.
Indiana St., ran into
severe foul trouble as they
lost !heir height advantage
by losing their seven foot
center and big guard. It
was the height of Indiana
St., that wa supposed to
choke the Bronc Machine,
instead, it fueled them.
Futhermore, the reserve
.,lay of Donald Knight and
Ruben Cole kept the accelerator on the Bronc
engine as they captured
the lead via a Billy Bailey
lay upon the assist of cole
to take the lead. The

Bebeuch play was supevior
and that led to the victory.
Indiana St., countered
with a hoop and that was
their last lead of the game
as Knight canned a short
jumper for the one point
advantage.
He added another key
basket and important rebound down the stretch as
the Broncs tried a full court
press that baffled Indiana
St., and the game belonged to PAU, 62-58.
Knight and 'apple'
Green led the home team
with 13 each.
Earlier this season, Pan
Am battled past Air Force
in Colorado for a five point

have the depths that lllnois
State had . If you"re talking
about a team that would
match up to some of the
people we had in here, I
don't think they would be
as deep or as good as Illinois state was."
White feels that if they

Feb. 8-9
Feb. 15•17
Feb. 22·23
Feb. 25•27

Feb. 29-Mar. 1
M,r. 3

get anxious and get in a
running game with a bunch
of turnovers, then that can
be the thing that could hurt
them because they have
been known to do that.

team because they don't
kill you the same way
twice."
With the Broncs labeled
"underdogs" for the Illinois
State game and winning
that tilt and again winning
it's something that keeps other games which the fans
you on vour toes with this oerhaps had a flicker of
doubt about; could the
Broncs be a littJe over confident?
"No." answered White.
"Frankly, New Mexico was
supposed to beat us and
did, and Lamar wa supposed to beat us an did."
When you start getting
over confident or when
you so called "go beyond
your peak," and start leaving things to happen, I
think our guys know better. Six loses will remind
you; if they had lost one
game, then we'd worry
about that but I don't think
this group is yet because I
know they realize how
TUESDAY = ROCK NITE
hard they have had to
win."
"It's hard to get cocky or
over confident or allow
WEDNESDAY = LADIES NITE
your emotions to run away
LADIES DRINK FREE ALL NITE
with you when you are
having some much trouble
plus
winning the way we are, it
hasn't been an easy task';
Drinks $1.25 for guys

t,oee"'

This time, Bailey led the
barrage with 20 points,
while Green added 13.
Their foe is tonight
against TAAC foe.Dallas
Baptist in Houston. The
Huskies always one's Pan
Am trouble of some kind.
The wins left Pan Am in
great position and maybe a
playoff berth in sight.

1980 BASEBALL
SCHEDULE

---tBLIasketbaII----continued from page o-----ding that it will be hard to
guard the four top scorers.
"Denver is not really
overbearing like Illinois
State," said White "They
don't have a seven footer,
they don't have a 6'8"
guard that weight 250
pounds and they don't

win, but in the Fieldhouse,
the Broncs steam rolled the
Falsons, registering their
14th win in 20 tries. Their
leads ballooned to 29
points as they posted an inpressive 83-62 win.

Mar. 4
Mar. 5
Mar. 6

Texas Wesleyan Univ.
University ol Arkansas
Southam Methodist Univ.
Louisiana Tech Univ.
Open
University of South Dakota
Unlve'91ty of South Dakota
University of South Dakota
Rice Univ. vs. South Dakota
Rice Univ. vs. Pan American

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

Home
Home
Home
Home

7:00 H,ome
5:00 Home
7:00 Home
4:30 Home
7:00 Home

Head baseball Bronc coach Al Ogletree has put
together what may well be Pan Am's most challenging baseball schedule in Pan Am history.
The first two series, against tough Texas
Wesleyan and national runner-up Arkansas, loom .
as important opening tests when Pan American
University launches its 65-game baseball schedule
Friday.
Following the dual Texas Wesleyan tilt, the_
Broncs then face a three-day series against the
Arkansas Razorbaks in Edinburg Feb. 15-17.
Arkansas returns seven starters from the team that
lost to California State Fullerto in the 1979 College
World Series finals.
For the first time, PAU will be host to three major
tournaments all in March.
These are the Palm Valley March 10-15, the
Citrus on March 17-22 and the Jody Ramsey Tournament March 24-29.
Michagan State, the defending Big 10 champion,
returns to the Lower Rio Grande Valley for the
fourth straight spring. The University of Maine a
baseball power which is no stranger to the College
World Series, pays its frist visit to the sub-tropical tip
of Texas.
Besides all this competition against out-of-staters,
the Broncs battle three Southwest Conference
teams: Rice, SMU and Houston, plus old rivals
Trinity and Texas Wesleyan.

eel0 2000

DISCOTHEQUE
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THURSDAY= COUNTRY WESTER~
"Bring Your Horsa Drink FREE!
~RIDAY

=

SATURDAY

LADIES

NO

COVER

= HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE
Drinks $1.25

SUNDAY

CHARGE

= HAPPY HOUR ALL NITF
No Cover
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CAN YOU IDENTIFY THESE FOUR PEOPLE WITH
THE SMILES ON THEIR FACES?

NOTHING TO IT!!I!!

Broncs

No. 1 Is a professor at PAU, and tusl opened an account at National Bank ol Commerce, Edinburg.
No. 2 Is a slall .,,ember at PAU, banks at Nallonal
Bank of Commerce, Edinburg, and 1ust found oul
how low their 1nslallment loan rates ara.
No. 3 and No. ◄ are students at PAU, bank at (you
guessed 11) National Bank of Commerce. Edinburg, and are thinking about the special NBC stu•
dent checking accounts and student loan program

' fff,~

A CHURCH FOR NEW AGE.PEOPU
Sund•¥'
S.rvlet IO :W orn
Wtdn..-.d•Y<

WE'D LIKE TO PUT A SMILE ON YOUR FACE TOO! WHY
NOT GIVE US A CALL OR DROP BY•
··THE MONEY MANAGER'S BANK'"

I

,I mnNatlonal

P. 0. BOX 660

Edinburg, Texas 78539

(512) 383-0171

hnll ot

Comtncl'<c-

L _ - ·_ ..:=·::·:_ _--- ---- ___ .J

MW1t,1hon Workshop 7 00 pn,

Meiophy.,cs Class l! <~J pm
Sa1urdays
Monlhl;• Wo,kshops
Str.., Addre" 3111 £ Polk A-, r haR

Fo, P"1:rsona1 M...n.a!Je Of Fam.
Counseling

Coll 787 4411 10 Olhm 2 00 l)m
Foe our ncwsten,r and celiend.a~ •""1t~
Untty PO So, 381>7 M<Alkn Torus
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Employment Services
Report Success

[Bronc
----Bulletins_J

The Student Employment Services of Pan American
University, an organization which started last
September, has reported that almost 200 jobs were
found for students last semester.
Derly Guajardo, of SES says the services include
finding jobs for students that suit their time schedule,
location and type of work.
Students who are looking for part-time or full-time
work are urged to contact Derly Guajardo or Rachel
Bernal at the Student Employment Services at the
veteran's office.

LAC Offers Advanced
Reading Course

Students CanRegi,ster To Vote
Geogre Mclemore and Marian Monta have
been deputized as voter registrars for Hidalgo
County, so any student who wishes to register to
vote may do so by going by their offices in
Southwick Hall.
Mclemore is in room 206 and Dr. Monta is in
207. They were deputized for Hidalgo County
only.
Any one may register himself and any member
of his immediate family.

MBA Elects Officers
The MBA Association of
the School of Business Adm in is tr a ti on at Pan
American UniversityEdinburg recently elected
officers for the second half
of the 1979-80 school
year.
Arnulfo Martinez of
Edinburg was elected
president; Bill Miller of
McAllen, vice president;
Ms. Marilyn Macinnes of
McAllen, treasurer; and
Ms. Imelda Pena of Mission, secretary.
According to Dr. Ron
Kettering, faculty advisor
for the Association,
"Membership in the MBA
Association is open to all
students currently accepted and enrolled In the
MBA Program at Pan Am
and alumni of the program."
The Association's purposes include continuous
student communications
with faculty and administrators within the
School of Business, increased student input on
class offerings and scheduling, establishing access
channels for potential
recruiters
of
MBA
Graduates and establishment of a forum for additional concerns of the program l?articipants. All

Band Booking
Chairmanship Open
If you love music, organizing activities and being a
part of UCPC, you're In luck, according to Debra

Thomas, UCPC student coordinator, there Is a band
booking chairmanship currently open.
The band booking chairman books small bands and
activities for the circle and dances in the ballroom.
Persons interested are encouraged to drop by UC
303 and fill out an application with Juan Garza, UCPC
president. He will then submit his choice for the position and it ts either approved or disapproved by the
directorate, which is comprised of: PAUSA president and vice-president: two students at large: Mr.
Vela, UC director; Ms. Thomas, and Dr. de los Santos, dean of students.

AKPToHaveRush
Alpha Kappa Psi, professional business fraternity,
will hold its spring rush meeting on Monday.
The meeting wlll be held at 6 p.m. at the BA
auditorium. All business majors Interested In pledging
are invited to attend.
Students unable to attend the rush may attend the
first pledge meeting Tuesday at Business Building
116.

Graduate Student
Receives Schol.arship
The graduate studies division of the School of
Business Administration has awarded John Hess an
IBM scholarship in the amount of $675.
The scholarship will be awarded over two semesters
and wlll be paid at the rate of $300 the first semester
and $375 the second semester.
The scholarship Is to auist Hess In his pursuit of his
master degree in Business Administration.

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

Research Proposals
The Faculty Research Council wishes to Invite proposals from faculty members for research projects
during the academic year and summer of 1980-81.
Funding will begin Sept. 1, 1980.
Information concerning applications and applica•
tion forms are available from Dr. Robert D. Wrinkle,
L.A. 356.
The closing date for applications is March 18, 1980.

'
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An advanced reading course will be offered to
students, according to Ron lnnarone, reading
specialist. The dates for registration are Monday
through Feb. 15 from noon to 2 p.m. in LA 316.
The topics will be preparing for a graduate exam, rate of reading, reading of content area, for
example how to read math and science books
and increase vocabulary.
Students will be tested and then have a lab set
up. Students who want to know where their
skills are strong, can drop by the Reading Lab
where they will be tested. The mini-course ls
under the auspices of the Leaming Assistant
Center.

f
f

t
t

University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthro•
pology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political sci•
ence, sociology, Spanish language and literature and in•
tensive Spanish. Six-week ses·
sion. June 30-August 8,
1980. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate pro·
gram. Tuition $295. Room
and board in Mexican home.
$315.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent 209
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

potential members are encouraged to contact Martinez at 381-0250 for further information.
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Cafeteria Opening Set Back
The opening of the new cafeteria has been set back
once again. Formerly expected to open this month, It
appears the new opening date won't be unHI April.
Director of Dining Services, Paul Rodriguez, sa_y3
the big stumbling block is air conditioning. Apparently, air conditioning duct$, which should have been
here by last November, haven't arrived. That's
holding up placement of ceiling tiles and eventual
completion of the dining room.
Rodriguez says that workmen are now laying equip•
ment lines and plumbers are busy lnstallfng their lines.
He added that It was hard to say an exact date when
the cafeteria would be open because of the numerous
unknowns involved.

Car Pool Plan
Meets Low Interest
The most recent news concerning the Student
Government car pool plan does not sound very promising. According to Student Government Vice President Larry Garcia, "It seems that most student. who
are already car pooling don't want to be bothered by
all of the red tape, so to speak."
The future of this project hinges directly on the
amount of participation displayed by student. thla
semester. The present plan does not look as though It
will atick with ua un/esa aomethtng drastic happena.

P AU Professor In Critical Condition
Dr. Wilford Lee, 43,
assistant professor in the
Department of Education
at Pan American University, remained in critical condition Wednesday from injuries sustained in a cartrain accident on Canton
Raad, between Sugar and
McColl Roads just before 7
a.m. Tuesday. His son,

William Kent Lee 14, was by Ceballos Diaz amreported in stable condi- bulance immediately
following the accident. Dr.
tion.
Tropper Joe Castillo, Lee was trapped in his
state highway patrolman, vehcile, but was extracted
said, "The only thing we're
determined as to the ause by the Edinburg Volunteer
of the acident is the ex- Rescue Squad and transisting weather conditions at p or te d to Edinburg
General in Asistant Fire
the time of the mishap."
Lee's son was rushed to Chief Luis Lodico's van.
Witnesses said Lee, who
Edinburg General Hosptial

lives in the Lake James
Subdivision, was eastbound on Canton. The
Southern Pacific train
struck the right side of the
vehicle and dragged it
aobut 75 feet, were ii
struck a concrete structure.
The accident is being investigated by the Department of Public Safety.

(

Dr.
Wilford
Lee

l
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Pan Am Splits Opening Series

Ra%0rbacks Challe~e Bronc Machine
By OSCAR GARZA

After playing a tough
series with Texas Weslayen
over the weekend which
PAU split, the baseball
Broncs have the honor of
playing the No. 2 ranked
Arkansas Razorbacks on
the
homefield this
weekend.
Most squads play teams
with three 90 mph pitchers
only once in a season and
the rest of the year could
be considered a cake walk,
but PAU is the exception.
"They are a good ballclub, and they have a good
nucleas coming back,"
Head Coach Al Olgetree
said. He went on to say,"

They probably picked as
the pre-SWC champions
and think about it, they
play in a great conference
with the likes of the Texas
Longhorns."
The Broncs are no
strangers to Texas because
they dropped a 4 -2 thriller
at the Regional Playoffs in
Austin last year.
"Th
d
ey PI~ye rea1 we11
fo: th e open mg game; they
migh~ have had __ som~
opening game _Jitters,
Coach Olgetree said.
He said that they had
tried to get the Razorbacks
down for several years, but
they were always occupied
early in the season "I don't
know if its better to play

then early or play them in
the middle of the season,
but this was the only time
we could schedule them,
Coach Olgetee said.
Playing a team the claiber
of Arkansas gives the
players more incentive,
and the three hour practices seem to fly by and
both squads should be
keyed up for the big series.
According to Coach Olgetree, it will be a six game
series consisting of seven
inning games. "We are expecting a large crowd for
the big games," Coach
Olgetree said.
The cold has some effect
on the players in the opening series, and that also
held down the audience

and Coach Olgetree hopes
the weather will change
and that should help matters all the way around.
"The majority of players
had a good opening series
including the pitchers,"
C~~ch Olgetree said.
.
We had a few lapses m
the games and we will
have to play smart and
heads up in order to win,"
Olgetree said.
This may not be the last
time the two clubs will face
each other this season;
they might meet in Regional Playoff competition.
"If Arkansas won SWC,
they have the facilties to
host a Regional playoff
games," Coach Olgetree
said.

HAPPY VALENTJNE'SDAY...

FIRST BALL THROWN · President Ralph Schilling gets
the baseball campaign under way as he throws out first
ball in the opening game against Texas Wesleyan. The
No. 2 Arkansas Razorbacks invade the stadium for a six
game series this weekend.
PAU Photo By Ruben Guzman

Teacher's Valentine's Day Wishes
a, ROXANNE ZAMORA

The replied varied:
"Valentine's
Day
signifies for me that my
heart is in it," Dr. James C.
Maloney, Head of Foreign
Languages.

Valentine's Day seems
to bring out the best in people and proof can be
witnessed in the following
statements. Although not
"It signifies a day to kiss
everyone feels this way, a
majority of interviewees, your sweetheart at least
questioned earlier this three times." Dr. Howard
week, had already been hit J. Holliday, Acting Head
by the Valentine's Day of English.
spirit. Faculty members
"Valentine's Day sympicked at random were
asked to answer the follow- bolizes the giving and
ing questions: What receiving of a warm feeling
significance does Valen- and caring for each other "
Dr. Ralph Carlson, School
tine's Day hold for you?

Services.
"Valenti ne's
Day
signifies a time of
togetherness between people who love and care for
each other's individuality."
Rodolfo Rocha, History.
"A day for love, and a
day for everybody to love
each other." Billy J. Pigg,
Bookstore Manager.
"Valentine's Day P.lays
upon the sentiments where
we buy cards to say what
we cannot communicate
Set Teac he•• PS· 11

Romans St:art Valentine -s Traditions
By OSCAR GARZA

DECORATING FOR VALENTINE'S DAY · Remember way back in the
first and second grade when Valentine's Day rolled around and you
and the rest of the class sat in your teeny-tiny chairs and cut hearts
and flowers out of red construction paper? Maybe now you aren't
using construction paper but relying on Hallmark to get your
message across to your favorite people. The kids at Lamar Elementary just behind campus are in the midst of preparing for that
glorious day of sweehearts in their own way. Some PAU student
teachers are helping the children with decorating sacks into which
numerous valentines can be dropped.
PAU Photo By Lety Pirez

With an ounce of love
on the tip of his arrows,
Cupid tries to find the right
chemistry between two
people before he shoots his
arrow and the love portion
starts working in the body.
Although it may seem
funny, some people readly
thing this happens on
Valentine's Day. Yes, it is
the romantic day of the
year, but there is much
more than giving gifts as
this reporter found out.
Actually, the day is St.
Valentine's Day, and it was
named after a Roman mar-

tyre saint who died on this
date. You may think this
saint was one who gave
flowers and candy to all the
little kids, but it is not so.
Rome always had a festival in the middle of
February called the Lupercalia, and the whole town
was involved. In order to
give the party a traditional
name, officials named the
festival after the saint
because he had died recently.
It was that start that gave
the holiday national prominance, and the whole
world celebrates it. In Norwich, they even have a St.

Valentines Day Eve where
the traditional gifts are
handed out.
The festival in Rome was
not just a wine and dine affair. Women's names were
tossed in a big box, and
gents had to choose one.
Which ever name they
picked, he would have to
give the lady a gift and she
also gave a present to the
gentleman. The lady was
the man's love and
sweetheart.
This Valentines tradition
continued through the
1400's in England. It was
at this point in time that
Se. V•l~ntlnu pg 11
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Free Services Available To Students At Health Fair

Kelly's
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By BARBARA KING

ding to Ms. Dora Castillo,
director of student health
Students will be offered services.
free health services that
Castillo said the first and
would ordinarily cost hun- second floors of the Nursdreds of dollars at Pan ing Education building,
American University's north side of the campus,
Health Fair Feb. 18, accor- will house the fair from 9

I

CompanieS To Visit

'Women In The ArmedForces,
Many of the students on campus are between
the ages of 18-20, the
category selected for
registration to serve in the armed forces, no matter male or female. At least for now, President
Carter states it that way.
If the registration for both males and females
passes in Congress, it will not be put into effect
until this summer or the day that you tum 18
years old. What a birthday present! With this to
look forward to upon your 18th birthday, I asked
a few students what they thought about
'WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES."

~
MellHa Venecia

M~lwa, is an 18-year-old.from Rio Grande City whose opinion is "Women aren't ready."
'They are not as strong as they like to think they
are. Females are emotional and once they are
exposed to death in that manner no telling what
could possibly happen." "I'm personally not/or it
at all."

Joe Treto

~
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Joe also thinks that women should go Into the
service. "With womens' liberation, if they want ft
they're going to get it." Joe is a 19-year-old Harlingenite that thinks maybe the Jamls would
make better cooks than fighters.

'

Silvester Meja

"lt;s only fair that everyone fight. The women
are fighting for their rights so really the war
should be nothing different." Silverster, a
19-year-old, Criminal Justice major thinks they
shouldn't be on the front lines carrying guns but
maybe caring for the injured and sick by being
part of the medical assistance.

Janet Miller

"I've never been so glad to be 21 years old,"
said Janet Miller of Mission. "At least we would
not be the first to go." Her comment to those

between the ages to register was that she has
been egged by being 'so old', too long, so now
she replies "I'm glad I'm 'so old'."
Everyone has his own personal opinion on the
matter. In some way registration, or if the draft,
will affect everyone even if they are not on the
front lines.
Until next week! Catch ya on the 'HI' Road.

~i!Vam~!1:~~~!fedY~!r

Day on March 6, according to Romulo D. Martinez,
Jr., director of placement and career planning at
Pan American University. "Approximately 50 jobs
will be offered to seniors," he estimated.
Tables representating thecompanies will be set
up in the gym from 9 .am., to 3 p.m. Martinez said
each company's representative will be a ersonnel
director or recruiter. Martinez expects 25 school
districts this year--a record number.
PAU, unlike many universities, has a pinning
progam along with its lacement services, martinez
said. "We found it wasdiffficult for the student to
choose the right courses. It makes sense to combine
this kind of counselling in a practical way toward
the student's choice of a career after graduating,"
he added.
In preparation for Career Day, Martinez adivsed
students of the availability of aptitude tests offered
by th planning/placement office. These are excellent tests, martlnez said, that show a student's
strong and weak points, as well as likes and dislikes.
He said the test could be invaluable to students
having trouble deciding what career they wish to
pursue.
The following list of companies expected to
paticipate in Carrer Day is tentative and subject to
change. :
ACTION/Peace Corps/VISTA ,Freer I.S.D.,
San Antonio l.S.D.
American G. 1. Forum Veterans Outreach Program, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Farmers Home
Administration, Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Austin I.S. D., Federal Bureau of Investigation,
Sinton I.S.D.
U. S. Air Force, Federal Aviation Administration
(MCallen, Flight Service Station), Social Security
Administration.
U. S. Army, Fort Bend I, S . D., Soil Conservation Service.
U. S. Army, Fort Bend I. S. D., Southern
Methodist University (School of Law).
Army National Guard, General Services Administration, Southside I. S. D.
Army R.O.T.C., 1.8.M., South Texas I. S. D.
Baytown Schools, International Boundary &
Water Commission, Southwest Lift Trucks Co.
Bell Telephone Laboratories, International
Harvester Co. , State Comptroller of Public Accounts.
Board of Pardons and Paroles, Institute For International Trade, Stanford Law School.
Calhoun County I. S. D., Joske's • San Antonio,
Tennesse Gas Pipleine, Co, A Division of Tenneco
Inc.
Carrollton-Farmers Branch I. S. D., Kraft, Inc.
Clark County School District (Las Vegas,
Nevada), KRIO-AM- KRIX-FM Channel 2, Texas
Employment Commission.
Commerical Union Assurance Co., Lamesa I. S .
D., Texas Employment Commission (W.1.N. Office).
Clear Creek I.S.D., La Feria I.S.D., Texas
Department of Human Resources.
Dallas Police Dept., Laredo I.S.D.
Deer Park I.S .D., Los Angeles Unified Schools,
Texas Dept. Of Public Safety.
Diocese of Brownsville, Long, Chilton, Payte &
Hardin, (C.P.A.), Texas Parks & Wildlife Dept.
Diamond Shamrock Corp., McAllen I.S.D.,
Texas Youth Council.
Donna I.S.D., McAllen State Bank, Texas Youth
Council.
Dow Chemical Co., Milwaukee Public Schools,
Tropical Texas Center for Mental Health & Mental
Retard .
Dow Chemical U.S. A., (fexas Division), Mobil
Oil Corporation, U. of T. at Austin.
Educouch-Elsa 1.S.D., North Forest I.S.D.. U.S.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms.
Edinburg C .I.S.D., Pearland I.S.D., Comptroller
of the Currency.
Edinburg General Hospital, Pharr-San JuanAlamo I.S.D., U. S. Border Patrol.
Edna 1.S.D .. Raymondville 1.S.D., U.S.D.A. ,
-Forest Service.
Exxon Co., U.S .A. , Rio Grande City C .I.S.D.,
Victoria Public Schools.
F. W. Woolworth Co., Rio Grande Valley Sugar
Growers, Inc., Weslaco I.S.D.
Fort Worth I. S. d., Roche Laboratories, Xeros
Corportation, Crystal City I.S.D.

a.m., to 2 p .m. Free tests
to be given on the first floor
include blood pressure ,
anemia and blood typing.
Planned parenthood and
the American Heart Association will also be available
for questions on the first
floor .
The second floor facilities will include eye and
foot tests, said Castillo. Dr.
Dave Eiser of Channel 5, a
podiatrist, will anwser
questions about foot problems. Dr. Ralph Hamme
Jackson will give eye
screening tests and a hearing screening test will be
provided by Jack Rainwater and PAU speech
and hearing students. Mu-

jeres Unidas/Women Together, the American
Cancer Society and
Weight Watches will be
represented on the second
floor. The American
Association of University
Women will sponsor a program on stress .
Representatives from 35
hospitals will be recruiting
nurses, lab technicians and
others from the health
related
professions,
Castillo said.
A representative of the
Public Health Service will
talk about veneral disease
control. Slides, films and
talks will be available on
such subjects as dental
health and hypertension.

Activities Calendar
Feb. 14 Thu..day
10:25-11 :35 Campue Min•
Isby Chapel.
11:25-1:00 PAUSA 306 &
306A
10:25•11:35 Bloa League SB
118
10:30-11:30 IF 307A
10:35-11:25 USPC 306 &
306A
2:20-3:30 HEP 307 & 307A
Feb. 15 Friday
7:00-8:30 IVCP 305
Feb. 17 Sunday

5:30-8:30 APO 305
7:00-8:00 TKE 305A
6:00•8:00 PK Theta LRC &p.
Rm.
Feb. 18 Monday
5:30-8:30 DELTA ZETA 305
& 305A

5:30-9:30 KAPPA SIGMA 306
5:00-9:00 PHI KAPPA TAU
306A
Feb. 19 Tunday
7:00-9:00 BSU at BSC
6:00·9:00 Ladla of Camelot
305 & 305A
10:25-11 :25
Chrlatlan
Science 307A
10:45-11:25 IVCF 307
10:25-11:30 Club Cultural de
Eapanol LA 240
10:35-11:30 Tl(E 306
5:30-9:00 KAPPA DELTA 307
&: 307A
10:25-11:25 AKPSI SB Aud.

1

Feb. 20 Wednaday
11 :00·1:00 BSU at BSC
5:00-10:00 IKS 305 & 305A
5:00•8:00 KAPPA DELTA 307
&307A

PAU's Classified Ads
FOR SALE IBM Selectric Typewn1<t Por•

Wanted: Mory Koy Co.motic: Con...tt.nts

table $385 00 Call 686-0645 afte< 4 :00

Earn while ll"" lurn• Age 18
over,
381-0058 5100 Hou, o, mo<e Par1tlm<!

pm

lor oale flute • Gemlrinhart sobd sd\/Cf, frah
model-New Cond Call 787-1455 S22S 00
Record Player with 2 speakers
Earn exlTa money al home! Good pay E...y

"'°"'-

°'

°'

lull time

Hypn<>llc Sell-Help Topa Penonal, aoclol,
hulth problems. FREE catalog Potenllolt
unlimited dlslrlbuto<, 3200 South 2nd,

No Hperience necltUary Start immediately Send ""me and address to

McAkn.

PO Bo,c 723

Oosslf..-d rDlf q, 20 cen11 • line wttk a
mt.nlmum of S l for ~Ach inMrtk>n. payable In

V E.R.

Cypnw. TX 77429
Lost-Ladles diamond ring, "O" tnltlal.
Reward olfoted d returned Call 781 -3641 ,
after 5 00 call 781-9114

advance Bring ad copy 10 The P•n
Ameri«ln, Emtlia Hall HlO Oelldltne ts Friday noon To utimate, cosl counl 30 linen,
and tPK«-S to ai lint
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Movie Review
'Kramer vs Kramer'
By Sandra A. Barbosa

Mother kisses child goodbye. She waits impatiently for her husbands arrival from work. On his
return, she explains that her life is driving her lo insanity and that she is leaving before it becomes too
late. Unable to calm her down. the husband asks
about the child. Stating that she cannot possibly
take the child with her, she leaves. So beings the
Oscar bound movie, "Kramer vs. Kramer."
Dustin Hoffman leads off this emotion-packed
movie as the disbelieving husband and concerned
father. Hoffman is so wrapped up in his character
that all emotions literally pour out of him His eyes
emanate every stage of the ordeal from disbelief to
sorrow to love.
Nominated for best supporting actress, Meryl
Streep is a sure winner. She immerses herself totally into the role of frustrated wife and inadequate
mother. Her acting abilities shine to their fullest as
she is able to convev her sorrow to the audience in
the mere gesture o(heaving a sob of despair. Body
language is the key to Meryl Streep's successful
portrayal of Joanna Kramer.
I cannot discuss "Kramer vs Kramer" without
praising Jane Alexander for her intensely played
role as the helpful and steadfast friend of Hoffman.
Jane Alexander is the true personification of that
special friend who is always there when she is needed. Everyone should have a friend as true and as
(oval as she.
Rounding out the list of characters is little Justin
Henry. Henry, for his young years and first time out
at acting, is superb. Seeing him in bed, his small
face flushed and tear-stained, is a heartrending experience. He captures and shows every emotion as
if it were truly his. I, for one, feel that while still
young, Justin Henry truly deserves his best supporting actor nomination.
"Kramer vs. Kramer" is a superbly produced and
acted film. All actors and actresses deserve a hand
for their performances. It now remains to be seen
whether the Oscars reflect my feelings as well as
those of movie goers, critics and other movie award
organizations across the country.

Skin Care Sessions

To Be Held At P AU
Valley weather often
plays hovoc with skin complexions. PAU students
have their share of skin
ailments. With this mind,
UCPC special events chairperson, Florinda Garcia,
has made arrangements to
have Delfino Olivares, a
licensed cosmetologist on
campus.
Olivares will conduct
free skin care clinics every
Thursday in February. The
first clinic is scheduled for
this Thursday. All sessions
will be held in UC 306306A during activity
period.
Various topics are slated
for discussion: proper skin
care, skin flaw correction
techniques and individual
skin analysis. The format
for these workshops revolves around student participation.
Delfino is a five year
representative of a
cosmetics firm and has
worked throughout the
state of Texas. He is a
licensed facial specialist of
cosmetology, and is a firm

believer in the healing
atributes of aloe vera. He
credits the success of Lady
Venus products to this
basic ingredient.
All products used during
the sessions are aloe vera
based. "The results or ur
skin progam are incredible.
I hope students take the
time to come talk to me.
I'm looking forward to 11
good student turnout,"
said Olivares.
Olivares also plans to
conduct a series of glamour clinics in March Instruction on proper use of
cosmetics, professional
make-up tips and minor
flaw concealment will be
demonstrated. Olivares
said, "I can't emphasize
enough the value of beauty
care programs. These sessions will prvide students
with the opportunity to
adapt our programs to suit
their own personal needs."
Juan Garza, UCPC president, added, "It's professional advice without the
standard fee , it's free just
for the asking."

"KRAMER vs. KRAMER" • Divorced parents Dustin Hoffman and Meryl Streep confront

each other over custody of their young son, whom they both love, in the Columbia Pictures' production, which also stars Jane Alexander.

Program AimedA tRescuing Businesses
The boutique was in trouble. Two and a
half months later, thanks to the Small
Business Institute, SBI, the future looks
brighter. Doug Bartley, SBI director at Pan
American University, described how the program helped rescue the ailing business. A
senior student in business administration
was sent to act as a consultant.
The student found the owner had no idea
which departments generated the most profits, had ineffective inventory and purchasing systems and was not getting the most
value from the advertising dollar. Bartley
said in this case, the student determined
slacks were the top sellers, generating 40
percent of the revenue. The student found;
however, that slacks are presented only 25
percent of the store's inventory.
Similar studies were made on each item
and the purchasing system was revised to
being the inventory closer in line with actual
sales. The student also made revisions in
scheduling radio advertising in order to
reach the most desirable audience. Other
changes were made in bookkeeping proedures.
This example illustrates SBl's purpose-giving small businesses professional help
from the Small Business Administration and
PAU, while at the same time providing
students with real business experience. "As
far as I am concerned, it is the best course in
the School of business," said Bartley.
Dr. Robert N. McMichael, dean of the
School of Business Administration, is also
enthusiastic about the program. "Participating students have studied case problems in textbooks, but they get more involved in real situtations that allow them to appl
their knowledge," he said.
Businesses with sales ranging up to $10
million a year are eligible. Often the proprietor is the owner and has no college
degree in business, said McMichael. When a
firm goes to SBA for help, SBA contacts
Bartley, who assists SBA officers in determining what course to take, he added.

"If the t1rm is too far gone, or Bartley
decides the proprietor's attitude will not let
hime accept advice from a student, the application is rejected," said McMichael. "Proprietors have more trouble accepting advice
from female students," he added.
McMichael said if the director decides to
accept the application, the assigned senior
has access to a faculty dvisor, as well as the
director, in working out the firm's problems.
There are four schools paticipating in
South Texas, with PAU the largest. The
others are PAU at Brownsville, Texas A&I
University at Kingsville and Corpus Christi
State University.
"This has turned out to be the best
management assistance progam SBA has
ever had," concluded McMichael.

Graduate Receives
Recognition
Bettye S. McAnear, South Central Province
graduate of Pan American were found outstanding,
University and past mem- and Mrs. Bettye McAnear
ber of Gamma Delta Chap- tied for the award with
ter of Mu Phi Epsilon inter- another senior at North
national music fraternity, Texas State University at
has received recognition"~ Denton
a finalist for the Ster' · -~
Staff Achievement Awcf.-. \ 1
I
The award, sponsored· I
I
by Mu Phi Epsilon, is given I
I
ori basis of senior stu- wANT TO EARN - Extra
:,mts's scholastic, musical 1Money? If you hav_e AB or l
and social service achieve- l better in any subJect youl
.
can be a tutor. For more
ments. One gra d uating 1information call or comel
s~ni?r in each of t~e frate'.- l by office Bid. "D"I
n1ty s 12 provinces 1s 381-2280.
I
chosen as recipient. In this I1
I
particular case. two senior
college students in the ~~
Ne co
Electronle,
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#Our goal Is your satisfaction"

Bob's Sewin9 Machine Center
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University Menu
Thursday

BREAKFAST
IED EGGS
SRAMBLE EGGS
USAGE LINKS
HASH BROWNS
OAST
ASST DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES

LUNCH
SPLIT PEA SOUP
HOT HAM & CHEESE HOGIES
ENCHILADAS
PANISH RICE
PINTO BEANS
PINACH
ASST. BREADS
SST. SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS

GRILLED CHEESE & BACON
BAKED POTA TOES
MIXED VEGETABLES
COLLARD GREENS
ASST. BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS

Sunday
BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
HAM
WAFFLES
TOAST
ASST. DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES

LUNCH

VEGETABLE BEEF SOUP
LEG OR PORK CHOPS
CORN DOGS
ROAST BEEF
MASHED POTATOES
ACARONI w/ CHEESE SAUCE GREEN BEANS
O'BRIEN POT A TOES
BUTTERED BEETS
ASST. BREADS
CARROTS VICHY
LIMA BEANS
ASST. SALADS
ASST. BREADS
ASST. DESSERTS
ST.SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS

DINNER

Monday

Friday
BREAKFAST
IED EGGS
CRAMBLE EGGS
HORIZO w/ POTATOES
ENCH TOAST
OAST
SST. DRY CEREALS
:-\SST FRUIT JUICES

LUNCH
HICKEN GUMBO SOUP
OOT LNG HOT DOGS
EEF & NOODLE CASSEROLE
OTATO CHIPS
EAS & CARROTS
3ROCCOLI
'ORN BREAD
,SST. BREADS
,SST. SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

DINNER
ATER DIPPED FRIED FISH
SAGNA
OTTAGE FRIED
AX BEANS
UCCHINI SQUASH
ASST. BREADS
SST.SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS

Saturday

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
BACON
OT CAKES
TOAST
SST. DRY CEREALS
SST FRUIT JUICES

LUNCH
HICKEN NOODLE SOUP
EEF TIPS w/ EGG NOODLE
HILi CASSEROLE
ASH BROWNS
ANCH STYLE BEANS
ESTA HOMINY
SST. BREADS
SST SALADS
SST DESSERTS

DINNER

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
BACON
FRENCH TOAST
ASST DRY CEREALS

LUNCH
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP
HOT ROAST BEEF SANDWICH
HAM & MACARONI CASSEROL
POTATO SALAD
RANCH STYLE BEANS
TURNIP GREENS
ASST. BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS

DINNER
STEAK FINGERS w/ GRAVY
BAKED BEANS & FRANKS
MASHED POTATOES
SUCCOTASH
BAKED BEANS
ASST. BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS

Fire Department TrainsS-tudent:s
By Ben Trevino

Faced with the prospect of a dull day-to-day existence of an ordinary college student, five PAU
students have decided they'd like to put a little fire
into their lives. Literally. The five students are part
of this semesters Edinburg Volunteer Firemen's
Student Housing Program.
The program was Initiated by the· city almost 15
years ago. It was started because the city wanted to
make the all-volunteer dorms available to college
men and, at the same time, provide themselves
with available manpower to fight fires 24 hours a
day.
Program commissioner, Adan Cadena, said, "It's
been real successful. We're proud to have it
available because we feel that we're helping some
students get through college who might otherwise
have problems finding a place to live."
Any Pan American student interested in becoming a part-time volunteer should note the requirements. The student must come from a town
further away than Pharr. He must be a full time stu-

ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

DINNER
FRIED CHICKEN
BAKED RAVIOLI
TRI TATERS
CAULIFLOWER
BROCCOLI
TURNIP GREENS
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

Finatly, the student volunteer must work Friday
afternoon until Sunday night at least once a month
on a rotating basis.
Before anyone Is put on the volunteer force, a
check of his police record is made as well as a
character check.
Cadena says the program offers students a dorm
with bunks, kitchen facilities, (students provide their
own food), and tuiining in all facets of firefighting.
There is also the fringe benefit of getting to participate in volunteer barbeques and social functions .
Cadena says any interested students should get
in touch with him at the city code office. There are
five students in the program this semester and the
fire department dorm has room for 12.

Origins Of Valentine's Day Custoins
Although the custom of sending Valentine greetings
was at first anonymously practiced and later confined to
me, Leap Year is a good time for women to take the in•
itiative and trek on over to the bookstore to buy some
candy for their favorities. After all, traditions are tradltionally modified in American to meet the changing life
styles of our society.
As is the case with many of our traditions, the eKact
origin of this holiday is unknown. According to the World
Book Encyclopedia, Saint Valentine is the name given to
several saints and martyrs of the Christian church, of
whom the most celebrated are two martyrs whose
festivals fall on Feb. 14. One was a priest in Rome and the
other a bishop in Umbria.
The most reliable accounts seem to show that both lived in the third century and died on the same day. The
traditional anniversary of their death, Feb. 14, has
become known as "Saint Valentine's Day" and has long
been observed as a lovers' festival.
This has no connection with the saints, but the association of the lovers' festival with Saini Valentine seems lo
have arisen from the fact that the feast of the two saints
falls toward spring and Is purely accidental.

Several other eKplanations are given for the familiar
custom of sending love tokens. cards of greeting and the
like to one's favorities. and for the various social activities
connected with Saint Valentine's Day. One version says
that the present custom of sending Valentine greetings
developed from one Saint Valentine's habit of leaving
food on the doorsteps of the poor.
A festival of a similar nature was observed in England
and Scotland, and to some eKtent in other European
countries.
Both Chaucer and Shakespeare refer to the obser•
vance of the festival "on the day in early spring when
birds first choose their mates." The custom long prevailed
on that day of drawing lots to decide which young men
and young women should be each other's "valentine"
during the ensuring year. The couples thus drawn exhanged gifts, and in some cases were regarded as betrothed. Later. the custom of making presents on Saint Valen·
tine's Day was confined to men .
The practice has fallen into disuse in Great Britain, but
the sending of sentiment! valentines and gifts of flowers
and candy on Feb. 14 is still common in America.

Leap Year -A Peculiar Phenomenon
Every four years, we
come across a peculiar
phenomenon called leap
year. This is the name
given to the year with 366
instead of 365 days.
In 46 B . C ., the
stronomers of Julius
Ceasar determined that a
olar system was 365 days
and six hours. These eKtra

hours are taken up every centuries. This custom made to pay a fine which
four years by tacking allowed women to break was fixed according to his
another day on to regular tradition and ask wealth. If; however, he
February, which is the their favorite male to marry was known to be engaged
shortest month of the year her. The custom was made to another "mayden
anyway. 1980 is a leap law in Scotland in 1288.
ladye," he was excepted
year.
from the law.
According to the EnSome normally shy
females may take advan- cyclopedia Britannica. if a
tage of an age-old custom, man refused "to take her to
which dates back several be his lawful wife," he was

P AU Professor To Present Paper At Conference
Dr . Clyde Miller,
associate professor of
nglish at Pan American
University, will read a
aper on Gertrude Stein at
he Conference of Texas
eachers of college English
o be held in Austin March
-8.

ed a whole generation of
American novelists, ineluding
Ernest Hem BREAKFAST
ingway. Explications of
Stein's work are still rare in
FRIED EGGS
American criticism, and
SCRAMBLE EGGS
Dr. Miller's essay is one of
SPICED HAM
the few studies to deal with
BISCUITS
"Ida," a satiric presentation
ASST DRY CEREALS
of Washington , D.C., soc·
Dr. Miller's paper, "Go- iety, which had its basis in
LUNCH
·ng to the Dogs: Cubist Gertrude Stein's vision of
Ccncepts
of Character in the distortions generated
CREOLE SOUP
ertrude Stein's "Ida", by American publicity
SWISS STEAK
represents several years of techniques.
PORK CHOW MEIN w/ NOODL
Dr. Miller, who is a
tudy devoted to one of
BUTTERED RICE
Ame rica's most difficult ex- novelist and short story
PEAS & CARROTS
rimental writers.
writer as well as literary
SPINACH
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CORN BREAD
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ASST. BREADS
Wednesday
PINTO BEANS

Tuesday

dent at PAU with passing grades. Classes must be
set so the student will have Monday nights available
to attend fire practice and meetings. The student is
expected to participate in the department as a
regular member when he is available. Stu~ents are
given duty sections for housekeep and engmekeep.

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
SAUSAGE LINKS
REFRIED BEANS
ASST DRY CEREALS

LUNCH
FRENCH ONION SOUP
TURKEY w / DRESSING
FRITO PIE
MASHED POTATOES

published by Macmillan ly, Dr. Miller and Marci
and by Ballatine Books. Mitchell translated in
His short fiction has been Enlgish the dialogue of a
cited by Martha Foley, film written and directed by
editor of "The Best the distingusihed Mexican
American Short Stories," director, AlfTedo Joskoin her Roll of Honor of the wicz. The film, "ConstelaAmerican Short Story.
ciones" Constellations,
In addition to his work as dramatizes the cor
·
a novelist, Dr. Miller has ween Sor Juana h
been engaged in research Cruz and the Inquisition in
on the MeKican cinema. Mexico during the 16th
The research led to his century. The film will have
teaching a cours on Mex- its American premire at
ican cinema at Pan Amer- Pan American University
ican University--the first March 17, during Pan
course on Mexican motion American Week , utilizing
pictures to be offered in an the English sub-titles of Dr.
American college. Recent- Miller and Miss Mitchell.

CUT BROCCOLI
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

DINNER
CHARCOAL BROILED STEAK
TUNA & NOOLDES
BAKED POTATOES
GREEN BEANS
ORANGE GLAZED BEETS
ASST BREADS
ASST SAi.ADS
A~ST DESSERTS

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
NEW MANAGEMENT

-
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University Theater PresenfJJ The Shadow Box'
"The Shadow Box," and
optimistic, affirmative and
funny play about death,
will be the next presentation of the Pan American
University Theatre. This
highly-acclaimed drama

accomplished the rare feat
of winning both the Pulitzer
Prize and Tony Award , only the tenth work in the
history of those awards to
do so.
Playwright Michael

Communications
Degree Approved
The new Bachelor of
Arts degree in Communications recently approved by the Coordinating Board will consist
of a broad based major, 48
semester hours, of courses
now taught as speech,
drama and mass communication.
The courses will be
divided so the student
doesn't take more than 24
hours of courses in a single
area.
The remaining hours will
be distributed so the stude nt takes a minimum of
six hours in each of the
other two areas. The concentration a rea, as it's called, will be where the 24
hours will apply . The remaining two areas will be
designated as su pport
areas, all within the broad
based gene ral major of
communica tions.
Approxima~tely 129
courses will be dropped,
54 drama, 44 speec h a nd
32 journalism. Sixty-two
new courses will be· offered : 11 courses in speech
thera py, 15 in speech, 16
in drama a nd 15 in jour~
nalism. There also will be
two, three-hour introductory general communications courses two, onehour courses in practieum
that can be taken in any
area and one, three-hour
course that can be taken in
any area .
·-·The two summe r theater
workshop courses and two
stage movement classes
will not count as part of the
major and may be used as

an elective only.
The
s pecial
requirements for the new
degree plans are: 48
semester hours of com•
munications courses re·
quired of all majors except
speech and heari ng
therapy. Since the pres.e nt
faculty can serve the new
major, no new faculty
members will be required.
Although the department has not replaced any
faculty members lost
through retirement, the
program will t:ie continued.
The facilities include a
suite of rooms in the Fine
Arts Complex, access to
the Fine Arts auditorium ,
the
drama
shop ,
Southwick Hall office
space, one classroom, 11
faculty offices, access to
the Media Theatre of the
Learning Resource Center
a nd use of the instructional
TV studio in the LRC .
T he costs of the progra
will be the same In all areas
as the program it replaced.
The present sources of
financial support will be
maintained since the prog r am w il l be selfsupporting from it's incep-·
tion.
T h e program wi ll
reorganize existing programs into a more efficient
structure. Duplication of
and overlapping of courses
and modernization of the
curriculum in order to
enhance employme nt opp o rtun ities fo r
the
students. No major increases in costs should occur.

AK.Psi Schedules. Projects

Alpha Kappa Psi, a professional business fraternity, teaches and e mphasizes
the observance of high
standards of persoFlal and
professional conduct and
business ethics, thus providing intangible benefits of
value to the student during
the formative years.
Require me nts for me mbership are that the student
be majoring in business
and be able to maintain at
least a 2.0 grade point
average. Pledges must be
at least second semester
freshmen.
Prior to the fall semester
of 1979, seven members
a ttended AKPsi's 75 annual national Convention
in New Yrok City for seven
da ys. During the semester
AKPsi took pilrt In presenting various professional
a nd civic projects such as:
a n interviewing technique
seminar, a voter registra'tton drive, and a School of
Business open house.
During each semester,
AKPsl attempts to be of
service to the university c1s

a whole, to the School of
Business and to the community.
The coming e vents for
the Spring semester consist
o f three income ta x
workshops, developing a
student profile booklet to
be nefit s tude nts an d
recruiters aAd professional
proga ms s uch as the
American Association of
Univesity Women Seminar
a nd toastmaste rs lnterna~onal Workshop.
The 1979-80 school
year will end with AKPsi
traveling to Amariilo for
their regional conference .

Cristofer has interwoven
the lives of three similarly
afflicted people into adroitly juxtaposed sequences
accuring in three separate
cottages in some California
woods adjacent to a hopsital. Here, patients are
permitted to live out their
remaining days outside the
antiseptic wards, iri an ex•1er by
periment presic'
an omnisicient 1.
,ewer.
One of the tnree is a
seemingly robust blud•
collar family man from
Newark, to be played by
Jack Strawn , who welcomes his blowzy wife and
teenage son who have

-

-

made the long crosscountry journey to see
him.

sustain her mother.
The last of the trio is an
articulate intellectual, a
writer of dubious talent but
Chris Fatherree will por- unrelenting productivity, to
tray the nervously intense be played by Kent Smither.
wife who cannot accept He is cared for by his lover,
her husband's fate , and a one-time male hustler,
Jon Hawley will be seen as and is visited by his exhis guitar-playing son .
wife, a flamboyantly effervescent woman bedeckThe second is a salty old ed in jewelry, each a
lady, enacted by Linda No- memento of a former afble, irascibly holdin~ onto fair. Ricky Salinas and
life, despite the fact that Chris Herrera will portray
her insides are gutted. She these two contrasting reis tended by a self-effacing flections of the failed
daughter, to be played by writer's mixed-up life.
Tina Atlkins, who feels she
Each of these relationhas sacrified her in • ships is shown in the prodividuality to serve and cess of working itself out of

-

PLANNING CAREER DAY · Romulo D. Martinez, Jr., director of
career planning and placement; Suzanne Sol is, c areer developer
and coordinator; and Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez, vice president for stu•
dent and university affairs, work out the details for PAU's annual
Career Day.

a state of acceptance. The
housewife, who at first
refused even to enter her
husband's cottage for fear
it would be an admission of
his imminent death, finally
arrives at a moment of
quiet yielding to the inevitab_le . The rejected
daughter admits her need
for her mother has been
the greater of the two. And
the young male lover is
goaded into awareness by
the writer's flippant,
alcoholic wife .
Dr. Marian Monta, director of the show, stated
that "The Shadow Box"
contains subject matter and
material that might be offensive to some theatre
goers. "The characters in
this play are dealing with
the iromediate spectre of
death," she related, "Consequently, sometimes their
language is strong and
emotional. This is an important and powerful play,
but it is not for young
children or for adults who
are offended by the subject
matter or langua!=le."
Dr. Marian Monta will
direct t he Universi t y
Theatre's production of
''The Shadow Box," and
Dr. James A. Hawley will
design the setting of a cottage that serves as the
residence of each of the
three family groups.

Variety Of Material Available
Media Usage, located in
room 103A of the LearnIng Resource Center, has a
large variety of audio•
visual material available to
all ~AU students, faculty,
and the general p ublic as
well.
Listen to a "live" NBC
radio broadcasts fro m
Honolulu during the bombing of Pearl Ha bor a nd
actually hear the bombs
exp lod ing. Listen to
Winston Churchill addressing the US Congress during World War II. Take a
glimpse of the telvision
business by watching "The
Making of a Live TV
Show." Available ooly to
criminal justice majors is
the movie "Bombs."
Besides 16mm films,
which a re the most widely
used , and audio cassettes
of historical events, other
mate r ials a vailable are
transparencies, record
albums, and video cassettes. All the necessary
equipme nt is furnished by
Media Usage. According to
Ra ul Rodriguez, audiovisual supervisor for the
department; the main objective of Media Usage is
"to be of service to our
VICE

patrons who want to use these area in a businessthe materials a vailable in like manner."

• SENIORS *
READY FOR A CAREER OPPORTUNITY WITH A MAJOR COMPA NY?
Interviewing Saturday Feb. 23 and March 1, 1980
at the local Dunhlll Offices
For the following entry level openings
with major companies
located throughout the U.S.:

ACCOUNTANTS
PRODUCTION SUPERVISORS
ADMfNISTRATIYE ASIJ&.TANTS

MANA3ER TRAINEES
COMPUTER Techelcl....
MARKETING R£Pf1E9ENTATIVES
Peneanel MANAGERS

N yev taave a lacheior'a or Master's Degree for wHf hue OM soon) JR
hslness, Marlfri"I, Accounting, Management, or .Computer SekNlce, we
would like to talk to you-.

°"

Appointments will be made for interviews
the .t>ove Saturdays. Call
anytitN chlrlng the week between 8:30 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.
ALL FEES ARE PAID BY CLIENT COMPANIES AND
AAE NEVER REPAID BY THE NEWLY HIRED EMPLOYEE.

Bus.
The

c9n

N ;M,ona/

efiage g{air @omj,any
Dixie Ward, Owner

5019 North 10th • McAllen, Tex~s

Performance dates for
the award-winning drama
are Feb. 20-23 and Feb.
27- March I at 8:15 p. m .,
in the Studio Theatre.

■ G1hile.
PERSONNEL SERVICE
Of McALLEN, INC.

McAllen Stale Banli Towe, - Su,;e 708
McAllen TX 78501
/512) 687-9531
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SEASON OPENER· Texas Wesleyan traveled from

Fort Worth to defeat the Broncs in their season
ope~er, 9-4 last Friday. The Bronc's next game
begins tomorrow against the nationally ranked
Arkansas Razorbacks, runners up in the 1979 College World Series.

Oklahoma State took
top honors just like PAU
head golf coach Tony
,
Guerrero predicted in the
, • eighth annual Pan
American International
golf tournament at Club
Campestre at Monterrey,
Mexico.

~

totaling 201.
Oklahoma State was
awarded the team trophy
with a 15 under par 849,
also a tournament record.
Brigham Young finished
second at 865, third with
877 was Oral Roberts,
TCU with 883 and Texas
A&M and Texas each
scored 886
Oklahoma's Bob Tway
Out of the 24 teams parmanaged a six under par tici pa ting in the Pan
66 Saturday and went into American sponsored
the third and final round tourney, the inviting team
with a one shot lead over finished 17 with Wiley
Brigham Young's Bobby McIntire managing daily
Clampett.
totals of 78-71-71. Followed by Scotties (Hopher)
with 75-75-79; Kirt Smith
Tways' 66 over the par 72-78-81; Greg Weather72 Club Campestre course red 79-76-76 and Mark
left Tway with a tallied 15 Esposito 76-77-81.
under par 201 total, allowing him to erase Grif
Moody's previous tournament record of 210 by

I

Broncs Ready For Red Pi,gs
By PAM SIMPSON

Most people expect to
see red on Valentine's
Day, but the baseball team
will be seeing red all
weekend. The red and
white of the Arknasas
Razorbacks will challenge
Pan Am to three double
headers starting Friday.
The Bronc players are
looking forward to the
games against the NCAA
World Series runner up,
not letting their ranking
affect them.
Left fielder, Roger Pena
siad, "Arkansas is like any
other team, to beat them
we have to score more
runs."
Right fielder Jorge Sanchez said "They are supposed to have a very, very
good team, and they are
used to good competition
in the South we st conference."
"With seven returning
lettermen from last years
team Arkansas could be
considered a veteran ball
club," according to Coach
Al Ogletree.
The Razorbacks boast
the pitching of left handed
Steve Kruger with a 1. 73
ERA and right handed
Scott Tabor with a 3.59
ERA. The Broncs batting
bragade will be ready.
"Hitting their ptiching will
be the key," said veteran

lost to the No. 1 team in
the nation, Texas, in a very
close game, and I feel that
if we beat Arnkasas 4-2 or
5-1 we will be in real good
shape," said Gasaway.
Shortstop Dale Brown
knows all about Arkansas,
he grew up there and
played for the Razorbacks
his freshman year. Brown
said. "Arkansas is probably
most balanced team we
will see all season. Our pit•
chers and defense have to
do their jobs."
Brown added, "We've
got the advantage of
homefield and we've
played four games. Pan
Am will be the first series
for Arkansas, and the
Broncs plan to hit them
hard.
Jim Ligget, Bronc second baseman said, "I feel
if everybody con~entrates
and faces them with confidence we will have a
good series."

second basemen Gary Dippel. Tom Supak who hit a
home run, three doubles
and single during last
weekend's contest against
Texas Wesleyan, felt that
"Arkansas has always got
good pitching and a lot of
team speed, they will be
ready for us.''
After a 2-2 series last
weekend, the Broncs pit·
ching staff is ready.
Ogletree will be alternating
the left and right handed
pitchers to start each
game. "Pitching against
Arkansas is the same as
pitching against any other
team. Arkansas is made of
hman being just as all other
baseball teams in the nation," stated Larry Harris,
senior pitcher.
Alan Maria a southpaw
felt "for us to beat the
Razorbacks we need to cut
down on the mental mistakes we made."
All American Catcher
Ronn Reynolds will have
stiff competition from. his
Broncs counterparts Kenny Peters and Tony
Gasway. Both Peters and
Casway are looking forward to the series.
"Last year, the Broncs

' ii\,~
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The Broncs won't mind
seeing red on Valentine's
Day, but come Friday, it's
a whole new ballgame.
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Southpaw Elmer Cavner
plans to "challenge the batters and make them make
thP. mistakes."
Cavner summed it up by
saying "I know they are

I

Even though Guerrero
believes his team could
have played better, player
McIntire feels they have a
chance at NCAA if they
beat Texas, Texas A&I and
Texas Christian University
Saturday at the Southwest
conference meet in Beaumont.
Any other factor which
may have promoted Pan
Am's humble finishings,
according to Greg is that
"we've been too lazy."
Guerrero stated that the
tournament was the best
field he had put together in
some time and may have
been the best if USC and
UCLA had attended the
tournament.

MCALLEN
500 NORTH 10TH

682-5581

Edinburg
383-7542
1220 East University

********

PHARR
BROWNSVILLE
1005 E. HWY, 83 2489 BOCA CHICA
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White, McKone, Senator Give Quinions

Summer Olympics In Question
The invasion of Afghanistan by Russian troops has

of Russia , it would be an
embarrassment to citizens
of the United States. Jim
McKone, Sports Information Director of Pan

not only put international
politics in jeopardy, it has
also promoted the boycott
of the 1980 Summer
Olympics. the Olympics,
slated to have been held in
the Soviet Union, are being boycotted by the
United States and various
other countries of the of
the free world.
Athletics training for
several years for the ancient event, continue to American University said
prepare hoping the Soviets he would definitly be emwill pull out of Afghan- barrassed.
istan ; this being the only
"I covered the Winter
solution to terminating the Olympics back in 1960
boycott.
when it was in California
It would seem that If and It was a great specAmericans competed in tacle," said McKone, adthe summer Olympics de- ding that at that time
spite the aggresive actions

Russia and were competing against each other in
ince hockey. "It was a
great bitter game,"
McKone pointed out. The

individual wanted to attend
the Summer Olympics by
himself he could, but that
would not be very patriotic
to the Unite States of

"It's just like Hitler invading countries, its the
same principle and therefore I don't think we
should send a team and I would he ashamed if
America sent a team."

----------,

e're ready to
elp you solve your
iterature problems
ith a complete
tock of Cliffs Notes
overing frequently
ssigned novels,
lays and poems.
used by millions
of students nationwide to earn
better grades in literature.
GET CLIFFS NOTES
HERE:
University Bookstore

t,oee"'

bitterness arouse not
because of competition but
because the Soviets had invaded Czechoslovakia two
years earlier. "No one was
injured but the americans
were all for the Czechos•
lovakians, one of the great
games I ever saw."
McKone feels very
strongly in the invasion of
Afghanistan because he
knew several Americans
who were in the Peace
Corps in that country helping the people of that
country grow better crops.
At athat same time, Russia
had built a highway from
Russia to the captial of
Kabul wide enough for
tanks; this incident occuring 15 years ago. "It's just
like Hitler invading countries, it's the same principle, and therefore I don't
think we should send a
team and I would be
ashamed if America sent a
team."
McKone added that if an

are

clear

yet.

to what a boycott would
accomplish with out the
support of other countries
and if they can make it effective, well yes. However,
if it is going to be one of
those spank-the-hand
deals and it is not effective
enough to accomplish
anything them I don't
know, because all you're
doing is denying an
American athletics an opportunity to participate in
the world games."

Broncs Slate Net Tilt
For This Month

= ROCK NITE

WEDNESDAY = LADIES NITE
LADIES DRINK FREE ALL NITE

plus

Drinks $1 .25 for guys

The Pan American
University Tennis team
opens its 1980 session with
first round play in the
Magic Valley Team Tournament on Friday,
February 15. Opening the
round robin tournament
will be the match between
Texas A&M and Oral
Roberts University, followed at 11 :30 AM by the Pan

American vs. University of
Oklahoma match.
Pan Am will then compete against Oral Roberts
in doubles beginning at 3
p.m. the same afternoon,
followed by Oklahoma ver•
sing Texas A&M also in
doubles.
February 16 will see Oral
Roberts waking up to face

= COUNTRY WESTERN
"Bring Your Horsa Drink FREE!

SATURDAY

LADIES

NO
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RED PROBLEM • Russians troops in Afghanistan

Moscow.

-

FRIDAY =

"If we're saying
our choice is to go to
Russia and compete
against that crowd and call
it Olympics, or we have a
Free World Olympics like
the President has said
might occur, and give our
athletics an opportunity to
express themselves m international compeititons,
then that has to be the best
of two worlds."
Free World ideaology
and Soviet politics do seem
to be mixed up in the
sports of the Moscow Summer Olympics and Senator
Raul Longoria does not
feel they should.
"But in this case it would
be appropiate and in this
instance the Russians have
spent millions and millions
of dollars to prepare for the
Olympics."

L-- tions
has caused President Carter to ask free world na- --------1
to boycott the 1980 Summer Olympics in

DISCOTHEQUE

THURSDAY

terests

f

eei0 2000

YUESDAY

America. "It's kind of a
group decision almost: you
either send a team or you
don't."
Bill white, head basketball coach and head of the
athletic department said: "I
don't think all the revalations of the political in-

Because To play, I would
sayu, that if it would help
reflect our disagreement
with an ideaology that is
totally opposed to what we
believe in, then I would be
favor of it."
"I don't think there had
been a clear cut definition,
even from the President as

COVER

Drinks $1 .25

ConUnued on p •ge 8

CHARGE

= HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE

PAU in single matches.
Texas A&M then duels
with Oklahoma in singles
and PAU faces a team that
defeated the University of
Texas team: A&M.
All matches throughout
the tournament will be
played at the Orville T.
Cox Stadium, with the
final round of competition
scheduled for Saturday,
February 16.
Opening the season
against the Sooners of
Oklahoma, the Broncs will
be facing one of their
toughest season openers in

Come in and See our famous
brands like . . . Nina, Sbicca,
Famolare!

Build your own T-shirt
DI.count for group orders
different styles of T-shirts

SUNDAY = HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE
No Cover

and

2110 N. 10th St.
McAllen, Te11:as
Kllnks Shopping Center

1l)()'s transfer to choose from
687-8071
La Plaia Mall McAllen, Tex
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Broncs Fare 1-1 ln Past Week

-----Ne1----

The Pan Broncs fell by accumatling 37 to the
two points to the Houston Huskies. 30, improving
Baptist Huskies Feb. 8 as from a trailing half time
the dogs tallied 63 at the score of 28-27.
conclusion of th conference game.
Kenneth Green, ranked
The Broncs are now 15- fifth nationally, was out re7 and 1-2 in Trans bounded by center oppoAmerican Conference nent Randy Martell 12-5,
competition.
Martell made seven of 16
It may have looked pro- shots and put in 19 points
mising in the second half of his own.
for Pan Am succeeding in
Green, whose average

years. The Sooners are lain, Arnold Kettenacher
coming off a Big-8 Con- of Canada, and Javier Sarference championship, torius of Spain.
and should do well in the
Broncs opeing tournaBrown recently comment.
New faces will dot the peted In the world Junior
Broncs opening lineup in circuit, representing Great
what can be characterized Britain, and should see acas a rebuilding year for tion in both singles and
Bronc netters
Six doubles play for the
freshmen will open the Broncs. As an outstanding
season for first year head Canadian junior, Ketcoach Mickey White, with tenacher should provide
five of them in their first the Broncs with another
semester at Pan American. top doubles player, and is
All six have the potential to being counted on as a
be top collegiate players, steady player during the
only lacking in major col- 1980 season Another top
Junior, Sartorius 1s having
lege experience.
Despite the youth on this to ad1ust his game from the
year's team, the top posi• more familiar clay courts to
tions on the squad are fill- Pan Am's hard courts, but
ed by veteran college should still add some
players Senior John punch to the Bronc lineup.
Picken, starting his fourth
season as a Bronc. will
Opening the season with
team with junior Derek the Magic Valley Team
Segal in what could be one Tournament, with three of
of the strongest doubles the top collegiate teams In
the country, will give
teams in the country.
The colorful Alfonso Coach White a good inGonzalez will team with dication of the potential of
sophomore Mark Roberts this year's team. According
to form yet another power- · to White, "opening the
ful doubles team for the season with three tough
Broncs. Only a junior, matches in two days will
Alfonso was selected as the tell how far along we are In
outstanding player on last the development of our
year's squad
abilities. We'll have to be at
The other expected the top of our game in
starters for the Broncs are each match to stay with
Nick Brown of Great Bri- this caliber of competition."

C

per game is 13 points, only
putting four bv the half.
Teammate Billy Bailey
fouling out fate in the
game, also put in only 4
points, while Reuben Cole
came in as Pan Am's top
scorer with 13 points.
The Broncs weren't
down for long however.
That following Saturday,
the Pan Am Broncs stayed
home.to fight University of

SURPRISED BIRDS · .. he University of Denver

players looked surprised for encountering one lay
while expecting another. Billy Bailey passes over_ _ __.
the head of Kenneth Green to Mike Carroll.

Denver where the Broncs
came out with a 78-60 victory score.
Green came back in this
game with his usual
average points of 13 and
Bailey Too matched
Green's points. Joining
Freen and Bailey in mild
double figures were Mike
Carroll with 12 and Tim
McGrath with 10. Donald
Knight and Rueben Cole
followed with seven and
two respectfully.
Top players for that
game, however, was Curtis Glasper managing 19
points by penetrating the
opponents zone defense
Alonzo Weatherly, top
player for the University of
Denver did as expectedwith 25 personal baskets
and Tom Jorgenson trailing with 2 of his own.
In the first half, the
Denver made only six of
19 shots from the field in
the first half and dumped a
total of 27 balls out of 53
attempts. The Broncs,
though made 31 of 59.
The Broncs now have a
chance to,lift their sagging
conference game wins
Saturday when they encounter Samford University of Alamaba after returning from two traveling
games in Abilene and
Shreveport, La.

Coattnued
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Pitching Expected Late In 1980
Sharp pitching, long a
trademark
of
Pan
American University
baseball, could be a long
time coming in 1980.
Coach Al Ogletree of
Pan Am conside~ pitching
and catching about 85 per
cent of baseball.
Although the Broncs retain six veterans on a
15-man pitching staff, they
lost tMir stopper, Steve

Winfield, who finished 9-3
including a heartbreaking
loss at Texas in the NCAA
playoffs, 4-2. Also
graduated are strong
reliefer Dana Roberts (2-0
plus four saves) and smart
southpaw Jerry Smith
(7-2) .
The veteran pitchers
have posted some imllJl'essive marks. It remains
to be seen whether they an

go head-to-head against
the aces from teams like
Texas Wesreyan and
Arkansas. The Razorbacks, national runners-up
In the 1979 College World
Series, roll into Edinburg
for a three-day confrontation Feb. 15-17.
Pan Am's veteran pitchers are Kenny Rieger,
6-0 and a 1.97 earned-run
average; Hector Rios, 6-1

letlee, Team
by position,
Four other veterans and
letree of Pan one highly promising
versity feels TNWComer come close to
s are strong- ,$Mlchez' truly impreseiwe
tfield "ThiS ~may
test ~utfield,
we'1te"
·,,
:; -':itliger Pena, who shaRd
This~ point may give~ iield with Tyrone in
the ~ • the added ··m9, returns w,th imspeed ~
- The re- pre"'ve credentials, lnbuildg
"
g staff could ..,.ng PAU's all-time high
give t"8, _ ders plenty ~ average (for any
of p r ~.c sing-drives. .,egular). .456. Pena's
sevefl tnples tied the Ba:>nc
Jorge S.,,chez stole 35 record. He is a rare colrege
athlete who goes up to bat
bases h.t-•a5on. Playing every time concentrating
shortsl<Jf' then, and ap· 011 hitting, and he makes
pearing .die, as a pinch good contact.
runner, SencJ:iez hit .416
Switch hittere M.rty
and ~ ~nior Leonard
Tyrone ~ will be missed Green batted a steady .287
in 1980} fb, the base ie!t 5eason while leading
tloie Broncs in doubles, with
stealing titlf; 35-31.
eight. Green took away
Now i,>etatled in right ¥,out as many doubles as
field, S&tichez can go and he hit, by racing deep to
get 'ffl\-,af· t,ell as drive rob opposing batters
catchers {(j distraction
Brian coveney, like
when h4l ,ea.ches base.

.....

Green a switch hitter,
pounded 17 RBl's with a
.328 average as a junior.
Coveney can scott in the
footrace deprtment with
Sanchez. Coveney's bat
and- speed mean that all
four returning lettermen-Pena, Sanchez, Green and
Coveney-- return with prospects of doing even better.
Tucker Hickson, a
squadman from Alamogordo, N.M., (home of the
first atomic explosion),
didn't see much action in
1979, but he has mushroomed into a powerful
hitter with a high average
during a series of intrasquad games before the
1980 season begins
Hickson provides this team
with many options, including his right-handed
powre.
Brent MiHer, the only
new Bronc outfielder, pro-

and 2.00; Larry Harris,
8-3 and 2.02; Norman
Boss, 7-2 and 2.37; Max
Redmond, 4-1 and 2 .90;
and Elmer Cavner, 2-0
and 4 62.
The Pan Am pitching
problems boil down to
whether the veterans can
produce better than they
did at the end of
1979--and whether the

newcomers can ste- m and
retire batters from
powerhouses like Texas
Wesleyan , Arkansas,
Michigan State, Maine,
and so on.
The freshmen include
Lloyd Gardner, 14-2 with
202 strikeouts for Class B
state champion Riviera;
Chris Soliz, 37-1 in four
sparkling years at Kenedy;
David Gomillion, 13-4 for
bi-district champion Edin-

n Season
mises to be a memorable
one. Miller stole 57 bases
and hit .354 during two
All-Conference seasons at
Garden City JC in Kansas.
He stole 23 bases and batted 393 while sparking
Grand Junction to the colorado state high school
championship.
Besides
their seed,
these six outsfielders are
unusual because they are a
"matched set" featuring
two switch hitters (green
and Coveney), two southpaws (Pena and Miller),
and two right-handers
(Hickson and Sanchez).
"This gives us a lot of
options and different combinations to use against left
and nghthanded pitching,"
Ogletree points out
Good outfielders sometimes yQU to their pitchers,
"just keep it m the ballpark
and we'll catch it for you!"

burg; Ernie Santos, 7-3 at
San Antonio Roosevelt;
Severiano Rubio, four-spot
starter at Edcouch-Elsa;
and Mike Tristan, 2.60
ERA and All-District at
Seguin.
_________

I
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The Bronc save six out- I
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Drama Student Visits New York
By BARBARA KING

keep in contact. Noble each day, and stresses exAlthough Linda Noble, plans to be in New York in posure to traditional and
senior drama student at March and has written to experimental aspects of
professional dramatic
Pan American University, set up an interview.
received offers from many ' Ted Mann Is the director · presentation and developuniversities through audi- and co-founder of the ment of students' intions sponsored by the theater, which was found- dividual styles. The faculty
University
Resident ed in 1951, and which Is ls composed of the finest
Theater Association in actually located on Broad- actors and directors
New York recently, she way, according to Noble. available in the New York
would trade them all for a The Circle In The Square theater.
chance to attend the Theater has produced 125
Noble is seriously confamous Circle In the plays, earning a national sidering offers from the
Square Theater School.
reputation for Its landmark University of Connecticut
This New York school,
and Penn State, both of
which offers no master's productions of work by which are production
degree or scholarship, has writers such as Bellow, oriented schools. She exSteinback, . plained that universities
been the stepping-stone to Capote,
Shakespeare, Wilder and with professional theater
Broadway for many stars. O'Neil. Actors starring In
The two-year school Is so these productions included programs usually are proexclusive that only 54 ap- such luminaries as Julie duction or academically
plicants are accepted each Christie, Dustin Hoffman, oriented. Both offer essenyear, and students must be
Invited back the second Al Paclno, Geraldine tially the same courses,
year.
Page, George C. Scott, with the production
"It's a long shot," said George Seal and sisters oriented school emphasizNoble. Representatives of Lynn and Vanessa ing acting and the
academically oriented "gothe school visited the UR- Redgrave.
TA auditions, saw her perNoble said the theater's ing bv the book" more in
form, and told her they
were unable to Interview at program consists of six offering courses in the
that time but asked her to hours of ln~nslve training history of the craft. "None -

s

want to turn out dumb actors," she added.
As an example of the
difference , Noble said
some production oriented
schools might require the
student to put together a
recital of scenes from different shows, while an
academically oriented
school might require a written thesis in fulfillment of
the master's req1:1irements. ·
Even though Noble was
In New York for only a few
days, she managed to see
the play "Betrayal," by
playwright Harold Pinter
starring Roy Scheider and
Blythe Danner. She was
also lucky enough to be
admitted to the Zenon
Disco, which is similar to
Studio 54 in its practice of
exclusive selection of
guests. "A wild place" was
Noble's description. "I also
rode a subway for the first
time," she said, adding
"You can go forever for

25¢."
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Honor Society Forms
The school of business
administration at Pan
American University has
announced formation of a
new Beta Gamma Sigma
chapter on the Edinburg
campus.

of Collegiate Schools of
Business. Beta Gamma
Sigma chapters are chartered only in schools which
have been accredited by
AACSB. Less than 20 percent of the business

complishment among students of bus iness administration." Membership
in Beta Gamma Sigma is
one of the highest scholastic honors a student of
business may attain,
equivalent to Phi Beta
Kappa Membership for onbusiness students. To be
eligible for Beta Gamma
Sigma membership, a student must be in the top five
percent of his junior class,
the top 10 percent of
graduating seniors or rank
in the top 20 percent of
those students receiving
masters' degrees. Membership is by invitation only.
The new chapter will be
offlcialy installed on April
25 when Dean Carl H.

schools in the United
States and only nine other
state-supported schools in
Texas have achieved this
recognition.

Stem of Texas Tech's College . of Business Administration will be present to
induct charter members into the organization.

The society's objectives
are "to encourage and
reward scholarship and ac-

Five faculty members In
PAU's business school are
already members of Beta
Gamma Sigma. They include Dr. Edward Baldwin,
Dr. Ronald Kettering, Dr.
Lorenzo T . Ortega, Dr.
Willard 8. Platzer and Dr.
James Wilson, who Is serving as chapter secretary.
Dean Robert N. McMichael
will be installed as one of
the charter members during installation cermonies
on April 25.

Beta Gamma Sigma is a
national scholastic honor
society with chapters in
many of the nation's outstanding business schools.
Formation of the new
cha~ter is linked to Pan
Am's recent accreditation
by the American Assembly
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Cramer Earns
Pop ularity
By BARBARA KING

On stage Lyn Cramer usually plays the part of a
vivacious, ad venturesome and straight forward
woman. Off stage she is much the same.
The many-faceted talents of Cramer, a 21 year
old Pan American University drama student, are
earning her a glittering reputation among Valley
theatre goers. "Lyn is ready for professional theatre
right now," enthuses Doug Cummins, university
theatre manager, who directed her in one of her
performances in the recent "South Pacific."
Besides being a full-time drama student and starring in numerous plays at PAU, Cramer also
teaches dancing in McAllen Although best known
for her musical roles such as "Dames at Sea" and
"Cabaret," her top honor so far stems from a
dramatic role. She has been nominated for the
Irene Ryan award for her role of Cathy in
"Vanities." The Irene Ryan award is the most
prestigious acting award honoring university
students. Cramer played the part of a woman on
the brink of despair. The Judges who nominated
her for the award did not know she could either
sing or dance.
Cramer literally "came of age" in "Vanities."
"Before then, I had been cast in three shows that
weren't musicals, and they were all small parts,' adding that the role has built confidence in her acting
ability. "l was a lucky victim of circumstances,"
Cramer said. She auditioned in the summer when
many students were out of town. Also, Dr. Marian
Monta, had of the communications department, let
her, Linda Noble and Cris Herrerea discuss their
role preferences.
The play was such a success it was picked for entry in the American College Theatre Festival.
Mona, who directed Cramer in "Vanities," said
"She is a marvel. She is not only a good actress but
has extraordinary singing and dancing ability."
Monta added facetiously, "No one person ought to
be able to sing, dance and act that well."
Cramer goes next to regional competition in Fort
Worth along with 32 other university actresses from
the southwest region, which includes Texas,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma and New Mexico.
If Cramer wins at regional, she will go to
Washington , 0. C., to compete with nine other
candidates. The winner receives $2,500.
One of the requirements of the audition is a performance with a student actor. Mayo Caceres,
Cramer's co-star in "South Pacific," is accompanying her to Fort Worth. Caceres said Cramer is
remarkably easy to work with because of her professional attitupe.
Cramer pushes her many talents to their full
potential. "Never listen to people who tell you to be
satisifed with what you have," she said, adding that
someone once told her to be happy that she could
sing so well.
Where did all this talent and energy come from?
"My mother started it all," she recalled. "when I
was 11 years old, my mother picked me up from
dancing practice one day and announced we were
going to Ray Orakeley's house. I didn't know what
that meant but I wound up with the little sister role
in Annie Get Your Gun." Drakeley, associate professor of music at PAU and Cramer's voice teacher,
said, "She is an extremely talented performer and
one of the hardest workers I have ever encountered
in my life." Drakeley said Cramer also possesses a
highly disciplined mind.
Cram(lr said her teachers have always encouraged her. During high school, she concentrated on
her voice and made the all-state choir. A youth
director at her church told her to study solo.
Cramer said she never acted in any high school
plays. "My sister Lee has been my main inspiration." Cramer's voice fills with affection when talking about her sister. Lee Cramer got involved in
theatre at PAU and later headed a community
theatre group called Curtain Call Players. "When I
was a senior in high school, she cast me in "6 Rms
Riv Vu," Six Rooms River View.
Want free transportation from Pharr to PAU and

back??? You do the driving and I'll buy the gas.

Mon-Wed Classes--11:30 • 4:30
Tues-Thurs Classes--11 :30 - 2:30
Friday Classes--11 :30 - 1:30

ENCORE--Lyn Cramer, PAU senior, practicing with Doug Wookall, PAU freshman. The two
drama students work as dance instructors and perform in local staoe oroductions.
many Broadway performers on stage today."
Cramer concentrated on here voice her freshWhen asked about her future, Cramer replied
man year at PAU. She said Dr. Monta happened to
see her in a production by another community
she would play it by ear. One upcoming event retheatre group called Standing Room Only. The
quiring plans in her life is her marriage April 2 to
play was "Dames at Sea." Monta advised her to
Robert Ashley of Harlingen. a music major at PAU.
think about majoring in drama. Cramer said that
They met during rehearsals of "Godd News" over
sounded like good advice because the logistics of
two years ago. They both plan to work part time
music bored her.
and attend PAU next year.
Jim Stover, musical director and associate proCramer has been offered a graduate assistantship
fessor of music at PAU, directed Cramer in "Guys
by PAU. She said it was a broad master's in liberal
and Dolls," Stover said, "Sometimes people as
arts under the School of Humanities. Such financial
help will allow her to work toward a master's and
good as Lyn lose perspective toward others in the
cast. Lyn works to bring the best out in everyone.
continue acting . In return, Cramer will be required
She is a 'total' performer who adds confidence to
to teach.
my work."
Cramer was quick to say marriage will not stand
Cramer's fame is spreading since "South
in the way of her career. She is a strong believer in
equality for women. "I feel very strongly about
Pacific." Not only did she receive many visitors
backstage with congratulations after each perforequal pay and equal rights for women . Although I
mance, but several persons have approached her in
will have equal opportunity, I realize woman have
stores to praise her performance.
traditionally been discriminated against in
directing."
Cramer does not feel directing to be one of her
Cramer predicts she will eventually teach. "Take
strong points, but said she loved choreography.
Cramer said dancer Cindy Hanshaw, has been very
the example of Doug Cummins. He has it made
good to her, adding she was allowed to do her own
He teaches, directs and performs."
choreographing in "Damn Yankees."
Asked about Broadway, Cramer hedges and
says, "Maybe someday."
Cramer said her most embarrassing moment on
stage was in her first big role in "Cabaret" when she
tripped while exiting. "I fell flat on my face. Later I
was thankful Jim McKone and Jack King (local
n e w s . paeer critics) weren't there.
Cramer said her father was a good model of organization. "I am meticulous. Sometimes I think it is
an advantaqe; other times. a burden."
II

Cramer seems a natural to go on to bigger and
better things, especially when one discovers she
does not get nervous on stage.
Director Cummins said, "I have only known
three persons who were ready for profession.al
theatre. One is there; one decided not to qo; the
other is Lyn Cramer. Her talent is on a par with
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HAIRSTYLING
phone for an appo_lntment

Hours can be discussed. For more information
call 787-8941 or leave name and address with
Veterans Office Secretary.

383-9012
520 E. UNIVERSITY
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TeenPregnancy A Problem r
Feb. 14, apart from beIng Valentine's Day, has
been declared Love
Carefully day by the Zero
Population Growth, ZPG
organization.
The Planned Parenthood organization of
Hidalgo
County;
therefore, would like to
take the opportunity at this
time to draw to your attention some facts about
teenage pregnancy.
Each year, one out of 10
United States teenage girls
becomes pregnant, that is
about
one
million
teenagers annuallv ._ Of that
number, 600,060 gave
birth, accounting for onefifth of all births in the
U.S.A. each year.

Another 300,000 decide
to end their pregnancies by
abortion and these account
for about one-third of all
abortions in the U.S. annually.

Those who keep thier
babies do not usually make
good parents, and a high
percentage of child abuse
is seen among teenage
parents. A higher incidence of suicide than is
usual for that age group Is
also seen among these
teenage mothers.

pregnancy than is a mother
in her 20's.
Teenage pregnancy Is
damaging to the teenagers
themselves, their children
and to the society as a
whole in terms of lost
resources as · these
teenagers rarely attain their
full potential.

ZPG reminds us that "it
Teenage pregnancies
create real hardship for the is important that teenagers
to
love
young mothers and their learn
babies. It is the most im- carefuUy ... with care. ft is
portant reason for young essential that teenagers be
women to drop out of educated about and have
school, and leads to future access to birth control
employment
and methods In order that their
economic problems for the relationship might evenyoung woman and her tually grow in an atmosphere..of communicafamily.
tion and trust, not anguish
The teenage mother is and fear,"
more likely to have a
premature baby than an
For futher information
older woman, and' her about teenage pregnancy
baby is three times more or unplanned pregnancy
likely to die in it's first year prevention, contact the
The young teenager also Is counselor, Planned Paren60 percent more likely to thood 686-0585 or your
die or suffer illness and in- nearest Planned Parenjury as a result of her thood office.

February-A SpecialMonth
If one was to pick a
favorite month you, would
be hard pressed to find a
better one than the second
month of the year.
February, which derives it's
name from the latin word
Februa meaning purification, has quite a bit of uniqueness to pride Itself
about.

Wednesday; the beginning
of an annual religious
event.
Arguments of equal
significance could also be
made for the remaining 11
months, but February has
two very special things
about it that sets it apartl
from all the rest.
You see February nas
the honor of carrying the
It offers amond othe1 extra day needed every~
things something for; the fourth year in order to
presidential historian, the
astrologer, and for those of keep our system of time up
the Christian faith. to date. This phenomena is
February has two of the known to all who adhere
most influential presidents by it as Leap Year. So this
by birth, Lincoln (22th) being Leap Year those of
and Washington (22nd), the student body born on
and has the astrological the 29th are probably gosigns of aquarius and Ing to celebrate their 5th or
pisces and also in Ash 6th birthday.

Valentine
ladies were no longer required to give gifts, but only to receive. Some complied to the new rule
change, while others tried
to keep the sacred tradition.
By the 17th century,
sending valentines became
a popular activity. The
cards were only simple
home ideas and in the
1800's, commerlalized
Valentines hit the market
like a craze and what contributed to the boom was
the that stores started selling them also. People tried
to disguise their handwriting in order to keep
their sweetie off guard or
Valentine cards were
playfully written.

Coat. from

pt,

Last but not least is the
well known fact that a day
for lovers can always be
found in February .
Designated Valentine's
Day, after a christian martyr of Rome in the 3rd century A. D. , it has come to
be known as a day when
affection for another is·
shown in any of a number
of different ways. So if you
are so lucky as to be smitten by the love of another
don't let the fact that you
are not a poet keep you
from reciting or even
writing a few lines to someone close to you .
Well that's February as
seen through the eyes of
this writer. Happy Valentine's Day everyone!

I

Now, Valentines Day is
more spohisticated as all
grade schools get into the
act as they make Valentines boxes and bags to
hold the cards. Kids not
only give cards to their
friends , but to adults. Yet,
it is not just cards that are
given away as candv and
flowers go right along with
the idea of gift giving.
Grocery stores and flower shops boom during
this short holiday, because
merchant sell out of all
their products and it seems
there Is no one that can
stop the motion.
"This is the closest holiday to Christmas becau!'e

ing Feb. ?(),

Teachers

ourselves. Our lack of
communication
has
created a multi-billion
dollar business-greeting
cards." Dr Delores ReedS anders , Behavorial
Sciences.

Cont. hom pg, 1

"It holds a very special
"None. If a man doesn't
treat me right the rest of kind of significance for
the year, he can forget it me." Dennis Godfrey of
on the 14th!" Dr. Marian English.
Manta, Head of Com"To me it represents an
munications.
awareness of others and a
"Valentine's Day is a time to express your aptime when I can send out preciation to those that
my anonymous valentine love you." Neal Rieke,
cards; that way, I can com- Forensics.
municate with all the
"It's an international day
beautiful women without
them knowing it." Dr. for sweethearts and
Jerry Polinard, Head of lovers." Mary Helen Diaz,
Secretary for In terPolitical Science.
American Affairs and Inter"It's one of my favorite national Education.
days!" Dr. Frederick
"It's a time of frustration .
VonEnde, Coordinator for
It's frustrating because I
Policy Planning.
don't have enough money
"It's a time we think and to send valentine cards to
reflect about our loved the women I love." Dr.
ones." William Norris, Carl L. Grantz of English.
Assistant to the Vice"Valentine's
Day
President for Academic Afrepresents the closeness
fairs.
and teamwork for a col'' Love, sweetness, legiate athletic program to
togetherness and a warm be successful. Personally, it
glow all around ." Liu via reminds me of the Ohio
Contreras,
Student State buckeyes - colors of
scarlet and gray!" Dave
Publications Secretary.
Herring, Athletic Promo"It's the most significant tion Director.
day of the year for me
" It means friendshipbecause my students
shower me with candy, undoubtedly a time to
flowers, and Valentine remember friends and wish
cards to show their ap- them the best!" Dr. Gilberpreciation of all my efforts to de los Santos, Dean of
on their behalf." Margaret Students.
Baltis of English.
"What can someone
"As a father of three who cares for you say on
daughters, I wish St. Valentine's Day that you
Valentine were alive to- haven't heard before?
day ." Dr. James A. Well, we of the Office of
Hawley of Communica- the Career, Planning and
Placement do hope that
tions.
your future is bright and
"Valentine's Day is a filled with love; if not come
reminder that love without by and receive our loving
irritation is really only lust." care." Rosa Mendez.
Earl Frankenburger, Coor- Secretary.
dinator of Special Services.
"A period to re"Valentine's Day holds a emphasize love for
special meaning for me humanity ." Julian Castillo,
because it emphasizes Director for Health Related
romantic love. Romance Professions.
has kind of gone out of our
"It means a lot of candy
lives and Valentine's Day
brings It back to mind. Dr. and kisses and a lot of love
Ronde) Davidson, Head of spread around ." Joe
Ponce, Security InHistory.
vestigator.
"Much love is shown to
"A day to express one's
your loved ones and
friends." James A. Brooks love and affection for those
we love." Linda Flores,
of Physical Education .

The six-part program,
designed for manufacturing and service organizations' supervisory personnel, will meet Wednesdays
from 7 to 9 p .m., through
April 2 in room 211 in the

business administration
building. The program will
be presented in cooperation will the Edinburg
Chamber of Commerce.

•••••••••

The public schools In Victoria, Texas wil have a limited
number of vancancies for the 1980-81 school year. Interviews will be conducted on th Pan American University
campus at the Placement Office on March 7. Interested
parties should contact the Placement Office for an interview time.
The Victoria schools have a good salary schedule. provide free hospitalization and life Insurance, and offer excellent facilities In which to work.
For additional information, write: Victoria Public
Schools. P. 0 . Box 1759. Victoria, Texas 77901

l

press our love for our
friends and relatives with a
rose or candy.'' Cidelia
Gorena , Secretary of
Social Work.

"Valentine's Day make:,
a good story for the
newspaper. It's also a nice
day to tell someone you
love them." Harry Quin,
Student Publications Adviser.

and love," Marige Garza
said.
"Flowers add alot to this
beautiful holiday," Sylvia
Camancho said.
" I hope I get something
for Valentines Day,"
Henry Tamez said.
"We are having another
good year for selling
flowers," Delia Ozuna,
worker at Skinners. said.
And so if you hear
Registrar.
Cupid's wings fluttering
"It reminds me of the
above you, either be Valentine's Day Massacre,
"Red roses and a box of
prepared or beware be- and that it's a time for peo- candy." Lydia Garza,
cause his magic love ar- ple to say they like each Secretary of Chemistry.
rows have a special pur- other." Dr. Harold A.
pose in mind, to attract to Nelson ,
"It signifies love. It is one
Head
of
day we can pause and excouples together where Behavioral Sciences.
tokens can be exchanged
and the Valentine's tradiOPPORTUNITIES WITH THE VICTORIA PUBLIC
of the combination of qifts tion will reign.
SCHOOLS

Business Senrl.nar Date Set
The Pan American University school of business
administration will present
a management seminar
entitled "First Line supervlsors--Part II" beginn-
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"It's a special time for
sweethearts." Linda Renner, Administrative Clerk
of Admissions.
"It's a time to show my
love and appreciation to all
who are special to me."
Jimmy Silva, Learning
Assistance
Center
Counselor.
A special thanks and
Happy Valentine's Day is
extended to all faculty and
students on this day.

Convention
DateSet
The Texas Student
Association Convention
will be held March 21-23 at
PAU. This will be the first
time PAU will hold this
convention.
Plans are now being
made for the convention.
Packets are being sent to
universities all over Texas.
These packets contain
pamphlets a b out t he
Valley, leaflets on the cities
of Edinburg and McAllen,
maps of PAU and registration forms. Hotel reservations are being sought to
house the delegation.
The convention will be
held for three days beginning on March 21 through
mid-afternoon on March
23. There will be a general
session, somewhat of an
ice breaker, the first day.
The second day, students
will be campaigning for
various offices open in
TSA. There will be sessions on special topics such
as student co-op, teacher
evaluations and student
rights. A Swap Shop will
be set up where all the
universities bring some information, about their accomplishments.
·

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political science, sociology, Spanish language and literature and intensive Spanish. Six-week session. June 30-August 8,
1980. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate program. Tuition $295. Room
and board in Mexican home,
$315.
EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent 209
University of Arizooa
Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

----------

-
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PAUEnglishClub ToMeet
The first meeting of the Pan American University
English Club will he held February 21 in LA 205.
All students, both undergraduate and graduate,
who are interested in English as a course of study and
a lifelong interest are Invited to attend this charter
meeting. English majors and minors, as well as
students with other majors who may enjoy English,
will comprise the club.
Sponsors for the group are Dr. Carl Grantz and Ms.
Jan Seale, faculty members in the English Dept.
Possible projects for the group include bringing
guest speakers to campus, acting as student hosts for
visiting authors, helping with student writing projects
and learning about opportunities for publishing their
creative writings.

Nursinl( Program Receives
Accreditation
Dr. Ralph Schilling, PAU president, has been
notified that the Department of Nursing Education
hm been granted full accreditation by the National
League for Nursing.
The faculty WOii commended on the well-written
report and a copy WOii requested to be used as a sample, according to Julian Castillo, director of the division of Health Related Profeaslons.
Jerry Stamper, head of the Nursing Deportment,
explained that thla accreditation Indicated that the
curriculum, faculty and student performance meets or
exceeda national standarda.
The November visit by the accrediting team
climaxed ap Intensive 18 month effort by the faculty to
complete a comprehensive self eoaluation of all
aspects of the program.
The department Is now accepting applications for
the Fall, 1980 class.

Health Awareness Day
Free blood-pressure checks will be available to the
student body and the public on Health Awareness
Day, Feb. 18, at Pan American University.
Free tests for glaucoma and hearing pfoblems will
also be provided by Student Health Service and the
Division of Health Related Professions from 9 a.m. to
2p.m.
Alms on breast cancer, nutrition and contraception
will be shown.
Health Awareness Day Is scheduled for Feb. 18, at
the Nursing Education Building on the north side of
the Pan American University campus from 9 a. m. to 2
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[Bronc
-----Bulletins_J
Program In Progress
On Tuesday the Christian Diakonia program began
with an orientation. The Christian Diakonia program
is open to any person who is Interested in /earing how
to serve persons who are In need, such as the ill ond
the elderly, through visitation.
The six week program includes orientation, training
and weekly visitation with a debriefing session each
week.
The word diokonla is Greek for service. The program is being sponsored by the United Methodist
Campus Ministry but Is open to any concerned and Interested person.

Tape To Be Screened
A video-tape explaining test-taking strategies for the
Graduate Record Examination will be shown at Pan
American University Feb. 14.
The tape was prepared by Dr. Donald Hood, regional director of Educational Testing Service, and
will be shown by the OJ/lee of Career Planning, Placement, Testing and Cooperative Education.
On the tape, Dr. Hood works through a 8ample aptitude test demonstrating the oarlous kinda of questions which will be found on the test, methods for approaching the queatlons and time-management technique..
The tape Is approximately 45 minutes long, and will
be screened at 5:45 p.m., In the experimental classroom of the Leaming Resource Center. .The actual
GRE will be given on Feb. 23, Aprll 26 and June 14.
Application fonns are available from the Office of
Career Planning, Placement, Testing and Cooperative
Education, UC-116.

Student government president Conde Ontiveros will
address the student government on the state of affairs
at PAU during the Feb. 19 meeting In University
Center 314.
Also to be discussed are the accomplishments
achieved during the past semester, as well as new
goals to be attained this semester.
One goal In particular, according to Larry Garcia,
student government vice-president, is to attack the
communications problem on campus. There Is a lack
of communication between the students and their
government and even the students themselves.
Many students are not aware of the many diverse
aspects of their governing body and the assistance It
could provide them.
With the passage of the beer Issue by the Board of
Regents, the governing body will set aside time during
the next meeting to discuss what con be done to make
the sale of beer a worthwhile project. Discussion will
Include possible abuses and restrictions i11volved with ,
this issue.

~~
F'Klll!IIAl!Y

In order to conserve energy, Deon Bob Dowell and
David Alvirez ore advising no more weekend make-up
tests in the LA building In order to conserve on cooling
or heating an entire floor. Since the LRC Is open
anyway on weekends, tests or any classes meeting on
weekends are to be held there from now on.
To reserve a room In the LRC, call Mrs. Garza at
3300 or Mrs. Bell at 2750.

PAUReceives Commenw1tion
Pan American University has recleved a letter of
commendation from the U.S. Department ~ Energy
for its energy conservation program.
The letter to Dr. Ralph Schilllng, president of PAU,
came from G. Dan Rambo, regional representative In
Dallas for the Department of Energy.
Rambo said: "The Department of Energy congratulates you on a Job well done In the conservation
of America's energv resourrP• "

~Q;t'b
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According to Sister Leota Roesch, director of the
Campus Ministry Center, a college-age retreat for
young adults will take place at the Valley Christian
Encampment at Olimlto Feb. 29- Morch 2.
Sponsored by the Campus Ministry Center, the
weekend retreat will be facilitated by Sister Leota and
a team of Jesuit Priests. "Father Teach Us How To
Pray" Is the theme and will provide the participants
will experiences in dllferent types ofprayer form. There
will be time for personal reflection as well as time for
fun and fellowship.
Anyone who needs a weekend away from books,
pressures and dally activities, with time for relaxing
m editation and fun should contact Sister Leota at the
Campus Ministry Center for detailed Information
about the college-age retreat.

BSUAttends Seminar
"Snow, Snow! It'• really ,nowlngl" "You think lff could
and toke It back home with .,.7" "Watch oe,tl
Wayne'• got an 'Ice' ball In hi. hand!" ·
Th- were the excited ,cream• of euery BSU ___.
who had neuer sttn ,now be/Me and ftnally got to ,ee It ot •
conference.
The Leaden,hlp Training Conference (LTC) held ""'
paat weekend, Feb. B-10, at Waco, TX. The cnenual conference offered .emlnon, for euery area of 111f11•try In tlw
BSU. Each Council member attended hie rapectlue _ , _
and wa• gluen ldeo, a, to how to better their of mllNlb)I.
Although the cor,ference u,a, for training leaden of BSU,
anyone el.e who felt they wanted to be a part af BSU •ttended and partfclpeted In the wmlnan, of their choke.
BSU i. led by a group of ,tvden,. knoton a, tlte Executlte
Council. Each Council member le rapo,.lble/or a partfculor
area of mini.try In the BSU ,uch a,: Social,, iohlch cleol 1111th
special actloltln sporuored by BSU such a. Jf/m, and ,,_.
fin; MINlone, which lnoo/~ working In com111unlly pro}«ts
,uch as children'• clube and Nun,lng Homes; Luncheone, for
which the Chairman ,. rnponelble for having a progro"'
during the noon Luncheon, BSU oJJrr- on Wednadcr),e
U :00-1:00 p.m.; Eoongeli.m, which deal• IOlth ,haring on
campus or dorm, on a ,tvdent-to-etudent baels; and Vnpa,,
which Is a weekly fellowship time on Tue.day nigh,. at 7:00
p.m.
~ ,ome
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Notable quotes from
actual insurance company
accident reports :
"I was sure the old fellow
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other side of the street when
I struck him."
"A pedestrian hit me
and went under my car;
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PAU Board Recommends Increase In Tuition
B, IEAN ANN DARNALL

The Texas College
Coordinating Board has
made a recommendation
to the Texas Legislature on
Increasing state college and
university tuition. They are
suggesting a rate change of
50 percent, 100 percent or
150 percent, according to
Cande Ontiveros, Student
Government president.
A raise In tuition has not
been seen since 1971;
however, rate hikes In
building usage fees and
student service fees have
been seen.
Texas, which ranks third
_In population. second in

enrollment and second In
the number of publicly supported colleges, has 37
public senior college units,
54 community junior college campuses and four
state technical Institutes.
These could all feel the effect of a tuition Increase by
the 1981-82 school year.
Students who are
classified as Texas
residents are presently
paying $4 per semester
hour, with $50 per
semester minimum . The
rate change for nonreslde nt students is
presently $40 per semester
hour. Figures show that
students averaging 15

hours per semester will be
significantly affected If a
tuition Increase Is passed .
The tuition for 15 hours
Is presently $60. With a
rate Increase of 50 percent,
tuition would be $90, with
100 percent Increase It
would be $120 and with a
150 percent Increase it
would be $150.
Students classified as
non-residents are now
paying $600 for 15 hours.
If the tuition were increased by 50 percent, the tuition charge would jump to
$900, an increase of 100
percent would jump to
$1,200 and an increase of
150 percent would go up
to $1,500. This applies. to

foreign students.
Financial aid funds
awarded to students
should increase proportionally with the proposed
tuition increase, according
to Ontiveros.
"As Texas Student
Association, TSA, pres!dent, I oppose this proposed tuition increase. It Is going to hurt universities like
PAU, where students who
attend are part -time
students; therefore aren't
eligible for financial aid,"
said Ontiveros, adding
that, "part-time students
don't get financial aid. A
tuition increase will hurt
the middle income student."

The revenue from the
proposed tuition increase is
to be used primarily for
faculty salary increases.
According lo Ontiveros,
TSA vigorously opposes
any tuition Increase This
issue Is the main item on
the agenda for the TSA
convention to be held at
PAU March 21, 22 and
23. Ontiveros said the
group will draw up resolutlons and take appropriate
action.
"These Texas College
Coordinating Boards are
heavyweights," said On'tiveros, "their recommendatlons have a lot of
authority."
Dr Gilberto de los San-

tos, dean of students, said
that out of approximately
9,000 students, 5,600 are
full time. Approximately
90 percent of the estimated
5,600 receive some support from financial aid.
These students won't be affected by a tuition Increase,
because the aid would Increase proportionally
Dr. Ralph Schilling,
university president, said "I
think that a tuition increase
is in order. Texas is one of
the lowest in the nation (in
tuition level). And PAU Is
the lowest in the state.
Financial aid would absorb
the increase in tuition. It is
returning to students In
other forms "
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Draft Registration-Controversial Issue __
a,, .IEAN ANN DARNALL

mixed thoughts on the
reinMen and women around statement of the draft,
the country between the which depend on certain
ages of 19 and 20 are lis- contingencies. First of all, I
tening dally for news on strongly believe that the
draft registration and the Soviet Union has an
possible reinstatement of unlimited expansion
the draft.
policy, which Is conPresldent Carter an- tlnuously checking the
nounced his plan to re- U.S. Certainly, It Is quessume draft registration last tlonable that young
month in hls State of the Americans should serve In
State Senator Raul L. Longoria ..id, ...
think that the country le In aerloue trouble.
We have to have the draft to defend our country. Thi• la aomethJng eerloue, and our country needs our help. Concerned citizens are
the onea that must help our country. I believe
that women ehould be allowed to come Into
the aervlce, but not In combat."
Unlon address.
foreign wars. But this could
The president cited the be the Soviet's Invitation to
Increasing threat from the continue their expansion
Soviet Union as his reason efforts in absence of
for requesting draft regls- American Interests.
tratlon. He Is asking ConIf anything, draft regress for $20.5 million to gistration, may make them
allow the Selective Service think twice. If it doesn't,
System to begin the regls- maybe the draft itself will
tratlon J>t--OCess . This influence their policies. If
amount represents the these efforts are unsucfinances necessary for cessful, then whats next?
registering both men and And If we do not attempt
women.
this, what are we going to
Pr·e sldent Carter's pro- do concerning this obvious
posed reg!stratlon of threat. Additionally, as a
women , which Is unpre- world leader, we have
..It'• a preliminary registration, not
a draft. My feeling I• that It would be wlae to
carry the pollcy •• he, (President Carter),
uked for It lnetead of waiting for an
emergency."
cedented m U. S. history, responsibilities to maintain
requires approval from stabUity In a world of
Congress.
potential chaotic change.
State Senator Raul L
This doesn't mean that I
Longoria said, "I think that support another Vietnam,
the country Is In serious for certainly It was an untrouble. We have to have justified war of an lndlfthe draft to defend our ferent populus.
country. This is something
The people of Pakistan,
serious, and our country on the other hand, have
needs our help. Concern- the motivation, by their
ed ctUzens are the ones
that must help our country. religious rights, to resolve
.1 believe that women to conflict themselves;
should be allowed to come however• we know what
would be the outcome of
Into the service, but not in that: another Soviet satecombat."
lllte and the dangerous
Longoria said that United States precedent of
women s hould serve on a non-Intervention. Drafting
volunteer basis , not women Is another Issue. If
through the draft.
the reasoning behind this Is
Ralph Maga~a. Student related to the ERA moveGovernment attorney gen- ment, then I suggest that
eral, said, "I generally have the federal government

poll a sample of women to
"The reinstatement of
see who favors It, before the draft seems to be very
making any com mitt- important at this time bements."
cause of the shortage of
Cande Ontiveros, Stu- volunteers in the armed
dent Government presi- forces. In other countries,
dent, said "Although the women serve their country
registration for the A!:a.!!._ along with the males. ft
might not be allowed with seems to me that If a woopen arms, we must realize man is willing and capable
that It will come about. It is to carry out the duties and
my opinion that to follow responsibilities required of
the method used in past her, she should definitely
regl5tratlon and draft be allowed to serve her
would be totally unaccep- country while in combat or
table • Previous draft otherwise,'' said Irene
reinstatement resulted In Leal, PAU art major.
an over-representation of
Hispanics and Blacks servWhen asked about draft
Ing in the military. This registration, Dr. Ralph
area should be investigated Schilling, university preslmore thoroughly before a dent. s aid , "It's a
"Although the registration for the
draft might not be allowed with open arms,
we must realize that It will come about. It ls
my opinion that to follow the method used In
past registration and draft would be totally
unacceptable. Previous draft reinstatement
re•ulted In an over-representation of His•
panics and Blacks serving In the military.
This area should be Investigated more
thoroughly before a call for registration for
military service. I support the registration of
draft. But new guidelines must be drawn up
to Insure that this time, people wlll be
drafted on an equal basis."
call for registration for preliminary registration,
military service. I support not a draft. My feeling Is
the registration of draft. that it would be wise to
But new guidelines must carry the policy as he,
be drawn up to Insure that (President Carter), asKed
this time, people will be for It Instead of waiting for
drafted on an equal basis." an emergency."

(

Dr.
Wilfol'(f
Lee
l""'~----

PAU Prolessor
Dies
JJ
Dr Wilford Lee, assistant professor in the
Department of Education,
died at 4 p.m Friday at
Edinburg General Hospital
following a car-train accident Feb. 12, according to
a hospital spokesperson.
Lee was president of the
Edinburg Kiwanis Club,
and an active member in
local parent-teacher
groups
His son, William Kent
Lee, also sustained Injuries
and was transferred to
McAllen General Hospital,
where he is In "stable and
improving" condition, according to a hospital
spokesperson .

Dr. Ralph Schilling,
university president, said
"It is a great loss to the
university and a great loss
to the community.''
Bill Reeves, dean of the
School of Education, said
"He was a master teacher
and his passing leaves us
with an irreplaceable void
in our program. He was
loved and respected by
students and by his collegues. His memory leaves
a star to steer by."
Dr. Reeves said that
faculty members are
teaching Lee's classes at
present, and "we are going
to employ someone on a
temporary basis."

Possible Instigation Of Registration
BJ OSCAR GARZA

The registration for the
draft, proposed by President Carter, seems to be
on the minds of many.
"Registration Is a
responsible response at this
time, and the draft is not,"
Dt. Jerry Polinard, head of
Political Science, said.
"I don't think registration
is good, it is a move to
show that he is a strong
president, and he did this
because it Is a political
year," Rodolfo Rocha,
history, said.
"The volunteer army is
not strong, and with
registration going the

military will be made ly don't understand the
stronger," Dr. Jose Hino- consequences," Rocha
josa, political science, said. said.
Although It Is quiet on
"The students are more
ths campus, others across mature here, and if they do
the nation have been real protest, they will do It In an
violent as students say they effective way under the
will not go to war.
rules and regulations set
"All my students are down by the university,"
ready to go to war, but Dr. Gilberto de los Santos,
they are doing it without Dean of student, said.
the real knowledge of
"Women should serve in
war," Rocha said. "Students ranged from 3-6 the front lines, and if they
have a battalion of fighting
when the Vietnam War women; the war might end
took place, and they really faster," Dr . Hinojosa said .
don't know how the war
tore up the American peo•
"A move that is concernpie. They are excited about ing students is the woman's
going to war, but they real- registration because it is so

controversial," Dr. de los
Santos said.
According to some
coeds, they are banking on
the college deferences
which the past presidents
have always passed. President Carter may change
that rule though.
"When I was In college
during Vietnam. I was considered 1-S, and I had to
report my academic reports every semester, but
when I graduated they
were waihng for me," said
Dr. de los Santos, "and
they were also ready for
stud.~nts who dropped
out.
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Letter-Tribute To Dr. Lee
Letter To The Editor:
An Open Letter to the
Pan American Student
Body, Faculty and Staff
It's not too often that we
~el people here on earth
that we can truly say are

Tuition Increase?
Recommending an increase is one thing, but increasing student tuition rates by 100 percent is
another. Well, that's what was recommended by
the Texas College Coordinating Board to the 1981
Texas Legislature. The increase, supposedly, will
only be used for salary increases for college professors. If accepted, the increase would not be put
into affect until the beginning of the 1981-82 school
year. With this in mind, I talked with some important people around campus to hear their views on
the Issue of "STUDENT TUITION INCREASES."

Dean

Gilberto de los Santos

"There is some opposition to this tujtion
Increase," said Dr. de los Santos, dean of Student
Affairs. "This would not help the middle income
students, but would help the teachers. With this increase in tuition it would help the financial aid that
supports 90 percent of the full time students at Pan
American. Even though Dean de los Santos is
against it, he said this Increase wouldn't hurt the
students on financial aid because if student rates increase, so do their financial aid checks.

Unda Renner

Feb. 21
sity Curriculum Committee
lOam•lpm Soctel Wortl
for a year. I also worked
across the hall from his of- Club LA Entrencc
lOem•lpm All.PSI Saac:k
fice In the Education Bar Walkway
Building for a time until my
10:25-11:SS.m Cemp■office was changed to the Mln._try Chapel
OLB, but still I had the
5:30-8:SO PAU YNG
chance to see him when I Demoe • SOS
ll:35ein•l:00pm PAUSA
was in the Inter-American
Affairs office in EDB 148. S06 and 306a
10:2Sam• l l :S0am Cl•b
I remember the last time
Cultural
De Eapanol LA HO
saw
Dr.
Lee
.
I
was
enterI
l0:30-11:30am lFc 307•
ing the Education Building
10:25-11:SSpm UCPC 306
and he opened the door S06e
for my secretary, Yolanda
2:20-3:30pm Hep 307 S07a
Ramirez, and myself. It
l0:30-11:30LVCFLRC 107
10.m-1:30pm Social Wortl
had been a while since we
the beer will be sold in the had seen him after moving Club • Ed BIDG WU<W
10.m-1:SOpm Social Wortl
University Center Com- {rom the Education
plex, which means the new Building. He smiled, open· Club LRC outalde
Feb. 22
enlarged snack bar, the ed the door, and said:
7pm-8:SO LVCF 305
cafeteria, the ballroom and "Come in , I've missed your
Feb. 23
the University circle with friendly faces ."
6:30,lOpm Pl.SP Fleldlll_..
the facilities being adeI think everyone who Entrance
quate. An Advisory Com- knew Dr. Lee will miss his
Feb.24
mlttee will be set up to take friendly face. His time here
5:30-8:SO APO 305
control of the whole opera• on earth was short, but I
7pm-8pm TKE SOS.
5pm-7pin HSO LRC 103 D
tion to make sure all the think his life Is an inspira6pm-8pm PKT I.RC Eap.
rules are kept. It will be tion to use all to share the
made up of three faculty best part of our human Rm.
Feb. 25
and
three
student nature with those we come
5:30-8:S0pm• Oelte Zet•
representatives.
in contact with.
305.30s.
Dr. Lee came lo that
"Organizations will be
5:30-9:30 Kappa s....
limited to drinking beer in final door that we all have
5pm•9pm PKT S06e•
the University Complex, to enter someday. I feel
2pm-3pm Food Comm 305
Feb.26
and if organizations want . assured that he came to
9:30-3:30 l"K. UC Lobb,
to drink beer as a group, that door and Someone
10:30am-l l :S0am BSU
they will have lo file a peti· smlled, opened the door
tlon to the Advisory Com- and said; "Come In, we've S06e
7pm-9pm BSU et BSC
mittee and they will vote missed your friendly face ."
6pm-8pm Ladle• of
on the petition, but Dr.
Cameklot SOS-SOS.
Mike Nevarez, Student Af • Marci Mitchell,
10 :25-11 :25 Chrletle■
Aulstant
to
the
Vice
fairs vice president, will
Science 307a
President
have the final say In the
situation," Ontiveros said.
"I will be the only one
able to sell beer on camHi,pnoolc Sal-Ha\, T - . . . . _. --i. 356 00 Woeldy ....,.nlNd Wcn 2 ...,_
·pus," Rodriguez said.
huh!, p,oblo- Fll£E ,...... Po4oftllal, d.ily at home ( 178 00 for OM hoolr ..,,.
Ontiveros said that late w,bmlled dlollb,1ar • 3200 Sou1h 2nd free brochure K B • P.0 ao. t052a.
April would be a possible McAllan
Slci>hcnvile. T, 76401
Consuhanll
Wontld M&l)I Kay c ..date for the sale of beer, f.Oln
wN1o you loam' ,.,,. 18 or .,.... ~ ..... 2 0 _ ..........
m.ntmum cf $1 le. ,.id,_...._ pei,olllt 111
but Rodriguez said It may 3810058 Sl0' Ho.., c. ....,.. "-ttimo c. adVW1C1
IIMt ad C<ll'\I IO Tho P.,.
1u1,even be later than that.
AmorlcAn. Eml,o Hal 100 Dcadw II Ml"I don't anticipate any FOR SALE tBM s.1oc1r1c T ~ P0t day noon To HHmai. ('OIi count JO...._.
lablo S38S 00 Call 686-0645 afwr 4 00
•nd1pK.ntoatlrw
problems once it gets pass· Pm
ed because students - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
wanted it and I don't think
THE PAN AMERICAN STAFF
they will blow their
chance," Rodriguez said.

God's special people. Such
a person was Dr. Wilford
Lee, associate professor in
the School of Education .
I had the pleasure to
work with hil'l} as a
graduate student representative from the School of
Humanities on the Univer-

Paperwork Begins

For Sale Of Alcohol
The long awaited paper•
work has begun toward the
selling of beer on campus.
After the Board of Regents
approved the sale of
alcoholic beverages 7-2
Feb. 5, Cande Ontiveros,
student body president,
said it was a vote of confidence for the students.
Two weeks have passed, and really the students
can do nothing on the beer
issue until a license from
the Alcoholic Beverage
Commission Is issued.
Food Services will be in
charge of distribution on
campus.
" Right now, we are getting prices on beer from all
distributors, and maybe by
the end of the week, we
could have a set price,"
Paul Rodriguez, director of
dining services, said. He
also said that the beer
prices would be lower than
other prices around the
university.
"Once the price is set, I
will meet with Tony Vela
and Dr. Miguel Nevarez
and discuss the prices, and
once that is settled, the actual paperwork will start,"
Rodriguez said.
"I know how to work
with food for people, but
beer will be a new situation
for me," Rodriguez said.
According to Ontiveros,

PAU's Classified Ads

Donrl.nguez Fills
Orientation Post

"Since the faculty rates are among the highest of
Texas already," Linda, a 23 year old accounting
major, said, "if there Is an increase it should go to
better the campus with improvements."

Cande Ontiveros

" As Texas Student Association president, I oppose this proposed tuition increase. This is going to
hurt universities like PAU where students who attend are part-time students, therefore aren't eligible
for financial aid. It will hurt the middle income
students."
With everything else costing more now-a-days,
why not education? Until Next Week. Catch ya on
the 'Hi' Road!

Activities
Calendar

Gilberto Dominguez has
been named the new director of student orientation
and University reaultlng.
Dominguez arrived in the
Valley In late January after
having worked In Lanstng,
Mich., for eight and a half
years for the local school
district.
His new position will require him to "focus on setting up on orientation proram for new students to the
University ." Dominguez
added, "It's a program that
makes every effort to provide new students with any
Information that will help
them to survive In a totally
new environment.
"There's a period of
logical transition that must
take place from high
school to the University."
The Mercedes native continued, "The main objective of the program Is to
make It possible for the student to come to the
University and to stay al
the University "
About University recruiting, he stated, "That's an

area I've been asked to

develop." This aspect of
the position requires, "try•
Ing to lnsterest students to
come to the University,
working with high scool
counselors from across the
Valley and making Information on Pan American
University and the many
programs the University offers available to those people."
He said that he saw his
role as a supportive one. "I
see myself working with
people from the different
departments In an effort to
meet the needs of the
students. I think that's what
we're all about--meetlng
the needs of the students.
Dominguez admitted to
being "very excited about
the University and about
the things that I'm going to
be doing." He explained
that after having lived with
the long, cold winters of
Michigan, he was glad to
come back to the Valley.
"The weather down here Is
fantastic," he commented.
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Movie Review
'The Fog'
By SANDRA BARBOSA

Director John Carpenter can chalk-up another
winner to his credit. "The Fog" follows the
spinetingling tradition of Carpenters first film,
"Halloween."
Carpenter is a director noted for his uncanny
ability to put together a film with little money and
time. The result is first rate entertainment as attested by "Halloween's" astounding success.
"Halloween," a film which received raving
reviews from movie critics, was made in only eight
days with a budget well under $1 million.
"The Fog" was Carpenters first go at a full length
high budget film. He use both money and time to
create a movie so hair-raising as to make the audience crawl into fetal positions with hands tightly
clasped over non-seening eyes and sliffled screams.
The special effects used to bring about all the
dripping, clammy and bone-crunching horrors
were Caprenter's crowning touch. They were the
icing on the cake to an already hauntingly-good
movie.
Special effects are one thing, but actors are what
make them work. The actors, each in turn, acted as
receptacles from which all creepy and slimy terrors
could crawl forth to the unsuspecting audience.
Topmost on the list of actors was, Adrienne
Barbeau. It was through he that the audience learned every stage of the fog's rampaging progress. She
was the teacher and the audience was the student
to which she taught all the bone-chilling facts.
Then there was Hal Holbrook. This acclaimed
actor, with years of television and movie experience under his belt, helped to bring credibility to
the film. His role as the downhill bound decrepit
town priest was outstanding. I could feel in his
every move, the years of decay and disregard as a
very beUevable teetotaling priest.

'
t

,.

Although he had only a short role, John
Housemann rung every drop out of it. Known for
his authoritativeness as an actor, Mr. Housemann
really sunk his teeth into his role as a timeworn taleweaving fisherman. His very presence on the
screen emitted a glow of authority and thorough
knowledge of the subject matter.
Altogether, "The Fog" is a film worth seeing. It
has all the tasty Ingredients need~d to make a meat
movie soup: outstanding special effects, seasoned
actors and a credible story plot.

"THE FOG"• Father Maloney (Hal Holbrook) battles to release himself from a death clutch
with the living dead over a 100-year-old solid gold cross.

Popular DemandForces Two More Showings
Pan American University Theatre presents "The
Shadow Box," Michael
Crtstofer's haunting Broadway hit that wori a Pulitzer
Prize and a Tony Award.
Ricky Salinas, Box Office
Manager, said, "Due to
popular demand we have
added two Tuesday night
performances on Feb. 19
and Feb. 26."
Set in a sylvan cottage
where terminal patients at
a California hospital may
live with their loved ones,

the play poses daring ques- whose everyday life prior
tions about hopelessness to his illness seems to have
and self-delusion. And been as frustrating as his
while Its subject Is the com- current condition. Chris
mon ground of anguish of Fatherree will be seen as
the living and the dying, his distraught wife who
the play is frequently funny cannot accept her husand raucous.
band's imminent death,
Three pivotal characters and Jon Hawley will porare the patients who in- tray the teenage son from
habit the cottages of the whom they hide the truth.
hospital where their
families or lovers share the
Dr. Marian Monta will
experience of their final direct the University's prodays. One is a hardhat, to duction of this award-winbe played by Jack Strawn,

Veterans Try To Regroup

Criminal Justice Program Receives Grant
A corrections internship
grant for the Criminal
Justice program has been
approved by the Coordinating Board of Texas
Colleges and Universities
to fund criminal justice
students working in Valley
corrections agencies.
David L. Carter, director

of the Criminal Justice program, said professor Mark
Gray of the program obtained the grant f?r PAU.

criminal justice agencies
Valley-wide.
Three students are
receiving internship funding as part of the grant
and will be attending a
state-wide internship conference in San Antonio
Feb. 17 and Feb. 19. The

students
and
their
assignments are: Gracie
San Miguel, Hidalgo
County Adult Probation
Department; Maria Dimas,
Hidalgo County Juvenile
Probation Department and
Norma Pineda Perez, Casa
Mira Sol of Mission, home
for juvenile boys.

e:===::===;::=:::=====================::::arm:~cz'J

The students will be accompanied to San Antonio
by faculty member Linda
O'Daniel of the Criminal
Justice Program. They will
attend various lecture sessions featuring nationallyrecognized leaders in corrections.and will tour the
Bexar County Detention
Center.

The grant is part of an ongoing internship program
in which PAU criminal
justice students work each
semester with a variety of

- - - -- -- ~--- · - - - -
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PAU Veteran's Organization, a continuing to
regroup on campus, will meet during activity period
today at UC 306. Recently elected offlcers Include
Ramiro de la Garza, president; Margie Ortega, vice•
president; Joe Cantu, treasurer; Vicente Ochoa,
secretary; Froy Perez, sergeant at arms and Juan
Oliva•, reporter.

•••••••••••••••••••
THE CROOKED CUE

DRINKS· POOL· SNACK
OPEN

7 DAYS A WEEK

0
NEW MANAGEMENT
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..,.i....U&;-11&1LJlulu;I

located across from
PAU next (7-11)
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-------------CAN YOU IDENTIFY THESE FOUR PEOPLE WITH
THE SMILES ON THEIR FACES?

NOTHING TO IT"'!'
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No. 11s a prolessor al PAU, and just opened an accounl al Nahonal Bank of Commerce, Edlnl>urg
No. 2 1s a Slaff meml>er al PAU. l>anks al Na11ona1
Bank of Commerce. Edinburg. and 1usl found oul
how low lhe11 ,nslallmenl loan rales are.

otJ THE Oot,\£$TfC sc.Ule •.•
T"4E J.k>U5E. al= RE.PRE~ENTATIVES
~PffoPoCEO
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ning hit. The setting of a
cottage, whose various
areas are inhabited by each
of the family groups will be
designed by James A.
Hawley . Performance
dates for "The Shadow
Box" are Feb. 19-23 and
Feb. 26 -Mar. 1 at 8:15
p.m., in the· Studio
Theatre on the Edinburg
campus.
For further information
and ticket reservations call
381-3581.

No 3 and No. 4 are studenls at PAU. bank al (you
guessed Ill National Bank of Commerce. Edinburg. and are lhinkmg aboul lhe special NBC slu•
denl checking accounls and student loan program.
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LIKE TO PUT A SMILE ON YOUR FACE TOO! WHY
NOT GIVE US A CALL OR DROP BY?
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Edinburg. Texas 78539
(512) 383-0171
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University Menu
MONDAY

BREAKFi\ST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
SAUSAGE LINKS
PANCAKES
ASST ORY CEREALS
ASST FRUIT JUICES

SPLIT PEA SOUP
CHEESEBURGERS
FRANKS & CHILI
FRENCH FRIES
BUTTERED PEAS
SAUERKRAUT
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS
DINNER

CHOPPED SIRLOIN w BACON
CORNY DOGS
HOME I-RY POTATOES
ZUCCHINI PARMESAN
BUTTERED CABBAGE
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
A5ST llESSERTS

FRIDAY
DINNER

BREAKFAST
ROAST BEEF
SPAGHETTI w MEAT SAUCE
FRENCH CUT GREEN BEANS
CAULIFLOWER
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
CHORIZO w• POTATOES
WAFFLES
ASST DRY CEREALS
LUNC H

TUESDAY

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
BACON
HASH BROWNS
ASST DRY CEREALS
ASST. FRUIT JUICES
LUNCH
POTATO CHOWOER
LIVER w/ ONIONS
FRITO PIE
POTATO SALAD
RANCH STYLE BEANS
PEAS & CARROTS
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

Program Offers On-The-Job Training

LUNCH

LUNCH
CREAM OF CARROT SOUP
CHEESEBURGERS
HAM & NOODLE CASSEROLE
FRENCH FRIES
TURNIP GRENNS
BUTTERED CORN
CORN BREAD
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

VEGETABLE SOUP
GRILLED CHEESE SANDWICH
O'BRIEN POTATOES
:;TEW TOMATOES
WHOLE KERNEL CORN
CORN BREAD
ASST BREADS
ASST.SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

DINNER
BAKED HAM
BEEF CREOLE
SWEET POTATOES
FlREDOKRA
CREAM STYLE CORN
ASST BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

SATURDAY

H av e
you
ever
wondered what the life of
an accountant, a criminal
investigator or even a
social worker would be
like? Well, did you know
that PAU might just .have
the opportunity you've
been waiting for?
T he Pan American
Cooperative Education
Program gives students an
opportunity to work in an
area that is related to their
major. This on-the-job
training is done on an altern ate semester basis.
Students are trained as
pre-professionals. Trained
personnel supervise each
student.
Th e p rogra m 's requirements are that a stu-

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
SAUSAGE PAmES
TOAST
ASST ORY CEREALS
WNCH
WEDNESDAY

BREAKFAST
FRIED EGGS
,SCRAMBLE EGGS
CHORIZO wl EGGS
BISCUITS
ASST ORY CEREALS
ASST FRUIT JUICES
LUNCH
VEGETABLE SOUP
BEEF TACOS
BEEF STEW
GRILLED POTATOES
MlXED VEGETABLES
YELLOW SQUASH
ASST BREADS
ASST. SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

OINNEA
ASH
FRANKS & CHIU
WHOLE OKRA
TRI TATERS
CREAM STYLE CORN
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

NAVY BEAN SOUP
ASH BURGERS
PICAOILLO w/ POTATOES
POTATO CHIPS
BROCCOLI
BLACKEVE PEAS
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DESSERTS

DINNER
STEAK PARMESAN
COLO CUT PLATTER
POTATOES AU GRATIN
COLLARD GREENS
MIXED VEGETABLES
COLLARD GREENS
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST. DESSERTS

SUNDAY

FRIED EGGS
SCRAMBLE EGGS
HAM
HOTCAKES
ASST DRY CEREALS
LUNCH

FRIED EGGS
$RAMBLE EGGS
BACON
HASH BROWNS
TOAST
ASST DRY C:F.Rf.ALS

Most of the jobs are
located outside of the
Valley, but a few are
available in the Valley.
Students earn work-related
experience. good salaries
to begin with and eligibility
to earn three hours credit
for each work assignment.
Students who want more
information on the progra m shou ld go by
UC-111.

By ROXANNE ZAMORA

Every semester at
registration time, students
wait in line to pay tuition
fees . Within this fee there ls
a $30 charge for student
services. But what services
are these fees actually payIng for?
According to Cande Ontiveros, Student Government president, "We have
the lowest student service
fee in the state, but PAU
also provides the fewest
student services."
Some services. com•
mented Ontiveros, not
brought to the attention of
the average student kills
the chance of his ever taking advantage of them.
Ontiveros also said that
a large portion of the stu•
dent service fees go to the
athletic department. This
year . $145 ,000 was
allocated to the depart•
ment.
During the summer, the
Student Advisory Committee met and to Ontiveros'
disappointment, ended
with poor results.
"I felt like we were a rubberstamp service. There
was just not enough time
to do our job properly. Our
job is to advise the VicePresident for Student Af.
fairs , Dr. Miguel Nevarez,
in budgeting student ser•
vice fees and to recom-

ment allocation of funds to
serve the needs of the
large st
number
of
students,"said Ontiveros.
But according to On•
tiveros, the committee was
rushed and had no real
chance to disseminate information and draw up its
own conclusion . There
was not enough time to
even look at the athletic
budget breakdown--the
one department that takes
a big portion of the service
fees .
" If this department is going to ask for this much
money, then students
should have a say-so as to
what they require this
department to have," said
Ontiveros.
Ontiveros feels that
there should be other services provided to the stu dent from this department.
He suggests maybe an increase in raquetball courts,
establishing a jogging
obstacle course and even
increased hours in the
weight room.

MINESTRONE SOUP
ROAST BEEF w/ GRAVY
TUNA & NOODLES
CUT GREEN BEANS
PARSLEY POTATOES
BUTTERED BEETS
ASST BREADS
ASST SALADS
ASST DF.SSERTS

English 1301 Proves Di.fficult
Approximately 50 percent of all collegefreahmen at
Pan Am must take freahman Engli.h 1301, at leoat
nolce before obtaining a paalng grade. In other
word,, half of them flunk the /frat time around.
According to Dr. Roland Lyford, an Engllah profeaaor, some student, get uery little practice writing In
high achoo/. When placed Into Engll•h 1301, which
conalata of writing eua119, Jew of them are able to
pau.

English tutor, can be arranged through the pro•
Jeaor In ordu for ,tudenta to paa Engll8h the ftr,t
time.

The following co-op jobs
need students to begin in
May or J une:
National Center for Health
Sta tistics H y a ttsville,
Maryland
Math. statistics. or com•
puter science.
3-5-80 National Bank
Examiners. Comptroller of
Currency Dallas. TX. Ac•
counting.
Finance.
General Busi ness and
Business Administration.
3-27-80
National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration Boulder,
Colorado. Physics. Math.
Chemistry, Compute r
Science. Pre-Engineering.
National
A rchiv e s
Washington, D.C. History,

Political Science. Govern•
ment, Business a nd Jnte r A me rican Affairs .
Pacific Missile Center Pt.
Mugu. California. Pre•
Engineering, P h ysics ,
Chemistry. Biology. Math.
Computer Science and
other majors. U S .
General Accounting Office
Dallas. TX. Accounting or
any business major with a
minimum of 6 hours upon
graduation.
The PAU co-op program also has agreements
with NASA in Houston.
Southwestern Bell in
Dallas. IBM in Houston
and Tucson , Ariz. Internal
Revenue Service in Austin.
Levi-Strauss in Harlingen
and many more.

Ontiveros has not only
brought out the problem to
the students , he has
prepared a proposal regarding the student service fee
allocations.
Presently, the Student
Advisory Committee is
made up of three faculty
members recommended
by the faculty senate and
appointed by the VicePresident for Student and
Unviersity Affairs, also
there is the dean of
students, PAUSA president, editor of the Pan
American, president of
UCPC, and vice-President
for Student Affairs as an
ex-officio member.

fairs, two administrators,
appointed by the president
of Pan American Unlversl•
ty, and the vice-president
for Student Affars as an ex•
officio member.
Ontiveros further proR_oses that the chairman of
the committee be selected
from among the members
at their first meeting, that
vacant positions on the
committee be filled as they
occur with the appropriate
replacement as set out in
the first part of this section,
that faculty and ad·
minlstrative appointments
to this committee be for
three years scheduled on a
staggered basis, that student appointments be for a
two year period , and that
committee appointments
be confirmed by the Vice·
President for Student Affairs no later than April 1 of
each year so that the com•
mltte members will have
adequate time to prepare
for allocaiton hearings.

To change this a bit, Ontiveros proposes more student board members of
which shall include one
student from each school,
business, education,
humanities, science and
math . social science ,
graduate school , appointed by the PAUSA
president with senatorial
Ontiveros' strongest
confirmation , two faculty argument for student ser"I am strongly for more members recommended vice fees is more student
student say-so to such by the Faculty Senate and say-so, and until results
allocations-especially since appointed by the Vice- come about he will pursue
prices are going up and we President for Student Af- that course.
the students are the consumers."
Students, added OnEl«m,nla
tiveros, should also be able
Special
discounts
for PAU •tudents
to have their own student
service fee-funded at"Our goal le J.IOUr eatt..fact1on•
torney.

.........

Bob's Sewln9 Machine Center

BREAKFAST

THURSDM'

BREAKFAST

dent have at least 30
hours, be enrolled full-time
the semester before they
co-op and that they have
at least a 2. 25 grade point
average. Each company
and agency have their own
requirements and fringe
benefits.

Where Do Student Service Fees Go?

DINNER

BAKED CHJCl(EN
BURRITOS w/ CHIU
BUTTERED PEAS
RICE PILAF
ASST BREADS
ASST.SALADS
ASST DESSERTS
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Contest Offers $1000 Prize
A $1 ,000 grand prize will be awarded In the poetry
competition spanaored by the World of Poetry, a
quarterly newaletter for poet,.
Poems of all style, and on any subject are eligible to
compete for the grand prize or for 49 other caah or
merchandise award•.
Sa119 conteat director, Joseph Mellon, "We are en•
couraglng poetic talent of euery kind, and expect our
conteat to produce exciting discoueries. "
Rulea and official entry forms are auailable from
World of Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blud., Dept. N.
Sacramento, Calif. 95817.

S RVICE

Bus.

Sola and Servi~

Sewing Machlnn Vacuum Clunen
Bob Castillon

383-7313

'>Wner

THANKS

FOR FIFTY

8n diage <Jfair @omj,any
Dixie Ward, Owner
5019 North 10th • M cAllen, Texas
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PA U Professors Conduct Research
By ANNA MARTINEZ

reduction of tension.
The psychologists stated, "What we do is ask
people to think by counting backwards or coming
up with verbal analogies." They explained that
whenever an individual thinks, the body reacts. If
for example, a person's heart beats faster, the heart
Is probably that person's weak point. A person who
is subject to headaches at the base of the neck may
tense up the muscles when asked to think
Dr. Montgomery said that almost everyone can
become a subject for the program, but that students
are more convenient since they are on the campus
anyway. They do work with younger adolescents
also but, as Dr. Montgomery commented, "We're
not doing children; their physiology is different "
They do try to pick subjects from three basic
categories: those with migraine headaches, those
with tension headaches and those with no
headaches.
Before a person can undergo biofeedback train
Ing in the program, he must complete some forms
which take about three hours to fill out and get permission from his doctor after a physical examination.
The individual is then interviewed before
undergoing three stress tests which last about an
hour each. After that, the subject is educated in
what stress is and how it affects the body.
Through biofeedback, he learns of ways to relax
and then encounters stress management which is,
"learning the sources of stress and utilizing what he
learned with the research program to control the
stress," according to Dr. Montgomery.
. Research is funded by a grant from the Minority
81omedlcal Support program of the National In•
stltutes of Health. The grant serves basic research
needs as well as train selected students in
biomedical research. The program is designed to
provide work experience for undergraduates at institutions with a high population of minority
students.

Research is currently being conducted at PAU on
what is known as biofeedback. Two university
psychologists, Ors. Roy Caln and Gary Montgomery, are directing the program, which may
help some people with asthma, migraine
headaches and tension headaches.
Or. Cain explained, "When you use the word
'biofeedback,' you're using an instrument to show
your bodily processes like blood pressure and heart
beat. It makes you aware of them."
The psychologists explained that once an individual is aware of these processes, he can learn to
control them. When control is achieved, the individual can learn to relax Dr. Montgomery stated,
"We know if we hurt, but we don't know if we're
tensed." He added, "You don't have a natural
syste"'l for knowing that you feel tense."
Or. Montgomery explained that the research is
being done to evalute biofeedback as a type of
treatment. He commented, "We want to see who
does well with biofeedback.''
"Some say it works for everythink for everyone.
But, it's just like any kind of treatment; you try to
evaluate It."
He explained that the process is time-consuming
and costly and, "like counseling, it doesn't work for
everybody." Or. Montgomery stated, "I do think
that It would work for some of the people we see,
but for some counseling would be better and for
others, drugs."
"Our goal," he said, "is to predict what It's good

for."
Equipment for the program Is housed in two
small rooms In Office Building J. The subject is
seated in a lounge chair and hooked up with elec•
trodes leading into the second room. There, data is
recorded on a computer print-out machine and a
polygraph, which notes changes In heart rate,
blood pressure, skin temperature, muscle tension
and other factors .
The subject becomes aware of his responses by
seeing the activity of a meter and hearing a tone .
He can learn to reduce the pitch of the tone and the
elevation of the m~ter reading, which indicate

PAU PROFESSORS MONITOR RESPONSES
ON POLYGRAPH · Dr. Gary Montgomery,

left, and Dr. Roy E. Cain, psychologists In
research on biofeedback training at Pan
Americ an University in Edinburg, monitor
responses in one of their experiments using
a polygraph. (PAU photo by Bert Silva).

t
t
t

•

Ors. Cain and Montgomery have worked with
the project since the summer of 1977.

PrQgramMeet:sNationalS-tandards
The PAU human services program, a division
of health related profes·
lions, has been awarded
an unconditional approval
for Its bachelor degree program.

Or. Bill Arnold, coordinator and assistant professor In the human ser•
vices program , com•
mented, "This indicates
that this program meets
national standards for
training workers in mental
health, rehabilitation and
child care facilities."
Dr. Arnold explained
that approval came about a
year after the division
began work toward that
goal. "It involved a self•
study and a site review by a
team of human services
professionals from the

sities wishing to develop a
similar program," said Dr.
Arnold . This is so because
the PAU program is one of
the first in the nation to be
approved by the Council.
As a result of this ap·
proval, PAU's human services division was given
membership on the coun•
cil, which according to Dr.
Arnold, " rovides us with

Council for Standards in
Human Service Educa•
tion," said Or. Arnold. He
also said that human ser•
vices students provided input into the program.
"Approval of the pro•
gram not only documents
Its present quality, but also
suggests It may be used as
a model for other unlver-

an opportunity to participate in establishing
needs in human service
education."

eel0 2000
t3oee(J; DISCOTHEQUE
-

v/llen Jil,,I
~ly Belly Inc.
1320 N CtOSNER

N r-tWY. 281

EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539

FTD,

TELEFORA,
C (512) 383-6822

AFS

TUESDAY= ROCK NITE

383-8611

WEDNESDAY

RIO GRANDE VALLEY MUSIC FESTIVAL

= LADIES NITE
LADIES DRINK FREE ALL NITE
plus

presents

Javier Calderon in a concert

Drinks $1.25 for guys
THURSDAY= COUNTRY WESTERN

"Bring Your Hor~a Drink FREE!

of classical guitar.
FRIDAY

February 27 at the Pan American University Auditorium

= LADIES NO COVER CHARGE

at 8:15 p.m.
SATURDAY
Adults

$3.00

Students $1.50
Tickets

Available at: Student Center,
P. A. U. Music De t. and Brumle 's Store for Men.

= HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE
Drinks $1.25

SUNDAY

= HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE
No Cover
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Bronc Machine Wins Series 4-2
with them and that forced
the cancelation of the
·
Playing maybe the_ mo_st opening twinbill Feb. 15
important home series in The fist game came and
several years. the Pan Am Arkansas showed why
Broncs ruined the first visit they were the runner up to
totheValleyfortheArkan- Cal-Fullerton in the Col
sas Razorbacks as they lege World Series last
were upended by home season as they bombed the
team 4 2 in a six game set. the cold Broncs 9 -3. J ohn
Arkansas was one of the Henne( keyed a six run inbest teams to visit Jody ning with a tremendous
Ramsey Stadium since blast over the right field
PAU hosted the NCAA fence to lead off the inning
Regional Playoffs with plus he added a run-s~orTexas A&M and eventual ing single in the same innCollege Wor~d Series ing. Pan Am did save face
champion Arizona St. and avoided a shut out by
Before that, the Broncs sconng three runs against
had an annual home and the Razorback lefty ace.
home !>eries with the Texas
This day was also cold,
Longhorns for many years and that might have had
but that was abruptly end- some effect on the Bronc
ed several seasons a~o. machine. but the second
That series saw greats hke game saw the engine in
Lupe Salinas dual Burt high gear Larry Hams
Hooten in classic pitching tossed a nifty two hitter as
match, while the Tyrone the Broncs managed a
brothers tried to out power beautiful 2-0 shut out
the deadly Longhorn bat- Brian Coveny provided the
ting line-up.
firepower with a solo shot
Well, these names are in the first inning and Harhistory now and maybe ns cruised the rest of the
this new series can create way as he was never headthe tradition past series ed.
have
Id
Th~ Razorbacks brought b T~he next da~ Is;g~~ t~
down the cold weather
u
e ~ames e 0
By OSCAR GARZA

f

. .

PAU as the team swept the
twinbill on the arms of
Kenny Reiger_and He~tor
Rios Reiger pitched a fivehitter as the Broncs won
3-1 when . K~nny Peters
launched his first ~omerun
of the season . Rios came
back with a picture perfect
three hitter as the home
team blasted the Hoqs 5-0.
Tommy Supak stroked a
three run shot over the left
field screen to pace the vietory.
.
Since the opening drubbing, the Pan Am pitchers
scuttled the mighty Razorbacks on one run and only
10 hits. The Broncs feasted
on the Arkansas righthanded pitching staff as
their only loss came t~ a
southpaw The only thing
Head Coach Al Olgetree
worried about was the
weather and whether he
had enough tabacco in his
pipe and if it was lit
With a 3-1 edge estbllshed going into the last
game, the weather was
perfect and that brought attendence to 1,000 for the
final day The Razorbacks
started ~ l_efty_y!'d PAU
~

counteredin with
their
southpaw
the form
of
Elmer Cavner. Cavner pit•
ched well enough to win

H
I
Boost Could e p
p an Am Brone s
Continued on page 7

pie who pick the teams for
Daniel Quilty, Director
Three times, the Pan NIT and tell them why they
Athletics New York
Am Broncs have been re- think Pan Am deserves a of
University, 35 W. 4th St.,
Jected by the basketball Na- chance, it may help.
New York, NY 10003,
tional Invitational TournaFirst class Pan Am teams
Peter J. Carlesimo,
ment to the major universi- have been snubbed in the
ty playoffs despite won-lost past, this time, as a politi- Director of Athlellcs,
records better than many cian ursed to say, "let's Wagner College, 631
of the teams that were send them a message that Howard Ave . , State n
Island. NY 10301
chosen and now perhaps, Bronc fans care."
John W. Kaiser, DirecPan Am fans dnd the peotor
of Athletics, St. John's
ple of South Texas may
They are:
University, Amaica, NY
help.
Pete Carlesimo, Athletic 11439
It looks brighter for the
Broncs this year though, Department, Fordham
What the fans could do
the Broncs have beaten University , Bronx NY 1s tell them they want PAU
four teams that look certain 10458.
John Powers, Director in the NIT and why--and
to go to the NCAA
how they will lining up to
playoffs, the other big of Athletics, Manhatazn buy tickets, If the NIT
College,
Manhatta
n
Coluniversity tournament.
comes through in early
PAU officials have been lege Parkway, Bronx NY March
10471.
in contact with the NIT
selectors ever since the
Broncs scored a smashing
OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE VICTORIA PUBUC
77-75 victory in Las Vegas
S CHOOLS
in Nov. 30 . PAU has ofThe public schools In Victona, Texas wil have a limited
fered for a first round NIT
number of vancancies for the 1980-81 school year_. Interplayoff host.
VJews will be conducted on th Pan American University
Five men, all in the New
cam us at the Placement Office on Mar~h 7 Interest~
York City area, will make
parti~s should contact the Placement Office for an Inter
the NIT invitations after the
view
time
h d I
NCAA picks its field.
The Victoria schools have a good salary sc e u e, provide free hospitalizaHon and life insurance, and offer exIf enough Bronc basketcellent facilities In which to work
Uc
ball fans take five minutes
For additional Information, write Victoria Pub
and 15 cents and write a
School~. P. 0. Box 1759, Victoria, Texas 77901.
personal letter to the peo-

Useatitde

common

LJ

AZORBACKS NICKED · Following a postp~ned_ J
eginning of the series Friday due to a wet field,
he Pan Am Broncs split a double he. ader Saturday
ut took both wins Sunday. The Monday tou~naments set the Broncs at 4-2 in the six-game series,
pushing aside t he No. 2 ranked Arnaksas Razorbacks.
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Tennis Team
Takes Own Meet

First year , head coach
Mickey White and his Pan
American tennis team,
opened the season victoriously Friday by taking
first place in the Magic
Valley Tennis Tournament.
Oklahoma University,
Oral Roberts University
and the victors over the
13th ranked University of
Texas: Texas A&M fell to
the Broncs.

ment will be the Corpus
Christi Invitational March
5-8 in Corpus. Three,
eight of the top 20 of country's top teams like SMU
and Arkansas, will compete.
Six days later, the
Broncs travel to Laredo to

participate in the Border
Olympics followed by a trip
to Clemson in South Carolina, where 12th ranked
Clemson and nationally
ranked Edwards, led by
Juan Farrel, top · fourth
player will duel.

Pan American Tournament Match Results
Oral Roberts University vs. Pan American

"Derek Segal led the

Ingles

way in the single matches,"

said White, "and John
Picken is happy to return
and play," said White
referring to Picken's knee
surgery last fall.
It was the team of Segal
and Picken that defeated
Texas A&M's No. 1 doubles team. Reid Freeman
and Alberto Jimines, 3-6,
6-3, 7-5, sparking the
Broncs' season with a 3-0
record and contributing to
A&M's drop of 4-1.
Texas A&M returned to
competition this year with
ftve upper classmen and
four freshmen. In Southwest Conference, the Aggies finished three and five
and overall 11 and 11 last

Brett Edwards vs. John Picken PAU: 6-4 6-2
Craig Cordell vs. Alfonso Gonzalez PAU: 6-3
7-6
Tay Noble vs. Derek Segal PAU: 6-2 6-3
Chari Grabler vs Mark Roberts PAU: 6-4 6-3
Jeff Owen vs. Brown Nick PAU: 3-6 6-4 6-2
Mark Skelton vs. Javier Sartorius Oral Roberts
Oklahoma vs. Pan American
ark Gustus vs. John Plckln PAU: 6-0 6-1
nnls Wall vs. Alfonso Gonzalez PAU: 6-3 6illy Washington vs. Derek Segal PAU: 6-2 6-2
obble Braver vs. Mark Roberts PAU: 6-3 6-3
ark Gearklnk vs. Nick Brown PAU: 6-1 6-2

year.

nnls Wall vs. John Plckln

In the singles catagory,
illy Washington vs. Derek Segal PAU: 6-3 7-6
Pari Am took a 4-2 advantage with Nick Brown and
ark Gustus vs. Alfonso Gonzalez
Alfonso Gonzales taking
obble Braver vs. Mark Roberts PAU: 6-4 6-4
three set wins, while Segal
and Arnold Kettenacker
ark Gearklnk vs. Nick Brown
PAU: 7-6
brought in straight set wins
eter Symthe vs. Arnold Kettenacher
6-2
and the Aggies defeated
Picken and Mark Roberts.
Texas A&M vs. Pan American
"I'm happy with Arnold
and Nick in both singles
and doubles play," said
White. "And real happy in Reid Freeman vs. John Picken A&M: 7-6 6-2
rey Schate vs. Alfonso Gonzalez PAU: 7-6 1·
beating Oklahoma and
Oral Roberts."
6-3
This was managed 9-0 Alberto Jimenez vs. Derek Segal PAU: 6-3 6-1
and 5-1 respectfully. Both
Brian Joelson vs. Mark Roberts A&M: 6-2 6-0
Pan Am and A&M had a
Ron Knowal vs. Nick Brown PAU: 3-6 6-3 6-4
hand in beating ORU and
Jim Grubert vs. Arnold Kettenacher PAU: 6-3
OU.
6-4
However~ Oral Roberts
took Oklahoma 6-3 and doubles
A&M in tum defeated Reid Freeman vs. Derek Segal PAU: 3-6 6-3 7Oklahoma 6-0.
Unlike the Aggies, the Alberto Jimenez vs. Alberto Gonzales
Sooners managed a 20
and eight and received the Trey Schate vs. Mark Roberts A&M: 6-3 7-6
Brian Joelson vs. Nick Brown
Big Eight 11 of the 14
years. ORU , however,
have a 15 and eight from
last year and are returning
four lettermen while the
Sooners bring three .
Though a bit rough
around the edges and
young in team, this strong
inaugural competition may
be signs of a strong year
and perhaps meet or exceed the Broncs 1978 rank
when they placed 10th in
that year's final poll.
The Broncs next tourna-
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Razorbacks

Continued from p~ge 6

but it was not to be as he
lost a tough 4-2 decision.
"Maybe I'm not living
right," Cavner said.
Hog pitcher Ed Vidmar
won the game, but he really did not baffle the
Broncs. "We had several
chances, but we took
ourselves out of them; we
must have left seven or
eight men on base," Coach
Olgetree said. Rick Haley
did hit a round tripper and
'the Broncs ended the contest with two men on base.
The finale of the series
matched a couple of
righties as Norman Boss
challenged Hog thrower
Billy Shock. For his first
outing, Boss was strong,
but he allowed two runs in
the top of the sixth inning.
That left Pan Am one more
inning to pull out the victory 'and the entire crowd
sensing it, they did.
Shock was content until
the seventh as he could do
no right and had to be
relieved.
After a walk to Dale .
Brown, a single by Gary
Dipple and Roger Pena
was hit by a pitch, Supak
strolled to the plate with no
outsand a hitter's dream-

RESUMES

bases loaded. Pinch speed
burners Brent Miller and
Jorge Sanchez were in•
serted in the game.
With the crowd screaming, the first pitch by
reliever Pan McGirth was a
ball. The next one was
right down the middle and
Supak got all of it as he
smashed the ball past the
Razorback right fielder . All
the runners raced in the
score and when the dust
cleared, Supak was standing on third with a baseclearing and game-winning
triple to give the Broncs
Machine an exciting come
from behind 3-2 triumph
and 4-2 edge in the six
game series.
"I am pleased with the
series they played because

I

But the Broncs Machine
can not slow down as the
tough SMU Mustangs
come in this weekend for a
four game set.
"They are always tough
because they are in the
Southwest Conference like
Arkansas is. It will be a
good series," Coach
Olgetree said.

•

A SOLO BLAST• Kenny Peter receives congratula-

tions after his first homer of the year.
Want free transportation from Pharr to PAU and
back??? You do the driving and I'll buy the gas.

Mon-Wed Classes--11 :30 - 4:30
Tues-Thurs Classes-•11:30 • 2:30
Friday Classes-11 :30 - 1 :30

Valley Writing Service

686-2828

it means a lot to beat a
team of Arkansas' caliber,"
Coach OJgetree said
''They were kinda fired up
as they came in to start the
last lnnlng and look what
happened , exciting right?"
Coach Olgetree added.
"Our pitchers had a
good series, they canied
us,'' Coach Olgetree said.

Hours can be discussed. For more information
call 787-8941 or leave name and address with
Veterans Office Secretary.

* SENIORS *
READY FOR A CAREER OPPORTUNITY WITH A MAJOR COMPANY?
Interviewing Saturday Feb. 23 and March 1, 1980
at the local Dunhlll Offices
For the following entry level openings
with major companies
located throughout the U.S.:

ACCOUNTANTS
MANA3ER TRAINEES
PRODUCTION SUPERVISORS
COMPUTER Technicians
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTS
MARKETING REPRESENTATIVES
Personnel MANAGERS

If you have a Bachelor's or Master's Degree (or wlll have one soon) in
Business, Marketing, Accounting, Management, or Computer Science, we
would like to talk to you.
Appointments will be made for Interviews on the above Saturdays. Call
anytime during the week between 8:30 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.
All FEES ARE PAID BY CLIENT COMPANIES AND
ARE NEVER REPAID BY THE NEWLY HIRED EMPLOYEE.

The

Nat,ona/

DUl'lhill.
PERSONNEL SERVICE
OF McALLEN, INC

McAllen Stare B;,nk rower • Sur1e 708
McAuen rx 78501
1512) 687 9531
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(Bronc--------Bulletins_J
UJr Pools May Ease Lines
Because of the big problem• with the ltna and
crowda during regl8tratlon, Dr. Jack Holtday, Eng118h
profeaor met with Wllllam Monu, aul8tant to the
Vlce-Praldent for Academic AJ/aln, to dl8cuu the
matter.
Dr. Holiday suggated that people on the car pool
plan be allowed to regl8ter first. Thl8 would force
several people to coordinate their •chedules together
and the congestion would be relieved •omewhat.
He •aid that would make the car pool plan more
popular and more atudenta would •lgn up for It. In addition, the parking problem would be eased.

Joe's
Greenhouse

Devils Ivy

Interview Opportunities
The Dunhlll Personnel Service la stlll taking appointments for interviews for pra5pectlve graduates
that are currently at a Senior level.
They have a number of clients looking for degreed
people. There is no obligation from the students to pay
any fees. It is on opportunity to expoe them on a notional level, and to let them Interview at home offices.
The counselors at Dunhill Personnel are profeHlonals
with many years of experience, although they have
only been In McAllen for a •hart time, they have been
established for 20 years. Interviewing wl11 be on Satur·
day and on March 1, at the Dunhill Offices. For Jurther Information or appointments call (687-9531)
anytime during the week between 8:30 o.m. and 5:30
p.m.

Ivy has been a favorite houseplant for many
years. The most common ivy found In homes and
offices is the Devils Ivy.
Devils Ivy is a trailing plant with glossy, dark
green, heart shaped leaves. This plant is easy to
grow-so easy that it will grow in a plain glass of
water. Ivy grows well outside the home, and does
excellent in the home.
When ivy is allowed to grow outdoors against a
wall or a tree, the leaves become very large, about
the size of a telephone book. Ivy Plants like strong
filtered light or shade, but not direct sunlight. Try
avoiding west windows. This plant will survive short
periods of dryness, but it is best to keep it moist at
all times, because lack of water will cause the leaves
to turn yellow.
Ivy may be bought at local nurseries or florists
from 89¢ to $1.59 for a three inch pot, so no one
has to be rich to have large windows to grow ivy.
Ivy starts from cuttings that can be placed in tap
water or in a pot filled with potting soil. Ivy should
root in two weeks when the weather is warm and
three to four weeks when the weather is cool.
If you have any questions about how to grow a
certain plant or have trouble with your present
plants bring or send a card to Joseph Mangin,
Emilia Hall, Room 100.

TVPrograms In The Future?
Plans for the first PAU River Raft Race, a Night In
Monte Carlo and the "Rocky Horror Picture Show,"
are a few of the topics slated for dlscuulon at the
VCPC general meeting.
The ./lrst meeting of the semester 18 scheduled for
Tuesday In VC-303 during activity period. Band book•
Ing committee vacancies, Ideas and luues, poulble
concert dates and film programming are also on the
agenda. "Students Interested In participating and
planning future event. are encouraged to attend," said
UCPC Vice-President, Joseph Arriaga.

Nursing Course To Be Offered

Registar To Retire
Marchl
Helen Snider, registrar
since 1974, will retire
March 1, according to
John Hook, dean of admissions, who will be acting registrar for the
balance of this academic
year.

Mrs. Snider began working at Pan American
University in Feb. 1966, as
a clerk in the office of the
registrar. In 1967 she was
moved to Secretary of the
Registrar and in 1968, to
assistant registrar.
Mrs. Snider has served
on various committees at
Pan Am including the Admissions Committee, the
Grievance Committee and
the Financal Aid Committee. She has also been the
Title IX Compliance Coordinator since 1976.
Mrs. Snider completed
her BA degree in business
administration at Pan Am
in 1964. She is presently

working on a master's
degree in educational administration.
Her plans for the future
include assisting her husband with their farm and
ranch supply business in
McAllen, and the completion of her master's degree.
She said " I have watched
Pan Am grow from an
enrollment of 2,739
students when I started
working here in 1966 to
over 9,000 now. I am both
proud and priviledged to
have been a small part in
this growth. I will continue
to support Pan Am In
anyway possible through
the Alumni Association,
the sports programs and
other activities."

I

A couru to ONl8t regl8tered nurwa In data collection wlll begin Monday, Feb. 25, 08 a continuing
education claa at Pan American Unlueralty.
The cou,..e 18 entitled "An Introduction to Cltnlcal
Nursing Reuarch," and 18 dealgned to help the
regl8tered nuru to sy,tematlze data collection In relation to a •pecljlc clinical lnterat. No college •taU.tla
couru 18 required.
The claa will meet for 10 Monday night. beginning
Feb. 25, from 7 to 9:45 p.m.

....

Money? If you have a B
or better in any subject
you can be a tutor. For;
more Information call
or come by office Bid.
"0" 381-2280.

The Edinburg and McAllen Branches of the
American Association of University Women, In
cooperation with the Department of Inter-American
Affairs and International Education, wlU present a
workshop, "What the Future Hold Jar Women," Tuesday during activity period, 10:30-11:30 a.m., and
again Tuesday at 8 p.m. In the Experimental
Qauroom of the Leaming Reaource Center. Coffee
wlll be •erved In the LRC Lobby at 7:30 p.m.
Dr. Arnulfo Martinez, vice-president for InterAmerican Affairs, and Dr. Ted Oark, PAV projeao,
emeritus; will co-sponsor the event. Dr. Clark wlll be
featured as •peaker and workshop director. Martha
Nichols, Edinburg branch member, will chair the
meeting.

UCPC Sponsors "Circle Fest"
UCPC Is sponsoring a "Circle Fest" during activity
period In the UC Circle.
Sky Lark Revue, a four member bond, will perform.
When a•ked about the group's style, gultarlat Steve
Valdez replled, "We have a wide range from country
western, hard rock to top forty. It all depends on our
audience."
Senorlna Veliz, the flne am chairperson, ha.
gathered student art work for display In the circle. The
exhibition Is comprl•ed of •culpture, ceramla,
photography and painting•.
Alma Ramos, of the coJJeehou•e committee, In vita
everyone to have an early lunch. Fajitas and •oft
drinks provide a quick convenient meal before clau.

Street Will Not Be Improved
A street about which a •tudent complained In an
open letter to Dr. Ralph Schllllng, Pan American
University president, apparently will not be Improved
any time soon.
Louis DeVrles, physical plant director, claim• repair
money Is earmarked for parking Iota more In need of
resurfacing. DeVries •ays of the •treet behind the
science building, "Ther are holes In the •treet and It
does slow people down."
He said they are preaently having to cut back
becaU8e there Is a greater lncrea•e In petroleum prlca
than anticipated. Whenever they get the moeny, they
will work on the •treet, DeVriea added.

Honor Student
The name of Martha Ann Meadow of Weslaco W08
Inadvertently omitted from the recent 118t offoll honor
roll (4.0 average) studenta relea•ed by the regl8trar'•
office of Pan American University.

UJrtoons ToBeOnDisplay
An exhibition of 108
original graphics dealing
with humor, covering the
15th to the 20th Centuries
will be on display at Fin~
Arts Center FB 215 Feb.
18-Mar. 16. '
The 16th and 17th Centuries are represented by
many artists Including Van
Ostade as well as Durer
and Rembrandt; the 18th
by Hogarth, Goya and
Cruckshank and the 19th
by Nast and Keppler
(U.S.A.).

weekdays 9 a .m . to 4:15
p .m. The public Is invited,
there Is no admlssln
charge.

For Back To School An
Eye Examination Is
Sugg~sWd By

"Funny?", will be open

I •

••

1E ;flflftd ..., ..

~-H.
MPIAN
EMcali1111l Cuttr

~

~- -.,14',>'

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
2 Big Burgers for $1.79
Small Cones 20c

WANT TO EARN - Extra

AAUWSchedules Workshop

Off•• good •• porllcipatlng O.ny Qu•em only No
MJb,htulu Not to be uHd In combtnehOn whh a.ny ottwf
Of olfer

coupon

Edinburg
383-7542
1220 East University

NOW OPEN

IN
CORPUS CHRISTI
4441 Gollihar
FOR INFORMATION
CALL or VISIT

Our Center
512-851-1460

11617 N. Central
Dallas Tx 75243

WE OFFER
• Hard and soft contact lenses
• Sunglasses
• Fashion Eyewear

FAMILY

ca

816 South Main
McAllen, Texas
687-7224

10% Dl8count to PAU Student.

Board Agrees To Reduce Nunther Of State Eillployees
By Barbara King

The Pan American
University Board of
Regents has a~eed _to a 2
percent reduction in the
number of state employees
by Aug. 31, 1980.
Regents sent a resolution to Gov. Bill Clements
promising the cutback In
response to the governor's
call for a 5 percent reduction of state employees.
Dr. Homer Pena, vice
president for business affairs, said, ''The 2 percent
reduction will be based on
the number of state
employees as of Jan. 31,
1979."
According to Tony
Villalobos. personnel administrator, the number of

state employees as of Jan.
31, 1979, was 678.05.
Villalobos said this figure
does
not
include
employees paid out ~f
federal or local funds. This
promises a cutback of approximately 14 persons
from January of 1979:
however. the number of
state employees presently
on the university's payroll
is not available.
Total enrollment of
students a of Jan. 31,
1979, was 8,957, according to Bill Morris, assistant
to the vice president fro
academic affairs. Present
enrollment is 9,311, he
said.
The resolution stated
PAU has experienced a 35
percent growth in student

enrollment in the past five
years without a corresponding and equivalent increase in the number of
employees on state
payrolls.
Pena hopes this reduction can be achieved
through attrition. In
response to a rumor that
department heads were
concerned that if people
quit, they might not be able
to replace them, Pena
said, "They should be concerned," but added that
the services offered by the
position will be carefully
considered.
Pena said they will look
at all the program and if
there is a way of reducing
1)1.?r:.on11ei without reducing services. it will be done.

Those progrms that are
producing and have needs
will certainly not be reduced to the detriment of
students they are servin.g
he assured. Under this
method. there could even
be an increase of personnel
in some areas.
University appropriations are received on a formula basis involving such
data as head count and
number of hours taken by
students, Pena said. Increases or decreases in
enrollment determine
money appropriated by the
legislature. "It is a built-in
system higher education
has tht allows for change."
he added.
Pend said the governor

claimed his request for a 5
percent reduction in
employees of state agencies was the result of trying
to carry through on an
election campaign promise
to increase efficiency and
effectiveness of state
government. Pena expects
the governor to request
another decrease in state
employees next year.
If retirements and terminations do not bring
PAU into compliance,
Pena said he and the other
vice presidents, Dr. Miguel
Nevarez for student affairs.
and Dr. J.C. Nichols for
academic affairs. will
review the possibilities or
impossibilities of compliance with the super-

visors and department
heads.
''I'm hoping it doesn't
get to that." said Pena. adding he feels the governor
would be receptive to accepting less than a 2 percent cut if he felt the
reasons were justifiable.
As stated in the resolution.
PAU
has
demonstrated its commitment by being the most
cost-effective of all state
senior colleges and upperlevel center. expending
fewer state dollars per fulltime equivalent student
than any other four-year
public institution while
maintaining and increasing
the quality of its educational effort.
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Deinocratic Candidate Visits
Jim
Hightower , develop a gasohol industry decontrol of oil and gas
Democratic candidate for in Texas are here now, he prices, while at the same
the Texas Railroad Com- said, but Exxon effectively time opposing any windfall
mission, called for a lobbied against such profits tax. The commis"Texas declaration of in- legislation. Any gasohol sioners have received hundependence from energy found in Texas comes fom dreds of thousands of
gougers" during a press out of state. Hightower dollars in campaign conconference last week at said the Rio Grande Valley tributions from the oil inPan American University.
has the potential for dustries they are supposed
Hightower said the pre- development of gasohol to be regulating, he added.
sent Railroad Commission through its sugar cane.
Hightwer said the comhas no energy policy for Hightower also wants a mission limits the number
Texas. He promises more regional office to be of trucking permits issued
vision than "increasing Ex- established in the Valley.
in Texas, adding it is easier
xon's profits."
In the last eight years the to get a bank charter in
"The commissioners commission has allowed Texas. He calls this restricought to be investing in our the monthly gas bills of ting competition.
For the past two and a
renewable resources--sun, Texas to rise 1.000 perwind and grain." said cent, said Hightower. They half years, Hightower has
Hightower. Instead, they have awarded utilities the been editor of the Texas
refer to solar, wind and highest profits in the coun- Observer. a bi-weekly
gasohol as "exotics," and try, he added.
newspaper in Austin that
Hightower claims the tells who's doing what to
they talk of the need to
"study" these resources in makeup of the present whom in Texas politics and
the hope they might play a comm1ss1on is industry business. Hightower feels
"minimal" role in the Texas dominated. All three com- .his background is an adenergy picture by the year missioners share the in- vantage
dustry's general outlook on
2000, said Hightower.
The
capital
and public policy. For example.
technology needed to he said all favor total

PAU'S HERO • Raul Requenez, 63 year old maintenance man, was awarded $500 and
received commendation for coming to the aid of an Edinburg policeman.

Maintenance Man Rescues Policeman
By BARBARA KING

DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE VISITS PAU · Jim
Hightower. Texas Railroad Commission Candidate held
a press conference last week on the PAU campus.

'The man was crippled
before he started fighting,"
said Requenez, who was
on his way home from
work and saw the two
vehicles break into the

Being a hero is nothing
new for Raul Requenez.
The 63-year-old Pan American University maintenance employee recently driveway.
received a $500 reward
The other occupant of
and commendation for the stationwagon. a
coming to the rescue of a juvenile, joined in the fight,
threatened Edinburg po- said Cerda. Requenez
liceman. Twenty years managed to pull one of the
ago, he received a similar boys off Flores. enabling
commendation for his ac- the patrolman to get to his
tions following a two-car feet just as the backup
collision which killed 10 patrol car arrived. Flores
received numerous bruises
persons.
Requenez was present- sand cuts around his head
ed a commendation from along with the leg injury.
the City of Edinburg and
Of his actions, Requenez
police officials by Mayor said, "without thinking, I
Ronald Case. The honor helped the man. I could
stemmed from an incident never stand to see some
which began when Patrol- one being hurt." Requenez
man Sigifredo Flores pur- vaguely recalls a crowd
sued a stationwagon to gathering.
Flores estimated the
522 E. 11 Ave .. after a
crowd between 50 and 60
traffic violation.
According to Detective persons. No one helped.
Sgt. Ventura Cerda, as "It could have been
Flores started to get out of worse. "Flores said. "I was
his car to make the arrest, appreciative of what ReAaron Beltran, the driver quenez did, especially conof the stationwagon, rush- sidering his age. He just
ed back and slammed the wanted to help me."
door on Flores' leg.
After reading Jim Town-

send's account of the incident in the Daily Review,
local attorney Laurier
McDonald
donated
$1,000 to the City of Edinburg with the understanding $500 would be
present ed to Requenez as a
reward, and the other
$500 would be put in trust
for the police chief to
award any person who
comes to the aid of a
policeman in danger during the course of his duty.
"We have too many
people who stand around
with their hands in their
pockets when people arebeing hurt," McDonald
said. "I was incensed that
here in our community we

are not looking out for
each other. I am proud of
this citizen who looks out
for his neighbor."
The other incident for
which Requenez was honored occurred near Alamo.
He was the first person on
the scene and assisted officers in removing the
bodies and the wreckage
with his winch truck.

Requenez has worked
for the university for 11
years and likes his job. "In
one way I feel good about
what I did. but in another
way I am embarrassed," he
said. "They are giving me
too much credit. What I
did was not enough for all
this attention."

Regi,stration Tables Set Up
Since this year Is a time to prepare for upcoming
local, state and national elections, PAUSA will set up
registration tables today for students, staff and faculty
members who wish to register to vote this year.
"It is every student's duty to register to vote in order
to exercise their privilege of voting and make an Influence on local, state and national positions," said
Larry Garcia. PAUSA vice-president.
Garcia encourages all students, s taff and faculty
members to come forth and register.
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By SANDRA BARBOSA
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'The Summer Olympics?'
Training for the Olympics is a long, hard process
that not too many people have the privilege to participate in. President Jimmy Carter gave the alternative to the Soviets to either get out of
Afghanistan, or the U.S., along with other countries, would boycott the Moscow Summer Olym.pics. This is one big issue for the athletes
themselves, who have trained long and hard for the
chance of a lifetime.
On campus, we also have many athletes, who
given the chance, would love to participate In the
Summer Olympics. But because they train so hard,
they understand what the Olympic hopefuls felt
when the recommendation came from the President on the issue of "Boycotting The Summer
Olympics."

Coach Kelly Bass-

Yes, boycott the Olympics, I
see no reason that the Russians should be on National Television." It's sad. says the girls basketball
coach, that they have had to work from four to
eight years on their competition, but we need to
start somewhere."

Beth Dlbnah"l think that there is going to be
an Olympics because from what I've heard. Russia
is pulling out. If the Olympics is boycotted It would

be a disappointment. l would like to see the athletes
compete, but yet you don't want them to get hurt if
they go." said Beth, who has been training for
future Olympic competition. She said, "It's good to
be a champion, but it is another thing to be an
Olympic champion."

James Janett

•"This boycott is tragic for those
who have trained so hard for four years. But the circumstances made the boycott necessary," said
James, a P . E. major and bymnastic coach at
Melba's Inc. "Also Bart Conners and Kurt Thomas
may not have a chance in four more year. I feel
they wouldn't be as motivated as they are at the
present time."

All we can do ls wait and see what does
happen. Until next week. See ya on the 'HI'
Roadr

ISH1Rrs+
BuUd your own T-shirt
O..Count for

group orders
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Companies To Visit
PAUForCareer Day
Students in need of a job
or in need of information
about jobs should attend
the PAU Career Day.
More then 100 agencies
will have representatives to
talk to students March 6 at
the gym from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m., according to Romulo
Martinez , director of
Career, planning, placement ,
testing
and
cooperative education.
Martinez commented,
"I'd like to see every student at Pan Am take advantage of the opportunity:"
Students should know
how they can prepare for a
certain job, Martinez said,
and the best way to do that
is to talk to those who are
employed by prospective
employers.

"The recruiters will be
able to tell you what working conditions are like.
what the work will consist
of, what promotion
possibilities are like and
what educational programs
are like in their particular
companies," he said.
To prepare specifically
for Career Day, students
are advised to take aptitude tests and interest inventories which are
available at the placement
office at UC 116.
Martinez explained that
two factors help to determine a career choice.
''You need to know
yourself" in areas like
values, likes and dislikes
and strong and weak
points.
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SATURN 3 · The hiahlv mechanized demi-god
series robot, Hector is "watching ... waiting
... and wanting on ... "
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and
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.La Praia Mall McAllen, Tao

Monthly Wn.k,hop<
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Many movies begin production with good intentions, but then they get off the track somewhere
along the line. One such film is the current release,
"Saturn 3,"
If films could be judged on appearance only,
"Saturn 3" would win hands down everytime. This:
however, is not so. In order to be a really wellrounded film, the movie must have a believable
plot and understandable language "Saturn 3" failed miserably to achieve these two necessary
credentials.
The film was totally preoccupied with bedroom
scenes. Dialogue between the actors was slow and
stupidly childish. Farrah Fawcett was an excellent
example of this. She spent the entire time exposing
this or that. If and when she did speak, it was the
dumb talk of a child just learning her first words.
Sex appeal and a cheesy smile were Miss Fawcett's
only contributes to the film.
Kirk Douglas, a well known and respected actor,
had his acting talents totally wasted in this movie.
His role solely revolved around Miss Fawcett and
their relationship. The only thing he was able to
show the audience was that he could attract and
keep a younger woman.
Harvey Keitel was the one actor in "Saturn 3"
who could have saved it. The audience could
understand and follow his role of madman run
wild. It was a shame that Mr. Keitel's role was not
focused on more.
The reasons I would give anyone for seeing
"Saturn 3" would be for the fantastic special effects,
costumes and scenes.

PAU's Classified Ads
35b 00 WttkJy guoran!4'ed Work J. huurs
daily •• home 117!! IK) for one hour do,I~)
fre, brochur, K B PO Box 1052 BR.
Slephenv,lle T • 76401

Hypnoti< Self Help Tapes Per>Ornll.

'°""''•

health problems FREE catalog Pot<nbal<
unhm,ted d1>tr,bu10<, 3200 South 2nd,
McAllen

Wan1ed, Mary Kav c~m~uc Consultants

Earn wh,k! you learn• Age lR or over
38 J -OOSX S 1()! Hour or more Part1mw or
full Nm•

..:t,~\1fw;,,ct rt'llt' J\ 20 cenl~ d line \A/1th a
minimum or $1 for ~.1ch in~,-rtion. pavable ,n
advance Bri~ Ad «,py io Th~ Pru,
Amt.'rtCdl1 En11l1.\ ff all IOII o.........i 1hft ~ Fn
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TEACH IN COLOMBIA
S. AMERICA
Private schools, all
grades,
Teaching is In English,
Transportation and
salary. See Dr. Irby LA

311.

BEAUT'r SERVICE

0,1

~age <Jfa.i-r @omj,any.
Dixie Word, Owner

5019 North 10th . McAllen,

Teaching Vacanices
Point Isabel Independent School District
(Next to South Padre lsland-25 miles from Brownsville
ALL FACILITIES AIR-CONDITIONED
LOW TEACHER-PUPIL RATIO
ALL SCHOOLS ACCREDITED WITH SOUTHERN
ASSOCIATION
High School English-starting pay of $11.500.00 (0 yrs.
exp.)
Elementary Teachers-stating pay of $10.830.00 (0 yrs.
exp.)
High School Chemestry-starting pay of $10,830 00 (0
yrs. exp)
Junior High Girls Coach-starting pay of $12. 730.00 (0
yrs. exp.)
High School Girls Coach-starting pay of $12. 730.00 (0
yrs exp.)
Junior High Boys Athletic Director-starting pay of
$16,000 00 (5 yrs. exp.)
High School Girls Athletic Director-stating pay of
$16,000 00 (5 yrs. exp .)
High School Reading Teacher-starting pay of
$11.500 00 (0 yrs exp.)
Librarians-s1arting pay of $10.830 00 (0 yrs. exp.)
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Broncs Split SMU Tilt
With two perfect days
for baseball, the Bronc
baseball team took full advatage of the SMU Mustangs, by taking 4 out of 5
games this past weekend.
Scheduled for Friday
was a double header, but
the coaches decided to
20 foot jump shot adding play a· third game, and a
to his 14 points of the double header on SaturnigH.
day.
Also scoring in double
Once again the Bronc
figures were Reuben Cold pitching staff was superb.
and Donald Green with 14 Larry Harris gave up only
and 12 respectfully.
six hits in a 5-2 decision.
With this win, PAU Herbie Espinosa hit a
broke a 0-2 record against single and a double. Kenny
this Baptist university. Peters and Tucker Hickson
Beating the Bulldogs was both singled, then Garry
one of the aims for the Dippel walked with the
Broncs last week. Now bases loaded.
they must finish second in
an NCAA conference,
Milton Ondracek got
regular season. And to win credit for thesecond game
a conference tournament, after reliefing Ken ny
the Broncs must do it on Rieger. The 8-7 victory
Northeast Louisians's came when Garry Dippel
home court in Monroe, walked, with bases loaded,
La., during Feb. 28-Mar. to send Brent Miller home
1.
with the winning run.
If the Broncs achieve the
items, they appear certain
Jim Liggett protected
to be invited to either the Ondracek's win with two
NCAA or National Invita- great plays at third base.
tion Tournament playoffs
Norman Boss, a former
this year.
SMU pitcher came up with

Bailey, Knight Play
Last Bronc Homer
Seniors Billy Bailey and only seven loses to their
Donald Knight played their name.
last home game for the
The Samford Bulldogs
Pan American Broncs here began trailing early in the
Feb. 23 in a 83-53 defeat game with the Broncs
over Samford University of main Alabama.
taining a comfortable gap
between points.
And as a final bow to the
The Broncs managed 57
4 ,400 fans present for the percent of the shots by
contest, both Knight and scoring with 17 of 31.
Bailey scored in double Samford, however, finishfigures. Bailey led the ed the first half with only
Broncs with a game high of 25. 9 percent from the field
22 ; Knight contributed and managed only seven
with 11 of his own .
of 27 shots.
Saturday's tilt brought the
With some 50 seconds
Broncs their 18th victory in left in the game, Mike CarNCAA competition with roll of the Broncs shot in a
Electron lea

Special discounts for PAU students
~our goal

r. your 1atl1/actJon"

Bob's Sewln9 Machine Center
Sala and Servlu

a 5-3 win in the third
game.
Robert Johnson shot a
homerun over the left wall
to tie the game.

despite 12 walks. The
southpaw picked off two
Bronc runners at second
and third during one inning.
Hector Rios won the
Rich Haley then walked, final game with the MusMarty Green doubled to tang~, 2-1 , by pitching a
bring in th winning run, three hitter.
and Tony Gasaway hit a
single to abring in Marty
Roger Pena doubled , to
Green for security.
bring Garry Dippel home
The Broncs dropped the from second. Di p pel
first game Saturday, 7-3. started the fifth inning by
Three infield errors added walking, Pena sacrificed
to pitcher Alan Maria's
him to second. Marty
defeat.
Green's fly out advanced
Dippel to third. Rick Haley
Tim McLean gave up hit a single to bring in the
only four hits to the Broncs winning ru n.

BETA
SIMMER JOB
WITHA

Sewing Machines V acuum.C leaners
Bob Castill'>n

353:7313

<>wner

•••••••••••••4
THE CROOK ED CUE

DRINKS· POOL· SNACK
OPEN
7 DAYS A W~EK

NEW MANAGEMENT
Located across from
PAU

next (7-11)

••••••••••••••••••••
I •
I • •

.
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Broncs Lobby

Four years ago, Pan Am
was not invited despite a
20 -5 record and the nation's No. 1 scorer. The
NIT people used "weak
schedule" as an excuse.
The Broncs have beaten
four teams this year that
look certain to make the
NCAA playoffs, and lost to

a couple more that may
make it.

..*

FUTURE.
CALL:
Me..1or Hodge

NIT Selectors
Pan Am Bronc fans are
encouraged to write to the
National Invitation Tournament selectors to lobby for
the invitation of the Broncs
to NIT.

ARMY ROTC.
THE TWO-YEAR PROGRAM.

***·* ******

Use atitde

**

CelltS
*
* when. YQU orde, your

Grill Cheese
Fries

Medium drink $1.49
Any size cone; buy 1 get 1 free.

exact.

i- -

~ - H.
ICIIPIAN
Edue,tional Center

NOW OPEN
IN

I
I

----- --- ------

leens

With this coupon buy one pizza and get the next smaller
size for only 99~ (with
!
equalnumberoftoppings
orless)
Void with other promotions.

**

I

I

,..*

**
I
I
*
Pizza , *
'-------------------------~ *
I

I
I

1

I
I

1 fXPJREs MARCH 13. 19so

CORPUS CHRISTI
4441 Gollihar
FOR INFORMATION
CALL or VISIT

MCALLEN
500 NORTH 10TH

682-5581

PHARR
BROWNSVILLE
1005 E. HWY. 83 2489 BOCA CHICA

787-8534

Our Center

2110 N. 10th St.
McAllen, Texas
Klinks Shopping Center

..*

tobe

Edinburg
3g3.:7542
1220 East University

*

**

CelltS

Offu good •• particlpaling Ooiry Qu•ens only No
substilutes . Not to be u•d In combination wtth any other
coupon or offer.

Come in anrl See our famous
brands liko . . . Nina, Sbicca,
Famolare!

381-2475

next Ken'S pzza.

Thurs. • Fn. • a ........ ..,-.

J

546-1614

**
...*

512-85 1-1460

11617 N . Central
Dallas Tx 75243

***********
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THE PAN AMERICAN

President Attends
(Bronc
_J
WashingtonConference ~------Bulletins
ByOscuGana

Students are not aware
« the many financial aid
pograms offered to them.
Cande Ontiveros, Student
$ovemment President, atb!nded a Student Financial
Aid Conference in
Washington D.C. Feb.
23-25 and learned many
~gs.
'Two students from each
lltate totaled 122 for the
conference, Including
three from the state of
l'exas plus members from
Puerto Rico and The
thlllipines. "We evaluated
every financial program
1nm a student's point of
lliew," said Ontiveros,
..and the items we looked
ilt were advertising, wordlng on the applications
and availability of _the apfiications."
Georgetown University
Wl8S the host, and the
Federal Government funded the program.
Ontiveros said that there
ae over 200 programs ofked, but the Valley only
.,ows about a few. "In the
ligh schools, certain peo;le are not qualified to tell
• about the programs,"
Cntiveros said. In addition,
hck of money leads to the
dtop-out rate in the United
States.
"There is a lot of money
that can be received, but
sudents are not getting it,"
Cntiveros said. He went
cri to say, "The university
ii not presenting enough
lnancial aid information,
iut it is not their fault. "
The Student Association
ilr planning to work closely
with the Financial Aid OfIce. The association wants
11!> set up task forces to go
lb. high schools in order to
inform all the incoming
hshmen. "I would like to
..,d out BEOG applicailrlns to every student,
IDecause many could
qpalify now since the prosam has changed since it
lrst started," Ontiveros

••

A computer terminal

Air Conditioning To Be Off

with Shirley Hofstedler,
the new head of the
Department of Education.
"She tried to meet with
each of us in order to listen
to our problems," Ontiveros said.
He wanted to represent
the Mexican -Americans
and the middle class income groups. "I learned a
lot from the conference,
and I hope to inform
others, the seminar was
very good," Ontiveros
said.
"When a student wants
to receive an education,
financial reasons should
not keep him out," Ontiveros said.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1980

ISA Schedules Meeting
The International Student Association wlll meet
March 4, durln actlulty period, In LA 115.
The topic of discussion wlll be the proposafs to set
up a loon fund for International students.

English Club To Meet

The air conditioning wlll be off on the entire compua
from Saturday, March 8 through Sunday, March 16
(Spring Break period). For thla reason, all acodemlc
buildings wlll be officially closed during that period.
However, the Library wlll attempt to operate on a

The newly formed Engllah Club will meet Tuesday at
10:30 a.m. In LA-205. Membership 13 open to any student who has on Interest In English.

limited schedule, as follows:

OPPORTUNITIES WITH THE VICTORIA PUBLIC
SCHOOLS

Saturday, March 8-8 to 12 noon, Sunday, March
9-8 to 12 noon, Monday, March IO thru Friday, March
14 7 t 12 noon. Saturday and Sunday March 15-16-

The public schools in Victoria, Texas wil have a limited
number of vancancles for the 1980-81 school year, Interviews will be conducted on th Pan -American University
campus at the Placement Office on March 7. Interested
parties should contact the Placement Office for an interview time.
The Victoria schools have a good salary schedule, provide free hospitalization and life insurance, and offer excellent facilities in which to work.
For additional Information, write: Victoria Public
Schools, P. 0 . Box 1759, Victoria, Texas 77901.

CLOSED.

The Media usage area will not be open at all during
that week.
"We regret this lnconvlence to our patrona;
however, It Is anticipated that condltfona In the
Library, without air conditioning (or even circulation
of air) would not be conducive to research or studying
In the afternoona and evenings," said Bob McDowell,
PAU Library.

AnnualSt;aff Comple-tes Yearbook

The "El Bronco" yearbook has been completed
and staffers are awaiting
page proofs in order to
make last minute detailed
corrections.
"The dealine", according to Oscar Garza, yearbook editor, "was exceeded by only three days as
they finished on Feb. 6 at
10:28 p.m. Although the
deadline was not met, it Is
the closest a yearbook staff
has come, to meeting a
geadline in three year."
"We had to burn the
'midnight oil' just to finish
the yearbook as early as
possible," said Garza.
Garza also said that the
book will differ from past
yearbooks-"starting with
the cover and on through
the end ~be.ets.'.'
Harry Quin, publications
adviser, influenced and in-

spired the staff to work just final production of the
that much harder, accor- yearbook because it is Mr
ding to Garza.
Quin's last year with us,"
"It means a lot to see the said Garza.

GET INVOLVED!!!

t

Here is your opportunity to participate in
Democratic process and learn what political campaigns are all about. Local politics affect us all;
become aware of what is happening in the local
area and let your voice be heard!!
A prominent valley attorney with a long-established
law practice needs your help in his county-wide
campaign for District Judge.

t
t

THANKS FOR
FIFTY
GOLDEN
YEARS

Whether you volunteer an hour a week or several
hours a day, you will learn a great deal and have
lots of fun. Many of your professors are also giving
special credit for political involvement.
Call 381-9103 for morn informdtion.

eei0 2000

Boee/JJ

DISCOTHEQUE
-

.as set up at the seminar

ad Ontiveros like the
clea. "It distributes information about the financial
aid program offered by
many universities," Onllileros said.
He also found out that
tftere are benefits for the
tandicapped and special
.aomen In secondary
afucation. "According to
,fre Department of Educa»n the average age for
.tudents in college is 34 ,
,aars old," Ontiveros said.
In this bracket, students
::anslst of married wives,
.-ho have raised their kids.
The large group also met

fa~~~:~~-·...

ENJ.

TUESDAY= ROCK NITE
WEDNESDAY = LADIES NITE

686-2828

plus

FullMeal

Drinks $1.25 for guys

Special
Deal.

THURSDAY

=

COUNTRY WESTERN

"Bring Your Hor~a Drink FREE!
FRIDAY=

* 2 P'-9 oldelidaaaduclrea

* C--.y, bot
* 'hatyrall

potaa-

LADIES

NO

COVER

CHARGE

a (nl"1

*Jmcye.w-o.e--.

*S-dle9rJ'pie

Valley Writing Service

LADIES DRINK FREE ALL NITE

EnjoyOur

AnJU.l<Xll-.
IDAl.,_0111.Y

$1.98

SATURDAY = HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE

Drinks $1.25
SUNDAY = HAPPY HOUR ALL NITE

No Cover

